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Abstract
This paper presents results of a user survey for professional translators, which was aimed at
identifying their needs regarding translation technologies. It focuses specifically on machine
translation (MT), which user groups are more likely to adopt it and how they perceive
technological advancements in this field. Based on the data, some connections could be made
between the use of machine translation and translators’ domain of specialisation. However, future
advancements of MT technology are perceived independently of the domain. Translators with
advanced knowledge in IT tend to use MT more than the ones with less IT skills. Similarly,
education in IT also has an effect on MT usage rate. Finally, we identified that more freelance
translators who work with an agency tend to use MT more than those who work without an
agency.
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Introduction

From translators’ point of view, translation tools are computer software that aims to facilitate their work,
make the project delivery faster and easier, save their time by solving easier tasks in an automatised way
and allow them to concentrate on more challenging and creative parts of the translation process, and
finally, to increase their income (Bowker and Pastor, 2014). In practice, the amount of tools available
also makes translator’s life difficult, as they have to decide which tools are useful for them and how to
integrate them in their workflow. Thus, machine translation (MT) services available nowadays evoke
contradictory attitudes among translators. On one hand they are cheap and easy to use, and therefore can
provide a fast draft translation that only needs some editing. On the other hand, the quality of translation
is not satisfactory enough for all domains and languages even as a draft, so many translators find them
useless for their job and prefer to make translations from scratch. In addition, there is an increasing
concern related to the security of the information translated on the Web, and many translators who do
like working with MT are imposed to sign confidentiality agreements with their clients for not using any
such service.
There is a common opinion that translators perceive the MT technology as a threat for various reasons.
Firstly, the use of MT transforms their role from translators into post-editors, thus significantly reducing
the creative component of translator’s job. Secondly, it also implies lower rates, as post-editing is
normally lower remunerated than translation. And finally, it is thought that with the development of
high quality machine translation, the translator profession will no longer exist in the same form as we
have it now, it will disappear completely or in the best case transform into something similar to project
manager.
In this paper we will present the results of a user survey for professional translators conducted
with the purpose of identifying their requirements regarding various translation technologies, as well
as their current working practices, i.e. which tools and resources they use and how they do it,
degree of satisfaction with these technologies concerning the quality of output, learning curve, offered
functionalities, productivity and income increase, levels of awareness of different types of technologies
available, possible reasons for low usage rate for different tools and missed opportunities for reaching
potential users, and their overall attitude towards current technology-related industry trends. The paper
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focuses on machine translation and presents the survey findings on the aspects of user profile that are
related to the use of MT.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we make a review of previous user surveys on
translation technologies. Section 3 describes the survey and the population of participants. In Section
4 we discuss general findings on MT usage and attitudes, as well as usage rate with resource-rich and
resource-poor languages (Section 4.1), with different domains (Section 4.2), how it is used by translators
who have different levels of computer competence (Section 4.3) and education in IT (Section 4.4),
compare translators who work with an agency or independently (Section 4.5). Finally, in Section 5
the results are summarised and discussed.

2

Findings on MT from previous surveys in translation research and industry

In the recent years a number of user surveys on technological and user-related aspects of the translation
industry have been conducted. Some of them focused specifically on MT. By a way of example,
the QTLaunchPad survey (Doherty et al., 2013), carried out in 2013, was specifically focused on the
use of MT in the industry. Under 500 translation services buyers and vendors gave their opinion on
translation quality methods and technologies. Apart from questions on translation quality assessment, the
respondents were asked about their adoption of MT systems. Over one third of the respondents reported
that they were currently using MT, while 13% stated that their businesses were currently not using MT,
but were planning to do so. However, 28% of the respondents said they did not use MT and have no plans
to start doing so. The most popular type of MT systems is statistical machine translation (SMT), which
was mentioned by over a half of MT users. Hybrid MT (HMT) was used by 36%, followed by rule-based
systems (RBMT) with 22%. One third of all the MT adopters use external online systems like Google
Translate, BabelFish and Bing. Users of off-the-shelf MT systems were asked whether they performed
any kind of customisation of the MT systems, with 84% positive replies. Popular modifications lie in
areas of terminology (61%), in the use of additional domain-specific corpora (32%), and by providing
tailor-made linguistic rules (21%), while 16% did not implement any modifications. Regarding the
quality of MT output, 69% stated that less than half of their outbound translation requirements were
satisfied with MT, while 12% think they can use more than half of MT translated content and 4% use
MT for all their content. Opinions of the respondents on the quality of translation performed by the
systems were predominantly positive, 43% rated it as fair, 41% as good, and 2% as excellent. Only 7%
of answers rated it as poor.
Number of participants
Currently using MT
Not using, but planning to
Not using and not planning to
SMT
HMT
RBMT

(Doherty et al., 2013)
500
34%
35%
29%
51%
36%
22%

(Torres Domı́nguez, 2012)
509
21%
16%
24%
48%
34%
18%

Table 1: Compared results of two surveys by Doherty et al. (2013) and Torres Domı́nguez (2012).
The Use of Translation Technologies survey, reported one year before (Torres Domı́nguez, 2012),
collected answers from various participants involved in the translation workflow, such as translators,
project managers, reviewers, DTP specialists, linguists, etc. MT applications were used considerably
less compared to the QTLaunchPad survey. Consider some of the results of the two surveys compared
in Table 1. Only 21% were using MT at the time of the survey, and 16% were planning to use it.
About a quarter of translators did not use it, and 7.5% were not familiar with MT at all. This can be
caused by the differences in the population of the two surveys, but also can be an indication that the
usage rate is increasing. Concerns about the quality of translation performed by MT systems seem to
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be the main reason for reluctance to use them. And even translators who used MT mostly evaluated its
output quality as flexible (54%), and 26% used MT just to get the gist of the text. Despite the quality
concerns, more than half of the MT users believed that it helps save working time and effort. Only 39%
thought it accelerates delivery, for 35% it helps maintain terminology consistency, and 32% mentioned
cost savings. The most widespread type of MT systems among respondents was SMT systems (used by
48%), 34% mentioned HMT systems, 28% used example-based (EBMT) and 18% RBMT systems. The
prevalent service was Google Translate with 55%, Systran was used by 17.5%, BABYLON by 15%, and
Moses by 11%.
Despite the low usage rate among translators, the importance of MT technology was realised by many
translators already in 2011, according to the survey conducted by Trad Online (2011). It focused on
the changes in translation industry caused by arising of new technologies, translators attitudes and
expectations regarding these changes, as well as evolution of technology as a whole. Among 1330
respondents the vast majority were freelance translators and interpreters. A big part of the respondents
(48%) believed that automated translation will have impact on how translators do business in the near
future, while 26% thought there wouldnt be any changes in the next 3-5 years related to MT, and 22%
think were foreseeing significant changes coming along.
An earlier survey, which also aimed at shedding light on the use of machine translation, was carried
out by SDL (SDL, 2009). The answers were received from 228 participants from translation companies
all over the world. The results revealed that 17% respondents (a slightly lower rate compared to the 2012
Translation Technologies survey discussed above) were using MT and 28% used or were planning to use
MT. The major concern reported by 76% which prevents respondents from using MT is the quality of
output. Due to the quality concerns, 37% of respondents would not use a public Internet-based service
while 28% consider using it inappropriate. The type of documents that is most frequently translated with
MT is technical texts (60%). In order to improve the quality, 57% of participants are more likely to adopt
MT when coupled with human post-editing, while 30% indicated that they were already post-editing or
had imminent plans to do so.
Earlier surveys related to the subject of MT usage include the Gilbane Group (2009) survey on
multilingual product content which aimed investigating how global product content is handled in
multilingual organisations; Lagoudaki’s (2006) survey on translation memory (TM) systems, which also
covers the topic of MT functionality in TM software; the survey on translation technology and UK
freelance translators by Fulford and Granell-Zafra (2005).
To summarise, these surveys provide some important insights on the usage of MT in the industry. On
one hand, the MT usage rate seems to be increasing over the years. However, low quality of translation
is still the main reason why the majority of translators remain reluctant to this technology. At the same
time, many of the MT users admit that it increases their efficiency in terms of fast delivery and time
saving. Having in mind this contradiction, it is interesting to find out what user-related factors might be
connected with their attitudes towards MT and its usage rate among different groups of translators.

3

Survey design and population

In this paper we suggest some of the potential factors that can be related to the usage of MT based on
the data obtained from the survey “Computer Tools for Translators: Users’ Needs”. The survey was
composed of separate sections, where the first section concerned the user profile, the second section
included general questions on the use of technologies, and the rest of the sections were focused on
specific types of tools, such as machine translation, translation memories, corpora compilation and
terminology extraction, and also covered some aspects related to quality assurance tools and various webbased lexicographical resources. For this research we mostly used the data from the machine translation
section, while the rest of the data will be used on further stages of our research.
The survey was built online and the link to it was distributed through translation companies, mailing
lists and social media groups for translators, translation blogs and translation associations. One of
the challenges during this stage was to attract a sufficient number of participants to be able to obtain
statistically significant results. Fortunately, we had a chance to access a large database of freelance
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translators through one of the partner companies, which helped us receive a very large number of
responses: we received 736 completed responses and 1304 responses in total. This indicates a high
response rate but a low completion rate, which is mainly due to the large size of the questionnaire. The
participants responded actively and many provided feedback and comments.
As to the participants’ profile, they originated from 88 different countries, about a half of them being
from Italy, Spain, Germany, USA, UK, Brazil, Belgium, Finland and Portugal. The vast majority of
translators worked as freelancers. The two largest subgroups were freelancers who had an agency but
also worked independently apart, and freelancers who only worked independently. Only 12% just worked
with an agency, 3% as in-house translators in a translation company and other 3% in a non-translation
company.
The questionnaire data was analysed in three steps. The first step included descriptive analysis of the
quantitative data, i.e. the answers were described with the help percentages and graphs in order to show
the data distribution. These results are summarised in (Zaretskaya et al., 2015). Secondly, we analysed
the qualitative data obtained from the open-ended questions (i.e. respondents’ comments in their own
words) using a coding methodology described in (Auerbach and Silverstein, 2003). And finally, we
performed bivariate analysis to find dependencies between pairs of questions (Lee and Forthofer, 2006).

4

Use of MT

In this section, we present statistics regarding the use of MT and analyse possible factors that might be
related to it. In total, MT systems were used by 36% of respondents, while almost the same number
(38%) were not using any MT and were not planning to use them in the future. A smaller percentage
(15%) did not reject this technology completely claiming that they were planning to use it in the future,
and 11% used it before but abandoned it afterwards (Figure 1).

Currently
using MT
36%

Not using MT
38%

Used MT it
before
11%

Might use MT
in the future
15%

Figure 1: Use of MT.
Most respondents who did not work with MT reported it being due to bad quality (67%) and because
they did not find it useful (35%). In addition, some respondents commented that they were not allowed
to use MT due to the clients’ requirements.
In order to investigate how translators see the future of the MT technology and its influence on their
profession, we asked participants if they thought they could benefit from high quality machine translation,
i.e. a system that would translate with almost 100% accuracy. A rather positive result was obtained with
74% of the respondents to this question answering “yes”.
Furthermore, respondents were asked to provide their comments explaining their opinion in a text
box. We received 158 comments which were collected and coded. Coding is a necessary step in the
analysis of qualitative data (Auerbach and Silverstein, 2003; Basit, 2003), which consists in annotating
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every item of obtained data according to the topic or topics it is related to, and following a certain
hierarchy. As a result, 16 classes were identified according to the concepts mentioned in the comments.
A common opinion among respondents (expressed by 48 participants) was that high-quality MT will
never exist, as “a machine can never be a human”. However, the possible benefits that translators can
see are time saving (36), efficiency or, in other words, larger volumes delivered in less time (25), and
effort saving (14). Additionally, good MT can improve translation quality for 6 respondents, consistency
for 5 respondents, increase their income (4) and give an opportunity to concentrate on more challenging
“high-value parts that only a human can translate” (2). On the other hand, those opposed to machine
translation argue that its development will make them lose their jobs (10) or lead to lower wages (9) and
to general devaluation of their profession (3). Two participants were convinced that even when working
with a high-quality system “human should be in control”.
To summarise, the majority of respondents did not use MT at the time of the survey, even though the
usage rate was higher compared to previous surveys. Most translators thought that could benefit from
advancements in MT. Many of them believed that perfect automatic translation will never be achieved,
therefore there is no threat for their profession, but a good MT system can increase their productivity and
income. However, some translators have expressed concerns about their future as professionals related
to the development of MT.
4.1

MT and languages

We further investigated more in detail the user profiles of MT-users and non-users and tried to find
dependencies which might help us draw conclusions about translators’ attitudes towards MT. First, we
considered the translators’ working languages and whether or not they worked with machine translation.
Low quality of the MT output is one of the main reasons why translators disregard this technology. Most
free online systems are based on statistical methods, i.e. their quality depends substantially on the amount
of data available. Therefore, our initial hypothesis was that there is a dependency between the use of MT
and the translator’s working languages: if translators work with rare or resource-poor languages, it is less
likely for them to use MT because the quality of the output is lower.
In order to test our hypothesis, we first divided all the languages into two groups: resource-rich
languages and rare or resource-poor languages. The first group included English, Spanish, German,
French, Italian, Chinese, Dutch, Portuguese and Japanese. The second groups included Afrikaans,
Albanian, Arabic, Armenian, Bengali, Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Estonian, Finnish, Georgian,
Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Javanese, Korean, Latvian, Lithuanian,
Macedonian, Malay, Maltese, Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak,
Slovenian, Swedish, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Uzbek and Vietnamese.
Then, we divided all the survey respondents into four groups according to the languages they worked
with. Group one includes translators with both source and target language being resource-rich (R-R);
group two with both languages resource-poor (P-P), group three and four work with one resource-rich
and one resource-poor language (R-P and P-R correspondingly). Also, to simplify the presentation of
the data, we consider only two respondent groups according to their use of MT: users and non-users. The
users are translators who were currently using MT or had used it before, and the non-user group are the
ones who never used it. We compared the number of MT users and non-users for each language-pair
group (Table 2). Even though the number of MT-users is equal to the number of non-users for translators
who work with two resource-poor languages (which might be due to small size of this population group),
we can see a bigger difference in the number of users and non-users for the group where the target
language is resource-poor, compared to the R-R group and the P-R group.
We used the chi-square (χ2 ) test for independence to verify whether there is a dependency between the
use of MT and the working languages. The chi-square test is commonly used for survey data analysis to
verify whether two categorical variables can be related (Rao and Scott, 1981; Lee and Forthofer, 2006).
We achieved the (χ2 ) value of 1.816 with the degree of freedom df = 3 and the p-value of 0.6115. The
high p-value (much bigger than 0.05, which corresponds to the 95% level of confidence) indicates that
there is no dependency between the languages and the use of MT, which contradicts our initial intuition.
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Language pair
R-R
R-P
P-R
P-P

MT users
198
102
18
8

Non-users
206
132
21
8

Table 2: Use of MT with resource-rich and resource-poor languages.
This can be an indication that translators make their choices independently of their working languages
and that, even though the quality of automatic translation is worse with some language pairs, it is still
suitable for some users and some working scenarios. And on the contrary, even with popular languages
for which the quality of MT should in general be better, it is still not enough for some translators to adopt
this technology. Consequently, this allows us to suppose that there are more important factors influencing
translators’ decision to use MT, such as working habits, knowledge of technologies, type of employment,
domain of specialisation, among others. In the following sections we consider some of them.
4.2

MT with different domains of specialisation

It is thought to be common for translators to work with texts that fall within a specific subject or subjects
that they are more familiar with, e.g. medical texts, literature, legal documents, etc. However, it turns
out that not many translators limit their field of specialisation only by one domain. The respondents
of the survey were able to choose more than just one domain of specialisation and it turned out that,
indeed, many of them preferred to work in more than only one domain, with the average number of
domains chosen by one participant accounting to 5.16. This seems logical, since humans tend to prefer
work that involves diversity and variation rather than constant repetition, so many translators find it more
rewarding to work with several domains rather than being limited by just one. On the other hand, it may
also imposed by the industry requirements, as companies often prefer to work with the same translators
who already proved to be professional instead of hiring a new different translator for each domain.
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20

handwork
maths/stats
biology
geography
ICT
chemistry
audiovisual
sports
history
arts
science
literature
localisation
environment
social sciences
humanities
economics
computer science
bio-medical
administration
financial
engineering
tourism
business
legal
marketing
technical

0

non-users

MT users

Figure 2: Number of MT-users and non-users with different domains.
A previous survey on translators’ needs by Lagoudaki (2008:161) revealed that there is a dependency
between the domain of specialisation and the usage rate of MT. Translators who work mostly with
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technical and specialised texts with restricted vocabulary and less idiomatic expressions are more likely
to resort to automatic translation than translators working with more creative texts, for instance, from the
marketing domain.
Our results are in line with this statement, which is illustrated by Figure 2. Again, we considered
two groups of users and non-users of MT. As we can see, the number of MT users is generally lower
than the number non-users, except for some domains where the users’ line approaches or overpasses
the non-users’ line. These domains were mathematics and statistics, biology, ICT (information and
communications technology), science, games and software localisation, and computer science. However,
within engineering and technical domains MT is still less used. On the contrary, the difference between
the two lines increases for the literature, sports, and the social sciences domains.
Considering the results discussed above, we assumed that translators who see developments in MT
as a positive tendency mostly work with technical and specific domains, because high quality machine
translation would allow them to avoid translating the same terms and repetitions, compared to translators
of more creative or literary texts, who might want to preserve the creative component of their work
instead of leaving everything to the automatic translation. To verify this hypothesis, we correlated the
two corresponding variables (Figure 3).

ICT
legal
computer science
engineering
marketing
tourism
business
science
humanities
bio-medical
financial
administration
literature
economics
social sciences
environment
arts
history
audiovisual
chemistry
biology
technical
localisation
geography
handwork
maths/statists
sports

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Yes

No

Figure 3: Could you benefit from high quality machine translation?
This turned out to be partially true, but only for some of the domains. For instance, translators working
in technical domain are very likely to have a positive attitude towards developments in MT, as well as
legal domain. But it is also true for marketing, tourism, and business domains, which contradicts our
initial assumption. However, this proves that translators are willing to use MT not only with some
specific domains where it already performs considerable well, but with all domains. The fact that the
quality of MT translation is much lower for some domains does not necessarily lead to translators’
rejecting this technology completely. In addition, these results show that translators in all domains are
more likely to be disposed to make their contribution to the development of MT and, for instance, provide
their feedback on MT output.
4.3

Use of MT and computer competence

The participants of the survey were asked to evaluate their own computer competence as advanced,
experienced, average or poor (Table 3).
We can see that the number of current and previous MT-users (group 1 and 2) decreases with their autoestimated computer competence. In the other two groups, i.e. the non-users, there are more experienced
users rather than advanced, and the numbers of translators with average and poor competence decrease
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Use of MT
1. Currently using MT
2. Used MT before
3. Currently no using MT, but might in the future
4. Not using and not planning to

Advanced
134
46
38
112

Experienced
99
25
49
126

Average
23
5
16
30

Poor
0
1
3
3

Table 3: Use of MT and users’ computer competence.
again. This can indicate that experience and knowledge in IT allow translators incorporate MT in their
workflow in a beneficial way, for instance, through integration with their CAT tool. The correlation with
the computer competence was verified by the chi square test, which yielded a low p-value of 1.19e-14
with the degree of freedom df=16 – a low p-value (much below the 0.05 threshold) indicates that there is
a dependency between the two variables.
4.4

Education and training in IT

All survey participants were asked whether they had received any education or training in IT and
computer science. The majority of all participants (61%) had some training, which shows that translators
have great interest in technologies and are motivated to learn how to leverage the variety of available
tools. The respondents could choose more than one option among “BSc in IT”, “MSc in IT”, “PhD
in IT”, “Specialised courses, seminars, workshops on IT”, “Specialised courses on computer-assisted
translation (CAT) tools”, and “None”.
Only a small number of participants appeared to have a university degree in IT and computer science
(see Table 4). For instance, from all respondents who had a bachelor’s degree in IT, 13 were MT users
at the time, 5 did not use MT, 4 were planning to use it in the future, and another 5 had used MT before.
On the contrary, among the holders of a master’s degree, the highest number did not use MT at all (11).
Finally, out of 5 doctors in computer science 4 were MT users.

BSc
MSc
PhD
Courses in IT
Courses on CAT
None

Currently using
MT
13
8
4
117
85
94

Do not use MT
5
11
0
105
61
127

Might use MT in
the future
4
3
1
45
37
40

Used MT before
5
4
0
42
32
20

Table 4: Use of MT and education in IT.
Much more translators had done courses in IT and specialised courses on CAT tools, and a significant
number did not have any training in IT. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the most popular types of
training for each MT user group. We can make two observations based on this chart. Firstly, most of the
current users of MT had done courses in IT, while most of the non-user group did not have any training
in IT. In addition, the number of translators who had done courses on CAT tools is lower for the group
of non-users. Therefore, a conclusion can be made that courses on IT and CAT tools might positively
influence the MT usage rate among translators.
We considered similar correlations with the translators’ perception of developments in MT. For this,
two groups were compared: the group of respondents who thought they could benefit from high quality
MT (Figure 5a), and the group who thought they could not (Figure 5b). The two figures seem very
similar, even though they differ significantly in size (the groups who favoured high quality MT is much
larger). This means that both groups had similar education in IT and it does not have any impact on
their attitude towards advancements in machine translation. To conclude, training in IT and computer
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140
120
100
80

60
40
20
0
Currently using MT

Do not use MT

Courses in IT

Might use MT in the
future

Courses on CAT

Used MT before

None

Figure 4: Use of MT by translators who did courses in IT and CAT tools.
science (courses and seminars in particular) can increase MT usage rate among translators, but not their
perception of how this technology might affect them in the future.
None

None

Courses on CAT

Courses on CAT

Courses in IT

Courses in IT

PhD

PhD

MSc

MSc

BSc

BSc
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

0

(a)

10

20

30

40

50

60

(b)

Figure 5: Education and training in IT and computer science received by translators who think they could
(5a) or could not (5b) benefit from high quality MT
4.5

Use of MT and employment type

There were six groups of respondents according to the type of organisation they worked for. The two
largest groups were freelancers who had an agency but also worked independently apart, and freelancers
who only worked independently (45% and 34% respectively). Only 12% of the population worked
exclusively with an agency. Other respondents worked as in-house translators in a company (6%).
Finally, 2% worked in a government or public institution and 1% of the respondents were students.
Employment type
Agency and indep.
Independent
Agency
Company
Institution
Student

Group 1
127
71
36
16
5
3

Group 2
41
18
9
5
1
1

Group 3
44
38
11
9
1
5

Group 4
110
115
30
14
1
1

Table 5: Use of MT by employment type.
Table 5 puts together the summary statistics for the type of employment and the use of MT. Group 1
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corresponds to the group “Currently using MT”, Group 2 to “Used MT before”, Group 3 was “Currently
no using MT, but might in the future”, Group 4 was “Not using and not planning to”. We can see that
Group 4, which never used MT, is largest for independent freelancers, while Group 1 “Currently using
MT” is larger for translators who work both independently and with an agency and also for the ones
who only work with an agency. A reason for that might be that the translators who collaborate with LSP
(Language Service Provider) companies receive more information or training on MT and are in some
way encouraged to use it. In addition, many LSPs have their own proprietary engines, which translators
have access to, and which are trained for specific domains and language pairs and, therefore, provide
better translation quality. The results of the chi-square test confirmed that there is a dependency between
the two variables (p-value = 1.475e-14).
It has to be mentioned that, as one can observe in Table 5, groups 1 and 4 are generally larger than
groups 2 and 3 almost for all lines. This is due to the total distribution of the participants in these four
groups, all types of employment put together (consider Figure 1). Since the total number of translators
in groups 1 and 4 is bigger, it is also true for each employment type, i.e. for each line.
Student

Institution
Company
Agency
Independent

Agency and indep.
0

20

40

60
Non-users

80

100

120

140

160

180

Users

Figure 6: Use of MT by employment type.
Consider Figure 6, which compares only the two groups of users and non-users of MT. We can see that
the number of translators who did not use MT is much higher for independent freelancers. Translators
who work with agencies are almost e qually likely to use or not to use MT with a slightly higher result
for users.
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Discussion of results and conclusions

In this article we analysed a part of results of a user survey on translation technologies, which concerned
various aspects of the use of machine translation by professional translators. The purpose of the analysis
was to identify the factors that might influence the usage rate of MT, the general idea of usefulness of
this technology and the attitude towards its future advancement.
In general, MT usage rate was higher compared to previous surveys. In addition, most translators saw
advancements in MT as a positive process, thinking that it can increase their income and productivity,
while leaving more space for creative and challenging parts of translation process. Even though some
translators still perceive high-quality MT as a threat to their profession, most of them realised that perfect
automatic translation will not be achieved in the near future. Better quality, however, is still absolutely
necessary for many users.
Additionally, we investigated what other factors, apart from MT system performance, might be related
with MT usage rates. Thus, we considered whether MT is used more with more popular languages for
which more parallel data is available, whether is more popular among translators of specific domains,
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and whether translators of particular domains can benefit more from high quality machine translation
than others. Furthermore, we considered the relation of translators’ knowledge and training in IT to their
use and attitudes regarding MT, and, finally, different groups according to types of employment.
In contradiction to our initial hypothesis, there has not been identified any dependency between the
languages and the MT usage rates. In other words, MT is equally used both with resource-poor and
resource-rich languages despite the differences in the quality of the MT output. On the other hand,
domain of specialisation seems to be an important factor influencing translators’ decision to use MT.
Technical domains like information and communications technology (ICT) and computer science imply
higher MT usage rates. However, when asked about possible benefits from high quality machine
translation, translators of all domains seem to have similar opinions. In other words, MT is currently
used with domains where the quality is relatively better, whereas increased translation quality for all
domains will lead to higher usage rates. Nevertheless, about a quarter of respondents still do not see any
benefit in high quality MT, which is probably due to the fact that they have not found a way to incorporate
it to their workflow.
High level of IT competence and courses in IT and CAT tools also seem to increase the usage rates
of MT, so knowledge and training in the field and deeper understanding of the technology might help
translators make better use of it. And finally, independent freelance translators who do not work in
collaboration with an agency are less likely to resort to MT, which might be due to the differences in the
project management process and translation workflow which independent translators have. In addition,
some agencies have their own proprietary engines trained for specific domain, which can provide more
usable output.
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Abstract
The major goal of Automatic post-editing (APE) is to reduce the human post-editing efforts
and increase human post-editing productivity by improving the quality of machine translation
(MT) output in terms of fluency and adequacy, i.e., the translations produced should be as close
as possible to manually post-edited translations. In this paper, we apply Hierarchical Phrase
Based Statistical MT (HPB-SMT) to the task of monolingual Statistical APE (SAPE). The SAPE
system takes raw Italian Machine Translation output of Google Translator and produces postedited Italian language text. We carried out the SAPE experiments on a multiway parallel
dataset consisting of English Text, Italian MT output and corresponding manually post-edited
translations. The evaluation process was carried out into two directions: (i) using automatic MT
evaluation metrics (BLEU, TER and METEOR) and (ii) manual evaluation with four professional
translators. In both cases, our SAPE system output not only provides better translations than the
standard MT output, but also reduces the post-editing efforts in accordance with the translators’
perspectives.

1

Introduction

In Machine Translation (MT), the term “Post-Editing” (PE) is defined as the correction by human over
the translation produced by an MT system (Veale and Way, 1997), often with minimum amount of
manual labor (TAUS Report, 2010), as a process of modification rather than revision (Loffler-Laurian,
1985). Current MT systems fail to deliver perfect translation output. To achieve sufficient quality output,
translations often need to be corrected or post-edited by human translators. A major goal of using an
APE system is to reduce the effort of the human post-editors or translators by automatically customising
the MT output to a particular translation domain.
Recently, Automatic MT post-editing (APE) (Knight and Chander, 1994) has produced more reliable
translation compared to raw MT output. The advantage of an APE system is that it can adapt to any
Black-box MT engine output as an input and provide possible automatic PE output without the need of
having to retrain or re-implement the applied MT engine. In terms of implementation, Phrase Based
Statistical Machine Translation (PB-SMT) (Koehn et al., 2003) can be applied as APE system (Simard
et al., 2007a).
MT translations generally suffer from a number of adequacy errors which include: incorrect lexical
choice, word ordering, word insertion, word deletion, etc. We describe our APE system that covers
lexical choice errors, word insertion and deletion between the MT translation and PE translation using
the HPB-SMT method. This method is also able to correct word order errors to some extent. The
performance of an SMT system heavily relies on bilingual data and word alignment. We propose a
hybrid word alignment method which provides well estimated word alignment links for our SAPE system
(described in Section 3). During phrase extraction, the system can automatically handle and estimate the
following errors:
• Word insertion error (by considering one-to-many alignment links between MT–PE aligned data)
• Word deletion error (by considering many-to-one alignment links between MT–PE aligned data)
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• Lexical error (by estimating lexical weighting during model estimation)
• Word ordering (using a hierarchical model facilitates word ordering, because it uses synchronous
context free grammar (SCFG) based hierarchical phrases)
The evaluation process has been carried out in two directions: (i) automatic and (ii) human evaluation
with 4 expert translators. The automatic evaluation was carried out using three automatic evaluation
metrics - BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), TER (Snover et al., 2006) and METEOR (Lavie and Agarwal,
2007), results suggest that SAPE improves over raw MT output. Evaluation using human judgments also
shows that the SAPE improves overall translation adequacy for 30% of the post-edited sentences.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an account of related research,
Section 3 describes the various components of our system, in particular the preprocessing module, hybrid
word alignment module and the Hierarchical PB-SMT model. In Section 4, we outline the complete
experimental setup. Section 5 presents the results of automatic and human evaluation with some analysis,
followed by conclusion and avenues for further research in Section 6.

2

Related Research

Simard et al. (2007a) and Simard et al. (2007b) applied Statistical MT (SMT) for post-editing that handles
the repetitive nature of errors typically made by rule-based MT (RBMT) systems. The SMT system was
trained on the output of the rule-based system as the source language and reference human translations
as the target language. This PB-SMT based APE system was able to correct systematic errors produced
by the RBMT system and reduce the post-editing effort.This approach achieved large improvements in
performance not only over the baseline rule-based system but also over a similar PB-SMT used in a
standalone mode. Denkowski (2015) proposed a method for real time integration of post-edited MT
output into the translation model. He extracted a grammar for each input sentence and applied to the
model.
Post-editing rule-based MT (RBMT) output can also be done by using statistical information from the
trained SMT models (Lagarda et al., 2009).The approach involves training an SMT system and applying
the trained models for the purpose of correction to the rule-based output. Rosa et al. (2012) and Mareček
et al. (2011) applied a rule-based approach to APE of English-to-Czech MT outputs on the morphological
level. They used 20 hand-written rules based on the most frequent errors encountered in translation. The
method efficiently corrects morphosyntactic categories of a word such as number, case, gender, person
and dependency label.
Various automatic or semi-automatic post-processing techniques to implement corrections for
repetitive errors or fully automate PE have been developed, although the resulting MT output still
needs to be post-edited by humans in order to produce publishable quality translation (Roturier, 2009;
TAUS/CNGL Report, 2010). Even though MT output needs human PE, it is often faster and cheaper to
post-edit MT output than to perform human translation from scratch. In some cases, recent studies have
even shown that the quality of MT plus PE can exceed the quality of human translation (Fiederer and
OBrien, 2009; Koehn, 2009; DePalma and Kelly, 2009) as well as the productivity (Zampieri and Vela,
2014). Aimed at cost-effective and timesaving use of MT, the PE process needs to be further optimised
(TAUS/CNGL Report, 2010).
There have also been many studies regarding the impacts of various factors and methods; those were
examined against the amount of PE effort. However, those studies have not been conducted to observe
PE effort in a commercial work environment. The overall purpose of the present study is to answer
two fundamental questions “What would be the optimal design of a PE system?” which is ultimately
determined by the quality of MT output. And “How can human involvement be optimised in a PE
system to reduce post editing effort?”

3

System Description

The proposed system consist of three basic components: corpus cleaning as well as preprocessing, a
hybrid implementation of an improved word alignment model and a HPB-SMT PE system integrated
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with hybrid word alignments. The proposed APE system has been trained on monolingual Italian MT
output provided by Google Translate (GT) and the manually post-edited output.
3.1

Corpus Cleaning and Preprocessing

The training data used for the experiments was developed within the MateCat1 project and contains
312K sentences. We utilised all the parallel training data (which includes Europarl as well as News
Commentary) for English–MT output as well as the post-edited Italian MT output provided by MateCat.
The corpus contains some non-Italian as well as non-English words and sentences. Therefore, we apply
the Language Identifier (Shuyo, 2010) on both bilingual English–Italian MT output and MT-output–
PE parallel data as well monolingual Italian corpora. We discarded those sentences from the bilingual
training data which are considered as belonging to the different language or contained different language
segments. The same method has been also applied to the monolingual Italian data. The cleaning process
of the training corpus was carried out first by calculating the global mean ratio of the number of characters
of source sentence to target sentence and then filter out sentence pairs that exceeds or fall below 20%
of the global ratio (Tan and Pal, 2014). We sorted the entire parallel training corpus based on their
sentence length and removed duplicates. We apply tokenisation and punctuation normalisation using
Moses scripts. In the final steps of cleaning, we filtered the parallel training data on maximum allowable
sentence length of 100 and sentence length ratio of 1:2 (either direction).
3.2

Improved Word Alignment

3.2.1

Word Alignment Using GIZA++

GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) is a statistical word alignment tool which implements maximum
likelihood estimators for all the IBM 1-5 models and an HMM alignment model as well as Model
6. GIZA++ facilitates fast development of statistical machine translation (SMT) systems. The model
parameters of GIZA++ acquire better estimation from very large amount of parallel data. But it is
hard to define what would be sufficient amount of parallel data. However, for limited amount of parallel
resources, the quality of word alignments is typically quite low and it also deviates from the independence
assumptions made by the generative models. GIZA++ has some draw-backs. It allows at most one source
word to be aligned with each foreign word. To resolve this issue, some techniques have already been
applied such as symmetrisation methods where the parallel corpus is aligned using bidirectional training
and then the two alignment tables are reconciled using different heuristics, e.g., union, intersection and
most recently grow-diagonal-final and grow-diagonal-final-and heuristics (Koehn, 2010). In spite of
these heuristics, the word alignment quality is still low and calls for further improvement. We describe
our approach of improving word alignment quality in the following subsections.
3.2.2

Berkley Aligner

Like GIZA++ , the Berkley Aligner is also used to align words across sentence pairs in a bilingual
parallel corpus. The Berkeley Aligner (Liang et al., 2006) allows both unsupervised and supervised
approaches to align words from parallel corpora. We initially train on the parallel corpus using the
fully unsupervised method of producing Berkley word alignments. The Berkeley aligner is an extension
of the Cross Expectation Maximization word aligner. The aligner uses agreement between two simple
sequence-based models by training and facilitates substantial error reductions over standard models.
Moreover, it is jointly trained with HMM models, and as a result AER (Vilar et al., 2006) reduces by
29%. Berkeley Aligner is a very useful word aligner because it allows for supervised training, enabling
us to take knowledge from already aligned corpora or we can use the same corpus by updating the
alignments using a rule based or a edit distance based alignment system. In this work, the alignment
table produced by the unsupervised aligner is corrected using TER word alignment. TER has generated
an alignment between two monolingual text (in this case, MT and PE text), which is mostly based on
edit distance. This motivated us to use TER alignment as a Gold Standard. Then we apply this corrected
alignment table as the gold standard training data for the supervised aligner.
1

https://www.matecat.com/
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3.2.3

SymGiza++

SymGiza++ (Junczys-Dowmunt and Szał, 2012) modifies the counting phase of each model of Giza++
to allow updating of the symmetrisised models between the chosen iterations of the original training
algorithms. It computes symmetric word alignment models with the capability of taking advantage of
multi-processor systems. Experimental results show that the alignment quality improves by more than
17% compared to Giza++.
3.2.4

TER Alignment

TER (translation edit rate, or translation error rate) (Snover et al., 2006) was originally developed as an
automatic MT evaluation metric. TER is an edit distance based metric and measures the ratio between
the number of edit operations that are required to turn a hypothesis H (MT output) into a reference R
(in this case the PE translation) to the total number of words in R. The allowable edit operations include
insertion (Ins), substitution (Sub), deletion (Del) and phrase shifts (Shft). As a byproduct of finding
the minimum edit distance, it produces an alignment between the hypothesis and the reference. In the
monolingual SAPE task, we make use of TER alignment as a potential alignment between the MT output
and the PE translation. TER is computed as in equation (1).
T ER(H, R) =

3.2.5

(Ins + Del + Sub + Shf t) ∗ 100%
total number of words in R

(1)

METEOR Alignment

Like TER, METEOR (Lavie and Agarwal, 2007) is another automatic MT evaluation metric which
provides alignment between the hypothesis and reference. Given a pair of strings such as H and R
to be compared, METEOR initially establishes a word alignment between them. The alignment is a
mapping method between words in H and R, which is built incrementally by the following sequence of
word-mapping modules:
• Exact: maps if they are exactly the same.
• Porter stem: maps if they are the same after they are stemmed using the Porter stemmer.
• WN synonymy: maps if they are considered synonyms in WordNet.
If multiple alignments exist, METEOR selects the alignment for which the word order in the two strings
is most similar (i.e. having fewest crossing alignment links). The final alignment is produced between H
and R as the union of all stage alignments (e.g. Exact, Porter Stem and WN synonymy).
3.2.6

Hybridization

The hybrid word alignment method combines three different kinds of statistical word alignment methods
including: Giza++ word alignment with grow-diag-final-and (GDFA) heuristic (Koehn, 2010), Berkeley
word alignment and SymGiza++ word alignment as well as two different kind of edit distance based
aligners such as TER and METEOR. We have followed two different strategies to combine all word
alignment tables (Pal et al., 2013).
Union: In the union method, we hypothesise that all alignments are correct. All the alignment tables
are unioned together and duplicate entries are removed.
ADD additional Alignments: This method follows the following heuristic. We consider either of
the alignments generated by GDFA (A1), Berkeley aligner (A2), or SymGiza++ (A3) as the standard
alignment as TER (A4) and METEOR (A5) fail to align all words in the monolingual Italian MT–PE
parallel sentences. The alignment given by A4 and A5 are based on the edit distance method, therefore,
it can not align all words between monolingual Italian MT–PE parallel sentences. From the five
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alignments A1–A5, we propose the alignment combination method as described in algorithm 1.
ALGORITHM: 1
• Step 1: Choose a standard alignment (SA ) from A1 , A2 and A3 .
• Step 2: Correct the alignment of SA by looking at the alignment tables of A4 and A5.
• Step 3: Find additional alignment from other alignments e.g. A2 , A3 , A4 and A5 using intersection
method, if A1 considered as SA .
\
\
\
(A2 A3 A4 A5 )
(2)
• Step 4: Add additional alignment to SA .

3.3

HPB-SMT

Hierarchical PB-SMT is based on Synchronous Context Free Grammar (SCFG) (Aho and Ullman, 1969).
SCFG rewrites rules on the right-hand side with aligned pairs (Chiang, 2007).
X →< γ, α, ∼>

(3)

where X represents a nonterminal, γ, α represent sequences of both terminal and nonterminal strings and
∼ represents a one-to-one correspondence between occurrences of nonterminals appearing in γ and α.
The weight of each rule is defined as :
Y
w(X →< γ, α, ∼>) =
(4)
φi (X →< γ, α, ∼>)λi
i

where φi are features defined on each rule and λi is the weight of φi . The features are associated
with 4 probabilities: frequency probabilities P (γ|α), P (α|γ), lexical frequency probabilities Pw (γ|α),
Pw (α|γ) and a Phrase penalty exp(−1).
There exist two additional rules called “glue rule” or “glue grammar” :
S →< SX, SX >

(5)

S →< X, X >

(6)

These rules are used when no rules could match or the span exceeds a certain length (search depth:
set the same as the initial phrase length limit). These rules simply monotonically connect translations of
two adjacent blocks together.
The weight of the above type of rule is defined as
w(S →< SX, SX >) = exp(−λg )

(7)

where λg controls the model’s preference for hierarchical phrases over serial combination of phrases.
The weight (w(dg )) of the derivation grammar (dg ) for generated source (fd ) and target (ed ) string, is
the product of the weights of the rules used in translation w(r), language model probability Plm and the
word penalty exp(−λwp |e|) with some control over the length of the target output (e). The representation
of dg can be defined as a triplet < r, i, j >, where, r stands for grammar rule to rewrite a nonterminal
that spans fdji on the source side.
w(dg ) =

Y

<r,i,j>∈dg

λlm
w(r) × Plm
× exp(−λwp |e|)
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(8)

4
4.1

Experiment
Data

The dataset that has been used for the experiments is developed in the MateCat project. The
data consist of 312K parallel sentences. The parallel data (in this case, MT output as the source
language and reference human translations as the target language) are cleaned and processed by
using our preprocessing module (see Section 3.1). The provided data was noisy. After cleaning,
we obtained a 213,795 sentence-aligned MT–PE parallel corpus from a mixed domain (Europarl and
News commentary) for our present experiment. We randomly extracted 1000 sentences each for the
development set and test set from the initial parallel corpus, and treated the rest (211,795) as the training
corpus. The Italian monolingual corpus for language modelling has been prepared by using Italian
PE data in addition with the Europarl monolingual clean corpus. The monolingual corpus consists of
49,483,285 words.
4.2

Experimental settings

We used the Hierarchical PB-SMT model. For building our APE system, we experimented with various
maximum phrase lengths for the translation model and n–gram settings for the language model. We
found that using a maximum phrase length of 7 and a 5-gram language model produced best results
in terms of BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002). We performed smoothing using the Good-Turing
technique (Foster et al., 2006).
The other experimental settings our improved hybrid word alignment models (cf. Section 3.2)
integrated with in the Hierarchical phrase-extraction (Chiang, 2005). The 5-gram target language model
was trained using KenLM (Heafield, 2011). The system tuning was carried out using both k-best
MIRA (Cherry and Foster, 2012) and Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT) (Och, 2003) on the heldout development set (devset). After the parameters were tuned, decoding was carried out on the held out
test set.

5

Evaluation

The evaluation process was carried out into two ways: (i) Automatic evaluation and (ii) Human
evaluation by 4 expert translators on the 1000 sentences of the test set automatically post edited by
the proposed system. Out of 1000 sentences, 145 sentences are different from the raw Google Translate
translations output i.e. 14.5% sentences are post edited by the system, rest of sentences remain similar
and are not affected by APE. We analyzed those 145 sentences to find out whether they really improve
the quality or not.
5.1

Automatic Evaluation

We evaluated MT quality using three well known automatic MT evaluation metrics: BLEU, METEOR
and TER. We also performed sentence level BLEU evaluation. Based on sentence level BLEU score,
the evaluation results in Table 1 shows that 91 out of 145 sentences provided by Automatic Post Editing
(APE) system are better in quality than Google Translation (GT). However, for the rest (54) of the
sentences, quality is degraded by APE; for these 54 sentences the Google Translation is of better quality
than the APE output. To some extent this may be PE reference sentences are biased towards GT output.
However, manual inspection showed that some of those (31) sentences are worse than the GT output.
Metric
Sentence
BLEU

APE better

GT better

Tie

% Gain

% Loss

91

54

855

9.1%

5.4%

Table 1: Automatic sentence level evaluation.
Table 2 provides a systematic comparison between the GT and APE systems with three different
evaluation metrics. In all cases, our proposed system performed better. Table 2 also shows the relative
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improvement over GT is maximal with respect to TER. The improvements vary with different metrics.
This motivated us to perform manual human evaluation by professional translators.
Metric

APE

GT

BLEU
TER
METEOR

63.87
28.67
73.63

61.26
30.94
72.73

%
Relative
Improvements
4.2%
7.9%
1.2%

Table 2: Automatic evaluation over 1000 sentences.
5.2

Human Evaluation

For human evaluation, we developed a polling scheme with three different options for a particular source
English segment. Translators act as voters and make a choice between options as to which of the outputs
looks better to them. The first two of the three options are for Italian translations provided by APE and
GT and the third option is uncertain (U) which is applicable whenever the translators are uncertain about
which translation is better i.e. both the GT and APE translations are equally good or worse to them. To
avoid biasses of the translators to a particular system, we randomly swap the position of APE and GT
translations so that the translators do not know which system they are contributing their votes to; they
just choose the best of the 2 translations. The human evaluation involved four professional translators.
All these 4 translators are working for Translated srl2 , Rome, Italy. The profile of the translators are
presented in Table 3.
Table 3 shows the results of the pole scheme (by human evaluation) of the raw GT output compared
to the automatic post-edited (APE) output. The values in the table represent how many translations
have been chosen by each translator for each particular system. The evaluation of the polling process
was carried out with 145 translations. We conducted the voting process serially to avoid any conflict
between the translators. From Table 3, we can easily conclude that all translators showed the tendency
of adopting to the new system and they accept the APE system to their regular work. The winning APE
system received 7% vote compared to 2.5% vote by the GT system, while 85% votes are tied as both the
APE and the GT translations are the same for these sentences and 5% are neutral as the translators were
undecided for those sentences. As each translators received the same 145 sentences for judgment, the
total vote received by APE system is 105, GT: 62 and Uncertain: 94. After deep analysis, we found that
all the 4 translators agreed on 27 translations provided by the APE system, 6 translation provided by GT
and 9 translation are neutral. Therefore, our APE system is able to improve the quality approximately by
3% over 1000 sentences with a 0.6% decrease and 0.9% neutral.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

The proposed APE system was successful in improving over the baseline MT system performance.
Although some APE translations were deemed worse than the original MT output by the human
evaluators, however, they were very few in numbers. Manual inspection revealed that these lower quality
APE translations are very similar to the original MT translations. These worse translations can be avoided
by adding more features (e.g., syntactic or semantic) which can also improve the overall performance
of the post-editing system. The presented system can easily be plugged into any state-of-the-art system
and the runtime complexity is similar to that of other statistical MT systems. In future, we will try
bootstrapping strategies for further tuning the model and add more sophisticated features beyond the
lexical level. We will improve our hybrid word alignment algorithm by incorporating additional word
aligners such as fastaligner, Anymaligner, etc. We also want to extend the system by incorporating source
knowledge as well as improving word ordering by using the Kendall reordering method. To consolidate
2

http://www.translated.net/en/
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Translator 1
Translator 2
Translator 3
Translator 4

Degree

Expertise

Translation
Linguistic and
Cultural Studies
European
Languages and
Cultures
Business &
Administration

EN,FR → IT
EN,FR,
ES, CA → IT

Experience
in years
1

APE

GT

U

91

22

32

2

57

17

71

EN, FR,
ES, DE → IT

1

72

37

36

EN → IT

1

65

23

58

Table 3: Manual Evaluation with 4 expert translators for 145 sentences, (EN=English, DE= German,
FR= French, ES = Spanish, CA= Catalan, IT= Italian).

Figure 1: Overall evaluation by human.
the user evaluation, we will measure inter-annotator agreement. We will also evaluate our system in
a real-life setting in commercial environment to analyse time gain and productivity gain provided by
automatic post-editing.
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Abstract
Describing, comparing and evaluating corpora are key issues in corpus-based translation and
corpus linguistics for which there is still a notable lack of standards. Bearing this in mind, this
paper aims at investigating the use of textual distributional similarity measures in the context of
comparable corpora. More precisely, we address the issue of measuring the relatedness between
documents by extracting and measuring their common content. For this purpose, we designed
and applied a methodology that exploits available natural language processing technology with
statistical methods. Our findings showed that using a list of common entities and a simple, yet
robust and high performance set of distributional similarity measures was enough to describe and
assess the degree of relatedness between the documents in a comparable corpus.

1

Introduction

The use of comparable corpora has been considered an essential resource in several research domains
such as Natural Language Processing (NLP), terminology, language teaching, and automatic and assisted
translation, amongst others. Nevertheless, an inherent problem to those who deal with comparable
corpora in a daily basis is the uncertainty about the data they are dealing with. Indeed, little work
has been done on automatically characterising such linguistic resources and attempting a meaningful
description of their content is often a perilous task (Corpas Pastor and Seghiri, 2009). Usually, a corpus is
given a short description such as “casual speech transcripts” or “tourism specialised comparable corpus”.
However, such tags will be of little use to those users seeking for a representative and/or high quality
domain-specific corpora. Apart from the usual description that comes along with the corpus, like number
of documents, tokens, types, source(s), creation date, policies of usage, etc., nothing is said about how
similar the documents are. As a result, most of the resources at our disposal are built and shared without
deep analysis of their content, and those who use them blindly trust on the people’s or research group’s
name behind their compilation process, without knowing nothing about the relatedness quality of the
corpus.
Bearing this in mind, in this work we try to fill this void by taking advantage of several textual
distributional similarity measures presented in the literature. First, we selected a specialised corpus
about tourism and beauty domain that was manually compiled by researchers in the area of translation
and interpreting studies. Then, we designed and applied a methodology that exploits available NLP
technology with statistical methods to assess how the documents correlate with each other in the corpus.
Our assumption is that the amount of information contained in a document can be evaluated via summing
the amount of information contained in the member words. For this purpose, a list of common entities
was used as a unit of measurement capable of identifying the amount of information shared between
the documents. Our assumption is that this approach will allow us not only to compute the relatedness
between documents, but also to describe and characterise the corpus itself.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces some fundamental concepts
related to distributional similarity measures, i.e. explains the theoretical foundations, related work and
the distributional similarity exploited in this experiment. Then, Section 3 presents the corpus used in
this work. After applying the methodology described in Section 4, Section 5 presents and discusses the
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obtained results in detail. Finally, Section 6 presents the final remarks and highlights our future plans for
this work.

2

Distributional Similarity Measures

Information Retrieval (IR) (Singhal, 2001) is the task of locating specific information within a collection
of documents or other natural language resources according to some request. In this field, we can find
a large number of statistical methods based on words and their (co-)occurrence. Essentially, it involves
finding the most frequently used words and treating the rate of usage of each word in a given text as
a quantitative attribute. Then, these words serve as features for a given statistical method. Following
Harris’ distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1970), which assumes that similar words tend to occur in
similar contexts, these statistical methods are suitable, for instance to find similar sentences based on
the words they contain (Costa et al., 2015a) and automatically extract or validate semantic entities
from corpora (Costa et al., 2010; Costa, 2010; Costa et al., 2011). To this end, it is assumed that
the amount of information contained in a document could be evaluated by summing the amount of
information contained in the document words. And, the amount of information conveyed by a word
can be represented by means of the weight assigned to it (Salton and Buckley, 1988). Accordingly, we
took advantage of two IR measures commonly used in the literature, the Spearman’s Rank Correlation
Coefficient (SCC) and the Chi-Square (χ2 ) to compute the similarity between two documents written in
the same language (see section 2.1 and 2.2). Both measures are particularly useful for this task because
they are independent of text size (mostly because both use a list of the common entities), and they are
language-independent.
The Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient (SCC) distributional measure has been shown effective
on determining similarity between sentences, documents and even on corpora of varying sizes (Kilgarriff,
2001; Costa et al., 2015a). It is particularly useful, for instance to measure the textual similarity between
two documents because it is easy to compute and is independent of text size as it can directly compare
ranked lists for large and small texts.
The χ2 similarity measure has also shown its robustness and high performance. By way of example,
2
χ have been used to analyse the conversation component of the British National Corpus (Rayson et
al., 1997), to compare corpora (Kilgarriff, 2001), and to identify topic related clusters in imperfect
transcribed documents (Ibrahimov et al., 2002). It is a simple statistic measure that permits to assess
if relationships between two variables in a sample are due to chance or the relationship is systematic.
For all these reasons, distributional similarity measures in general and SCC and χ2 in particular have
a wide range of applicabilities (cf. Kilgarriff (2001) and Costa et al. (2015a)). Indeed, this work aims at
proving that these simple, yet robust and high-performance measures allow to describe the relatedness
between documents in specialised corpora.
2.1

Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient (SCC)

In this work, the SCC is adopted and calculated as in Kilgarriff (2001). Firstly, a list of the common
entities1 L between two documents dl and dm is compiled, where Ldl ,dm ⊆ (dl ∩ dm ). It is possible to
use the top n most common entities or all common entities between two documents, where n corresponds
to the total number of common entities considered |L|, i.e. {n|n ∈ N0 , n ≤ |L|} – in this work we use
all the common words for each document pair, i.e. n = |L|. Then, for each document the list of common
entities (e.g. Ldl and Ldm ) is ranked by frequency in an ascending order (RLdl and RLdm ), where
the entity with lowest frequency receives the numerical raking position 1 and the entity with highest
frequency receives the numerical raking position n. In the case of ties in rank, where more than one
entity in a document occurs with the same frequency, the average of the ranks is assigned to the tying
entities. For instance, if the entities ea , eb and ec had the same frequency and ranked in the 6th , 7th and
8th position, all three entities would be assigned the same rank of 6+7+8
=7. Finally, for each common
3
entity {e1 , ..., en } ∈ L, the difference in the rank orders for the entity in each document is computed,
1

In this work, the term ‘entity’ refers to “single words”, which can be a token, a lemma or a stemm.
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and then normalised as a sum of the square of these differences

P
n

i=1


s2i . The final SCC equation is

presented in expression 1, where {SCC|SCC ∈ R, −1 ≥ SCC ≤ 1}.
By a way of example let ex be a common entity (i.e. {ex } ∈ L) and RLdl = {1#endl , 2#en−1dl ,
..., n#e1dl } and RLdm = {1#endm , 2#en−1dm , ..., n#e1dm } the resulting ranked list of common words
for dl and dm , respectively. Supposing that ex is the 3#en−2dl and 1#endm , i.e. ex is in the 3rd position
in RLdl and in the 1st position in RLdm , s would be computed as s2ex = (3 − 1)2 and the result would be
4. Then, this process is repeated for the remain n − 1 entities and the resulted SCC score will be seen
as the similarity value between dl and dm .

SCC(di , dj ) = 1 −
2.2

6∗

Chi-Square (χ2 )

n
P

s2i

i=1
n3 − n

(1)

The Chi-square (χ2 ) measure also uses a list of common words (L). Similarly to SCC, it is also possible
to use the top n most common entities or all common entities between two documents, and again in this
work we use all the common words for each document pair, i.e. n = |L|. The number of occurrences of
a common words in L that would be expected in each document is calculated from the frequency lists.
If the size of the document dl and dm are Nl and Nm and the entity ei has the following observed
i ,dl )+O(ei ,dm ))
frequencies O(ei , dl ) and O(ei , dm ), then the expected values are eidl = Nl ∗(O(eN
and
l +Nm
l )+O(ei ,dm ))
eidm = Nm ∗(O(eNi ,d
. Equation 2 presents the χ2 formula, where O is the observed frequency
l +Nm
and E the expected frequency. The resulted χ2 score should be interpreted as the interdocument distance
between two documents. It is also important to mention that {χ2 |χ2 ∈ R, 1 ≥ χ2 < ∞}, which means
that as more unrelated the common words in L are, the lower the χ2 score will be.

χ2 =

X (O − E)2

dl

dm

Total

ei

O=11
E=8.08

O=4
E=6.92

15

ej

O=3
E=5.92

O=8
E=5.08

11

Total

(2)
E
Suppose that we have two common entities ei and ej between two documents dl and dm (i.e. L =
{ei , ej }). Table 1 shows a contingency table example. This table contains: i) the observed frequencies
(O); ii) the totals in the margins; iii) and the expected frequencies (E), which are obtained by applying
total
the following formula: column
∗ row total, e.g. E(ei , dl ) = 14
N
26 ∗ 15 = 8.08. After writing down the
2
expected frequencies in the table, we are ready to calculate the χ score (see Equation 3).

14

12

26

Table 1: Example of a contigency table.
2

χ =

3

(11 − 8.08)2
(3 − 5.92)2
(4 − 6.92)2
(8 − 5.08)2
+
+
+
= 5.41
8.08
5.92
6.92
5.08

(3)

The INTELITERM Corpus

The INTELITERM2 corpus is a comparable corpus composed of documents collected from the Internet.
Designed to be a specialised comparable corpus, this corpus was manually compiled by researchers
2

http://www.lexytrad.es/proyectos.html
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with the purpose of building a representative corpus for the Tourism and Beauty domain. It contains
documents in four different languages (English, Spanish, German and Italian). Some of the texts are
translations of each other, yet the majority is composed of original texts. The INTELITERM comparable
corpus is composed of several subcorpora, divided by the language and further for each language there
are translated and original texts (which will be hereafter referred as language totd and language to,
respectively). In this work, we used half of the corpus, i.e. all the original and translated documents
in English and Spanish (en to, en totd, es to and es totd, respectively). All the information about
these subcorpora is presented in Table 2. In detail, this table shows: the number of documents (nDocs);
types
the number of types (types); the number of tokens (tokens); and the ratio of types per tokens ( tokens
)
per subcorpus. These values were obtained using the corpus analysis toolkit for concordancing and text
analysis software Antconc 3.4.3 (Anthony, 2014).
en to
en totd
es to
es totd

nDocs
151
61
225
27

types
11,6k
6,9k
12,6k
3,4k

tokens
508,9k
88,5k
253,4k
19,7k

types
tokens

0.023
0.078
0.049
0.174

description
original
translated
original
translated

Table 2: Statistical information about the various subcorpus.

4

Methodology

This section not only describes the methodology used to calculate the similarity between documents
using Distributional Similarity Measures (DSMs), but also presents all the tools, libraries and frameworks
employed by our system to perform this experiment.
1) Data Preprocessing: firstly all the documents within the corpus were processed with the OpenNLP3
Sentence Detector and Tokeniser. Then, the annotation process was done with the TT4J4 library,
which is a Java wrapper around the popular TreeTagger (Schmid, 1995) – a tool specifically designed
to annotate text with part-of-speech and lemma information. Regarding the stemming, we used the
Porter stemmer algorithm provided by the Snowball5 library. A method to remove punctuation and
special characters within the words was also implemented. Finally, in order to get rid of the noise,
a stopword list6 was compiled to filter out the most frequent words in the corpus. Once a document
is computed and the sentences are tokenised, lemmatised and stemmed, our system creates a new
output file with all this new information, i.e. the new document contains: the original, the tokenised,
the lemmatised and the stemmed text. Using the stopword list mentioned above a Boolean vector
describing if the entity is a stopword or not is also added. This way, the system will be able to use
only the tokens, lemmas and stems that are not stopwords.
2) Identifying the list of common entities between documents: in order to identify a list of
common entities (L), a co-occurrence matrix was built for each pair of documents. Only
those that have at least one occurrence in both documents are considered. As required by
the DSMs (see section 2), their frequency in both documents is also stored within this matrix
(Ldl ,dm = {ei , (f (ei , dl ), f (ei , dm )); ej , (f (ej , dl ), f (ej , dm )); ...; en , (f (en , dl ), f (en , dm ))}).
With the purpose of analysing and comparing the performance of different DSMs, three different
lists were created to be used as input features: the first one using common tokens, another using
common lemmas and the third one using common stems.
3) Computing the similarity between documents: the similarity between documents was calculated by
applying three different DSMs (DSM s = {DSMN CE , DSMSCC , DSMχ2 }, where N CE , SCC and
3

https://opennlp.apache.org
http://reckart.github.io/tt4j/
5
http://snowball.tartarus.org
6
Freely available to download through the following URL https://github.com/hpcosta/stopwords.
4
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means Number of Common Entities, Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient and Chi-Square,
respectively), each one calculated using three different input features (list of common tokens, lemmas
and stems).
χ2

4) Computing the document final score: the document final score DSM (dl ) is the mean of the
similarity scores of the document with all the documents in the collection of documents, i.e.
n−1
P

DSMi (dl ,di )

DSM (dl ) = i=1 n−1
, where n corresponds to the total number of documents in the collection
and DSMi (dl , di ) the resulted similarity score between the document dl with all the documents in
the collection.

5

Results and Analysis

In order to describe the corpus in hand, we applied three different Distributional Similarity Measures
(DSMs): the Number of Common Entities (NCE), the Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient (SCC)
and the Chi-Square (χ2 ). As a input feature to the DSMs, three different types of entities (tokens, lemmas
and stems) were used. Table 3 shows the Number of Common Tokens (NCT) between document on
average (av), the SCC and the χ2 scores along with the associated standard deviations (σ) per measure
and subcorpus. Figure 1 presents the resulted average scores per document in a box plot format for
all the combinations DSM vs. feature. Each box plot displays the full range of variation (from min to
max), the likely range of variation (the interquartile range), the median, and the high maximums and low
minimums (also know as outliers). It is important to mention that for this experiment we did not use a
sample, but instead the entire corpus in its original size and form, which means that all obtained results
and made observations came from the entire population, in this case the various INTELITERM English
(en to and en totd) and Spanish (es to and es totd) subcorpora.
en to
en totd
es to
es totd

av
σ
av
σ
av
σ
av
σ

NCT
163.70
83.87
67.54
35.35
31.97
23.48
17.93
8.46

SCC
0.42
0.05
0.39
0.05
0.41
0.07
0.63
0.14

χ2
279.39
177.45
90.38
53.25
40.92
38.21
13.40
18.95

Table 3: Average and standard deviation of common tokens scores between document per subcorpus.
The first observation we can make from Figure 1 is that the distributions between the features are quite
similar (see for instance Figures 1a, 1d and 1g). This means that it is possible to achieve acceptable
results only using raw words (i.e. tokens). Stems and lemmas require more processing power and time
to be used as features – especially lemmas due to the Part-of-Speech (POS) tagger dependency and time
consuming process implied. In general, we can say that the scores for each subcorpus is symmetric
(roughly the same on each side when cut down the middle), which means that the data is normally
distributed. There are some exceptions such as the SCC and χ2 average scores for the es totd and for the
en to, respectively, which we will discuss later in this section. Another interesting observation is related
with the high NCE (see Table 3 and Figures 1a, 1d and 1g) in original documents (en to and es to)
when compared with documents translated from other languages (en totd and es totd, respectively).
For example, the subcorpus en to (which contains original documents) has 163.70 common tokens per
document on average (av) with a standard deviation (σ) of 83.87 and the subcorpus en totd (which
contains translated documents) only has 67.54 common tokens per document on average with a σ=35.35
(Table 3). The same observation can be made between the es to and the es totd subcorpus (see Figure 1a
and Table 3). This fact could happen because these documents are collections of translated documents
collected from the Internet, and thus translated from different translator, which implies that different
translators use different vocabulary and consequently lower the NCE between the documents will be.
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Figure 1: INTELITERM Subcorpus: average scores per document.
Although the Number of Common Tokens (NCT) per document on average is higher for the en to
subcorpus, the interquartile range (IQR) is larger than for the other subcorpora (see Table 3 and Figure
1a), which means that the middle 50% of the data is more distributed and thus the average of NCT per
document is more variable. Moreover, longest whiskers (the lines extending vertically from the box) in
Figure 1a also indicates variability outside the upper and lower quartiles. Therefore, we can say that
en to has a wide type of documents and consequently some of them are only roughly correlated to the
rest of the subcorpus. Nevertheless, the data is skewed right, which means that the majority is strongly
similar, i.e. the documents have a high degree of relatedness between each other. This idea can be
sustained by the positive average SCC scores presented in Figure 1b and the set of outliers found above
the upper whisker. Moreover, the average of 0.42 SCC score and σ=0.05 also implies a strong correlation
between the documents in the en to subcorpus. Likewise, the longest whisker outside the upper quartile
and the skewed left χ2 scores also indicate relatedness between the documents.
Regarding the en totd subcorpus, the NCT, the SCC and the χ2 scores (Figures 1a, 1b and 1c) and
the average of 90.38 common tokens per document and σ=53.25 (Table 3) suggest that the data is either
normally distributed (Figure 1b) or skewed left (Figures 1a and 1c). Considering this results, we can
conclude that the documents are highly related.
From all the subcorpora, the es to subcorpus is the biggest one with 225 documents, 12606 types,
253412 tokens (Table 2). Nevertheless, Table 3 and Figure 1a reveal a lower NCT compared with en to
and the en totd subcorpora. A theoretical explanation for this phenomenon is that Spanish has richer
morphology compared to English. Therefore, due to bigger number of inflection forms per lemma, there
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is a larger number of tokens and consequently less common tokens per document in Spanish. When
analysing Figures 1a and 1c, the box plots for the es to subcorpus look similar to the en totd when
shifted up. Except for the longest whisker observed in Figure 1b, the SCC scores also show similar
distributions, averages and standard deviations (see Table 3).
As we can see in Figures 1a, 1b and 1c, the average scores per document for es totd are slightly
different from the other box plots. Apart from the low NCT per document, the χ2 standard deviation
higher than its average (18.95 and 13.40, respectively), the SCC variability inside and outside the IQR
indicates some inconsistency in the data. This instability can be explained by the subcorpus size, i.e.
the small number of documents (27) and by the the low number of types and tokens (3433 and 19736,
types
types
respectively) and its 0.174 tokens
ratio. As mentioned by Baker (2006:52), the tokens
ratio tends to
be useful when looking at relatively small documents, and in this specific case this subcorpus only has
on average 731 tokens ( 19736
≈ 731) and 127 types per document ( 3433
27
27 ≈ 127), which makes it an
excellent test case. When compared with the low ratios from the other subcorpora (see Table 2), – even
for this specilised subcorpus – this one can be considered high. If by on one hand, a low ratio can
indicate a great number of repetitions (the same word occurring again and again) likely indicating a
relatively narrow range of subjects. On the other hand, a high ratio suggests that a more diverse form
of language is employed, which can also explain the low NCT and χ2 scores for this subcorpus in hand.
Despite the high SCC, the data is asymmetric and variable (large IQR). This happens because most of the
common entities have a low frequency in the documents and consequently they will rank close together
in the ranking lists, which results in high SCC scores mostly because of the resulted high value in the
numerator (see Equation 1).
To sum up, we can state from the statistical and theoretical evidences that the en to, the en totd and
the es to subcorpora look like they assemble highly correlated documents. We can not say the same for
the es totd subcorpus. Due to the small number of documents and scarceness of evidences we can only
not reject the idea that this subcorpus is composed of similar documents.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented and studied various Distributional Similarity Measures (DSMs) for the purpose
of describing specialised comparable corpora. As input for these DSMs, we used three different features
(lists of common tokens, lemmas and stems). In the end, we conclude that for the data in hand these
features had similar performance for all the tested DSMs. In fact, our findings show that instead of
using common lemmas or stems, which require external libraries, processing power and time, a simple
list of common tokens was enough to describe our data. Moreover, we proved that the corpus used in
this experiment is composed of highly correlated documents. The high number of entities shared by its
documents, the positive average scores obtained with the SCC measure and their χ2 scores sustain our
claim.
In the immediate future, we intend not only to perform more experiments with these DSMs by adding
noisy documents (i.e. out of topic documents) to the corpus and analyse the DSMs performance, but
also merge the translated documents from other languages with original ones and prove that translated
documents decrease the general relatedness score. Moreover, it is our intention to do the same experiment
with other languages, like Italian and German. Apart from that, we also want to test other DSMs, such
as Jaccard, Lin and PMI and compare their performance.
Furthermore, these DSMs can be seen as a suitable tool to rank documents by their similarities, which
we believe that will be a handy feature to those who manually or semi-automatically compile corpora
mined from the Internet. It will allow them to filter out documents with a low level of relatedness
when compared with the rest of the documents in the corpus. Indeed, it is our intention to integrate this
methodology in the iCorpora application, an ongoing project that aims to design and develop a robust and
agile web-based application capable of semi-automatically compile multilingual comparable and parallel
corpora (Costa et al., 2014; Costa et al., 2015c; Costa et al., 2015b).
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Abstract
Current Translation Memory (TM) systems work at the surface level and lack semantic
knowledge while matching. Most of the TMs use simple edit-distance calculated on surface
form or some variation of it (stem, lemma), which does not take into consideration any semantic
aspects in matching. This paper presents a novel and efficient approach to incorporating semantic
information in the form of paraphrasing with edit-distance. The approach is based on greedy
approximation and dynamic programming. We have obtained significant improvements in recall
as well as precision i.e. retrieving more segments with better quality. We have also carried out
extensive human evaluation. We have measured post-editing time, keystrokes, two subjective
evaluations, HTER, HMETEOR, BLEU and METEOR to substantiate our research. Our results
show that paraphrasing improves TM matching and retrieval, resulting in translation performance
increases when translators use paraphrase enhanced TMs.

1

Introduction

One of the core features of a TM system is the retrieval of previously translated similar segments for postediting in order to avoid translation from scratch when an exact match is not available. However, this
retrieval process is still limited to edit-distance based measures operating on surface form (or sometimes
stem) matching. Most of the commercial systems use edit distance (Levenshtein, 1966) or some variation
of it, e.g. the open-source TM OmegaT1 uses word-based edit distance with some extra preprocessing.
Although these measures provide a strong baseline, they are not sufficient to capture semantic similarity
between the segments as judged by humans. This also results in uneven post-editing time by translators
for the same fuzzy match scored segments and non-retrieval of semantically similar segments.
This paper presents a novel approach to improve matching and retrieval in TM using paraphrasing. The
approach classifies paraphrases into different types for efficient implementation based on the matching of
the words between the source and corresponding paraphrase. Using this approach, the fuzzy match score
between segments can be calculated in polynomial time despite the inclusion of paraphrases. The method
uses dynamic programming along with greedy approximation. The method calculates fuzzy match score
as if the appropriate paraphrases are applied. For example, if the translation memory used has a segment
“What is the actual aim of this practice ?” and the paraphrase database has paraphrases “the actual” ⇒
“the real” and “aim of this” ⇒“goal of this”, for the input sentence “What is the real goal of this mission
?”, the approach will give a 89.89% fuzzy match score (only one word, “practice”, needs substitution
with “mission”) rather than 66.66% using simple word-based edit distance.

2

Related Work

Several researchers have used semantic or syntactic information in TMs, but the approaches were
inefficient for a large TM . Their evaluations were shallow and most of the time limited to subjective
evaluation carried out by the authors. This makes it hard to judge how much a semantically informed
TM matching system can benefit a translator.
1

http://www.omegat.org
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Existing research (Planas and Furuse, 1999; Hodász and Pohl, 2005; Pekar and Mitkov, 2007; Mitkov,
2008) pointed out the need for similarity calculations in TMs beyond surface form comparisons. Both
Planas and Furuse (1999) and Hodasz and Pohl (2005) proposed to use lemma and parts of speech along
with surface form comparison. Hodasz and Pohl (2005) also extend the matching process to a sentence
skeleton where noun phrases are either tagged by a translator or by a heuristic NP aligner developed
for English-Hungarian translation. Planas and Furuse (1999) tested a prototype model on 50 sentences
from the software domain and 75 sentences from a journal with TM sizes of 7,192 and 31,526 segments
respectively. A fuzzy match retrieved was considered usable if less than half of the words required
editing to match the input sentence. The authors concluded that the approach gives more usable results
compared to Trados Workbench used as a baseline. Hodasz and Pohl (2005) claimed that their approach
stores simplified patterns and hence makes it more probable to find a match in the TM. Pekar and Mitkov
(2007) presented an approach based on syntactic transformation rules. On evaluation of the prototype
model using a query sentence, the authors found that the syntactic rules help in retrieving better segments.
Recently, work by Utiyama et al. (2011) presented approach which uses paraphrasing in TM matching
and retrieval. Utiyama et al. (2011) proposed an approach using a finite state transducer. They evaluate
the approach with one translator and find that paraphrasing is useful for TM both in terms of precision
and recall of the retrieval process. However, their approach limits TM matching to exact matches only.
Simard and Fujita (2012) used different MT evaluation metrics for similarity calculation as well as for
testing the quality of retrieval. For most of the metrics, the authors find that the metric which is used in
evaluation gives a better score to itself (e.g. BLEU gives highest score to matches retrieved using BLEU
as similarity measure).

3

Our Approach

In this section, we present the approach to include paraphrasing in the TM matching and retrieval
process. A trivial approach to implementing paraphrasing along with edit-distance is to generate all
the paraphrases based on the paraphrases available and store these additional segments in the TM. This
approach is highly inefficient both in terms of time and space. For example, for a TM segment which has
four different phrases where each phrase can be paraphrased in five more possible ways, we get 1295 (64
-1) additional segments (still not considering that these phrases may contain paraphrases as well) to store
in the TM, which is inefficient even for small TMs. To handle this problem, we classify paraphrases and
process each class of paraphrases in a different manner.
3.1 Classification of Paraphrases
We have used the lexical and phrasal paraphrases from the PPDB corpus (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013) of L
size. We have classified paraphrases obtained from PPDB 1.0 into four types for our implementation on
the basis of the number of words in the source and target phrases. These four categories are as follows:
1. Paraphrases having one word on both the source and target sides, e.g. “period” ⇒“duration”
2. Paraphrases having multiple words on both sides but differing in one word only, e.g. “in the period”
⇒ “during the period”
3. Paraphrases having multiple words as well as the same number of words on both sides, e.g. “laid
down in article” ⇒ “set forth in article”
4. Paraphrases in which the number of words on the source and target sides differ, e.g. “a reasonable
period of time to” ⇒ “a reasonable period to”
In our classification, Type 1 are one-word paraphrases and Type 2 can be reduced to one-word
paraphrases after considering the context when storing in the TM. For Type 1 and Type 2, we get the same
accuracy as the trivial method in polynomial time complexity (see Section 3.2 for details). Paraphrases
of Type 3 and Type 4 require additional attention because they still remain multiword paraphrases after
reduction and greedy approximation is needed to implement them in polynomial time.
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Type 1 paraphrases appear to be simple synonyms (e.g. WordNet) but they are better than simple
synonyms. They happen to be one word because additional context was not required for them. In
addition, in typical TM settings we are interested in more than 70% fuzzy match, which up to a certain
extent makes sure that apart from paraphrases some other context words appear when a match is found
in the TM. Furthermore, we also use filtering steps (explained in Section 3.4) to restrict the amount of
paraphrasing allowed per segment.
3.2 Matching Steps
There are two options for incorporating paraphrasing in a typical TM matching pipeline: paraphrase the
input or paraphrase the TM. For our approach we have chosen to paraphrase the TM. There are many
reasons for this. First, once a system is set up, the user can get the retrieved matches in real time; second,
TMs can be stored in company servers and all processing can be done offline; third, the TM system need
not be installed on the user computer and can be provided as a service.
Paraphrasing the input has its own advantage. In general, input files are much shorter than TM.
Therefore, paraphrasing the input instead of TM can save space.
For our implementation we used basic edit-distance implementation of OmegaT, which uses wordbased edit-distance with cost 1 for insertion, deletion and substitution. We have employed this editdistance as a baseline and adapted this to incorporate paraphrasing.
Our approach can be briefly described as the following steps:
1. Read the Translation Memories available
2. Collect all the paraphrases from the paraphrase database and classify them according to the classes
presented in Section 3.1
3. Store all the paraphrases for each segment in the TM in their reduced forms according to the process
presented in Section 3.3
4. Read the file that needs to be translated
5. For each segment in the input file get the potential segments for paraphrasing in the TM according
to the filtering steps of Section 3.4 and search for the most similar segment based on approach
described in Section 3.5 and retrieve the most similar segment if above a predefined threshold
3.3 Storing Paraphrases
The paraphrases are stored in the TM in their reduced forms as after capturing paraphrases for a particular
segment we have already considered the context, and there is no need for it to be considered again while
calculating edit-distance. We store only the uncommon substring instead of the whole paraphrase. This
reduced paraphrase is stored with the source word where the uncommon substring starts. Suppose we
have paraphrases as given in Table 1. The paraphrases are stored in a reduced form as given in Table 2.
the period laid down in
laid down in article
period
period

the period referred to in
provided for by article
time
duration

Table 1: Example: Paraphrases
3.4 Filtering
Before processing begins, for each input segment certain filtering steps are applied in order to speed up
the process. The purpose of this preprocessing is to filter out unnecessary candidates for participating
in the paraphrasing process. Because we are generally interested in candidates above a certain threshold
it is obvious to filter out candidates below a certain threshold. Our filtering steps for getting potential
candidates for paraphrasing are as follows:
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the
the

period
period
duration
time

ls
2
3

laid down in article
laid
tp
down in article
referred to
provided for by

4(3)

of

decision

468

4(3)

of

decision

468

Table 2: Representing paraphrases in the TM

• We first filter out the segments based on length because if segments differ considerably in length, the
edit-distance will also differ. In our case, the threshold for length was 39%. So, the TM segments
which are shorter than 39% of the input are filtered.
• Next, we filter out the segments based on baseline edit-distance similarity. The TM segments which
have a similarity below a certain threshold will be removed. In our case, the threshold was 39%.
• Next, after filtering the candidates with the above two steps we sort the remaining segments in
decreasing order of similarity and pick the top 100 segments.
• Finally segments within a certain range of similarity with the most similar segment were selected
for paraphrasing. In our case, the range is 35%. This means that if the most similar segment has
95% similarity, segments with a similarity below 60% will be discarded2 .
For matching, similarity is calculated with the potential segments for paraphrasing extracted as per
Section 3.4. Type 1 and Type 2 paraphrases after reduction (see Section 2) are single-word paraphrases
and Type 3 and Type 4 paraphrases have multiple words. For Type 1 and Type 2 the edit-distance
procedure can be optimised globally as this is a simple case of matching one of these “paraphrases”
when calculating the cost of substitution.
j
i
0
1
2
3
4
5

#
the
period
referred
to
in

0

1

#

the

0
1
2
3
4
5

1
0
1
2
3
4
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period
duration
time
2
1
0
1
2
3

3

4

5

laid

down

in

referred

to

provided

for

by

in

3
2
1
1
2
3

4
3
2
2
2
3

5
4
3
3
3
2

3
2
1
0
1
2

4
3
2
1
0
1

3
2
1
1
2
3

4
3
2
2
2
3

5
4
3
3
3
3

5
4
3
2
1
0

Table 3: Edit-Distance Calculation
3.5 Edit-Distance calculation
Table 3 provides an example of edit-distance calculation with paraphrasing. The second column
represents input segment and the second row represents the TM segment along with the paraphrases
collected as given in Table 2. In Table 3, if a word from the input segment matches any of the words
“period”, “time” or “duration”, the cost of substitution will be 0. For paraphrases of Types 3 and 4 the
algorithm takes the decision locally at the point where all paraphrases finish. As we can see in Table 3,
starting from the third token of the TM, “laid”, three separate edit-distances are calculated, two for the
two paraphrases “referred to” and “provided for by” and one for the corresponding longest source phrase
2

these thresholds were determined empirically
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“laid down in”, and the paraphrase “referred to” is selected as it gives a minimum edit-distance of 0. The
last column of Table 3 (j = 5) shows the edit-distance calculation of the next token “in” after selecting
“referred to”. The more detailed algorithm is given in Gupta and Orăsan (2014)
3.6 Computational Considerations
The time complexity of the basic edit-distance procedure is O(mn) where m and n are lengths of source
and target segments, respectively. After employing paraphrasing of Type 1 and Type 2 the complexity of
calculating the substitution cost increases from O(1) to O(log(p)) (as searching p words takes O(log(p))
time) where p is the number of paraphrases of Type 1 and Type 2 per token of TM source segment, which
increases the edit-distance complexity to O(mnlog(p)). Employing paraphrasing of Type 3 and Type 4
further increases the edit-distance complexity to O(lmn(log(p) + q)), where q is the number of Type
3 and Type 4 paraphrases stored per token and l is the average length of paraphrase. Assuming the
source and target segment are of the same length n and each token of the segment stores paraphrases of
length l, the complexity will be O((q + log(p))n2 l). By limiting the number of paraphrases stored per
token of the TM segment we can replace (q + log(p)) by a constant c. In this case complexity will be
c × O(n2 l). However, in practice it will take less time as not all tokens in the TM segment will have p
and q paraphrases and the paraphrases are also stored in the reduced form.

4 Evaluation
In TM, the performance of retrieval can be measured by counting the number of segments or words
retrieved. However, NLP techniques are not 100% accurate and most of the time, there is a tradeoff
between the precision and recall of this retrieval process. This is also one of the reasons that TM
developers shy away from using semantic matching. One cannot measure the gain unless retrieval
benefits the translator.
When we use paraphrasing in the matching and retrieval process, the fuzzy match score of a
paraphrased segment is increased, which results in the retrieval of more segments at a particular
threshold. This increment in retrieval can be classified in two types: without changing the top rank;
and by changing the top rank. For example, for a particular input segment, we have two segments: A and
B in the TM. Using simple edit-distance, A has a 65% and B has a 60% fuzzy score; the fuzzy score of
A is better than that of B. As a result of using paraphrasing we notice two types of score changes:
1. the score of A is still better than or equal to that of B, for example, A has 85% and B has 70% fuzzy
score;
2. the score of A is less than that of B, for example, A has 75% and B has 80% fuzzy score.
In the first case, paraphrasing does not supersede the existing model and just facilitates it by improving
the fuzzy score so that the top segment ranked using edit distance gets retrieved. However, in the second
case, paraphrasing changes the ranking and now the top-ranked segment is different. In this case, the
paraphrasing model supersedes the existing simple edit distance model. This second case also gives a
different reference with which to compare. We take the top segment retrieved using simple edit distance
as a reference against the top segment retrieved using paraphrasing and compare to see which is better
for a human translator to work with.
4.1 Post-editing Time (PET) and Keystrokes (KS)
In this evaluation, the translators were presented with fuzzy matches and the task was to post-edit the
segment in order to obtain a correct translation. The translators were presented with an input English
segment, the German segment retrieved from the TM for post-editing and the English segment used for
matching in the TM.
In this task, we recorded post-editing time (PET) and keystrokes (KS). The post-editing time taken for
the whole file is calculated by summing up the time taken on each segment. Only one segment is visible
on screen. The segment is only visible after clicking and the time is recorded from when the segment
becomes visible until the translator finishes post-editing and goes to the next screen. The next screen is a
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blank screen so that the translator can have a rest after post-editing a segment. The translators were aware
that the time is being recorded. Each translator post-edited half of the segments retrieved using simple
edit distance (ED) and half of the segments retrieved using paraphrasing (PP). The ED and PP matches
were presented one after the other (ED at odd positions and PP at even positions or vice versa). However,
the same translator did not post-edit the match retrieved using PP and ED for the same segment; instead
five different translators post-edited the segment retrieved using PP and another five different translators
post-edited the match retrieved using ED.
Post-editing time (PET) for each segment is the mean of the normalised time (N ) taken by all
translators on this segment. Normalisation is applied to account for both slow and fast translators.
PETj =

n
∑

Nij

i=1

n
Avg time on this file by all translators
Nij = Tij ×
m
∑
Tij

(1)
(2)

j=1

In the equations 1 and 2 above, PETj is the post-editing time for each segment j, n is the number of
translators, Nij is the normalised time of translator i on segment j, m is the number of segments in the
file, and Tij is the actual time taken by a translator i on a segment j.
Along with the post-editing time, we also recorded all printable keystrokes, whitespace and erase keys
pressed. For our analysis, we considered average keystrokes pressed by all translators for each segment.
4.2 Subjective Evaluation with Two Options (SE2)
In this evaluation, we carried out subjective evaluation with two options (SE2). We presented fuzzy
matches retrieved using both paraphrasing (PP) and simple edit distance (ED) to the translators. The
translators were unaware of the details (ED or PP) of how the fuzzy matches were obtained. To neutralise
any bias, half of the ED matches were tagged as A and the other half as B, with the same applied to PP
matches. The translator has to choose between two options: whether A is better; or B is better. 17
translators participated in this experiment. Finally, the decision of whether ‘ED is better’ or ‘PP is better’
is made on the basis of how many translators choose one over the other.
4.3 Subjective Evaluation with Three Options (SE3)
This evaluation is similar to Evaluation SE2 except that we provided one more option to translators.
Translators can choose among three options: whether A is better; B is better; or both are equal. 7
translators participated in this experiment.

5 Corpus, Tool and Translators expertise
As a TM and test data, we have used English-German pairs of the Europarl V7.0 (Koehn, 2005) corpus
with English as the source language and German as the target language.3 From this corpus we have
filtered out segments of fewer than seven words and greater than 40 words to create the TM and test
datasets. Tokenization of the English data was done using the Berkeley Tokenizer (Petrov et al., 2006).
Segments
Source words
Target words

TM
1565194
37824634
36267909

Test Set
9981
240916
230620

Table 4: Corpus Statistics
In these experiments, we have not paraphrased any capitalised words (but we lowercase them for both
baseline and paraphrasing similarities calculation). This is to avoid paraphrasing any named entities.
Table 4 shows our corpus statistics.
3

The results on English-French pairs from DGT-TM corpus are given in Gupta and Orăsan (2014).
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The translators involved in our experiments were third-year bachelor or masters translation students
who were native speakers of German with English language level C1, in the age group of 21 to 40 years
with a majority of female students. Our translators were not expert in any specific technical or legal
field. For this reason we did not use such a corpus. In this way we avoid any bias from unfamiliarity or
familiarity with domain specific terms.
5.1 Familiarisation with the Tool
We used the PET tool (Aziz et al., 2012) for all our human experiments. However, settings were
changed depending on the experiment. To familiarise translators with the PET tool we carried out a
pilot experiment before the actual experiment with the Europarl corpus. This experiment was done on a
corpus (Vela et al., 2007) different from Europarl. 18 segments are used in this experiment. While the
findings are not included in this paper, they informed the design of our main experiments.
5.2 Results and Analysis
The retrieval results are given in Table 5 and Table 6. Table 5 presents the results using a cutoff threshold.
whereas Table 6 shows the interval wise results. We have chosen the threshold intervals so as to select
the segments from each range for the human evaluations.
Tables 5 and 6 show similarity thresholds for TM (TH), the total number of segments retrieved
using the baseline approach (EditRetrieved), the additional number of segments retrieved using the
paraphrasing approach (+ParaRetrieved), the percentage improvement in retrieval obtained over the
baseline (%Improve), and the number of segments that changed their ranking and rose to the top because
of paraphrasing (RankCh). BLEU-ParaRankCh and METEOR-ParaRankCh represents the BLEU score
(Papineni et al., 2002) and METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014) score over translations retrieved by
our approach for segments which changed their ranking and come up to the top because of paraphrasing
and BLEU-EditRankCh and METEOR-EditRankCh represent the BLEU score and METEOR score on
corresponding translations retrieved by baseline approach. NumPara and NumParaRankCh in Table 6
represent the number of unique paraphrases used to retrieve +ParaRetrieved and RankCh, respectively.
TH
EditRetrieved
+ParaRetrieved
%Improve
RankCh
BLEU-EditRankCh
BLEU-ParaRankCh
METEOR-EditRankCh
METEOR-ParaRankCh

100
117
16
13.68
9
31.88
52.00
45.48
68.08

95
127
16
12.6
10
32.37
47.92
46.48
67.03

90
163
22
13.5
16
27.70
43.90
45.59
61.09

85
215
33
15.35
25
21.71
31.76
39.24
50.07

80
257
49
19.07
36
19.32
25.24
37.32
44.16

75
337
79
23.44
65
14.98
19.75
34.02
38.35

70
440
102
23.18
97
12.25
15.28
31.10
33.19

Table 5: Results on Europarl dataset: Automatic Evaluation, using all four types of paraphrases
TH
EditRetrieved
+ParaRetrieved
%Improve
RankCh
BLEU-EditRankCh
BLEU-ParaRankCh
METEOR-EditRankCh
METEOR-ParaRankCh
NumPara
NumParaRankCh

100
117
16
13.67
9
31.88
52.00
45.48
68.08
24
14

[85, 100)
98
30
30.61
14
13.18
17.10
34.37
40.00
49
24

[70, 85)
225
98
43.55
55
6.85
8.37
25.76
25.82
169
92

[55, 70)
703
311
44.23
202
5.32
5.60
20.05
21.69
535
356

Table 6: Results of Retrieval
We can see in Table 5 and 6 that we get improvements on each threshold level and intervals. Table
6 shows that when using paraphrasing we obtain around 13.67% improvement in retrieval for exact
matches and more than 30% and 43% improvement in the intervals [85, 100) and [70, 85), respectively.
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This clearly shows that paraphrasing significantly improves the retrieval results. We have also observed
that there are different paraphrases used to bring this improvement. As given in Table 6, in the interval
[70, 85), 169 different paraphrases are used to retrieve 98 more segments.
The sets’ distribution for human evaluation is given in Table 7. The sets contain randomly selected
segments from the additionally retrieved segments using paraphrasing who changed their top ranking.
TH
Set1
Set2
Total

100
2
5
7

[85, 100)
6
4
10

[70, 85)
6
7
13

Total
14
16
30

Table 7: Test Sets for Experiments PET, KS, SE2 and SE3
Results for human evaluations (PET, KS, SE2 and SE3) on both sets (Set1 and Set2) are given in
Table 8. Here ‘Seg #’ represents the segment number, ‘ED’ represents the match retrieved using simple
edit distance and ‘PP’ represents the match retrieved after incorporating paraphrasing. ‘EDB’, ‘PPB’
and ‘BEQ’ in Subjective Evaluations represent the number of translators prefer the ‘ED is better’, ‘PP is
better’ and ‘Both are equal’ options respectively.

Seg #
1
2!+
3*!
4
5!+
6!+
7!+
8
9
10
11
12!+
13
14!+
Set1-subtotal
15
16*+
17*!
18
19
20
21*!
22
23
24!+
25
26*!
27!+
28
29
30*!
Set2-subtotal
Total

PET

ED
42.98
13.72
13.88
37.97
21.52
41.14
33.69
47.14
22.89
46.89
58.25
34.04
30.34
75.50
520.02
24.14
28.30
65.64
41.91
29.81
41.25
42.04
29.28
32.64
59.35
62.51
36.82
27.21
40.99
52.01
43.76
657.75
1177.77

Post-editing

PP
41.30 ↑
10.65 ↑
12.62 ↑
17.64 ↑
17.69 ↑
42.74 ↓
31.59 ↑
23.41 ↑
14.20 ↑
38.20 ↑
53.65 ↑
45.03 ↓
21.12 ↑
96.54 ↓
466.44
9.18 ↑
29.20 ↓
53.49 ↑
20.98 ↑
19.71 ↑
15.42 ↑
65.44 ↓
35.87 ↓
49.49 ↓
54.54 ↑
61.30 ↑
41.06 ↓
44.02 ↓
33.08 ↑
31.55 ↑
38.76 ↑
603.17
1069.61

ED
42.4
2.8
2.0
26.2
22.4
13.2
34.0
61.6
37.2
77.6
82.8
36.8
54.8
38.8
532.60
24.0
23.4
6.2
28.0
23.8
39.0
39.4
17.0
11.4
79.6
71.0
55.0
24.4
39.6
50.6
38.2
570.6
1103.2

KS

PP
0.4 ↑
2.4 ↑
3.6 ↓
6.2 ↑
13.2 ↑
34.4 ↓
33.4 ↑
6.4 ↑
2.2 ↑
65.6 ↑
58.8 ↑
39.6 ↓
39.2 ↑
50.8 ↓
356.20
0.0 ↑
15.4 ↑
22.4 ↓
2.0 ↑
6.8 ↑
3.8 ↑
36.0 ↑
33.4 ↓
50.8 ↓
79.2 ↑
54.0 ↑
23.4 ↑
48.8 ↓
24.6 ↑
23.4 ↑
44.6 ↓
468.59
824.79

Subjective Evaluations
SE2 (2 Options)
SE3 (3 options)
EDB
PPB
EDB
PPB
BEQ
1
16 ↑
0
7↑
0
10
7↓
2
2
3
12
5↓
4
1↓
2
↑
1
16 ↑
0
6↑
1
13
4↓
2
3↑
2
4
13 ↑
2
0
5
10
7↓
1
0
6
0
17 ↑
0
7↑
0
0
17 ↑
0
6↑
1
1
16 ↑
0
1
6
0
17 ↑
0
3
4
2
15 ↑
0
6↑
1
7
10 ↑
1
1
5
5
12 ↑
0
3
4
66
172
12
46
40
↑
5
12 ↑
1
5↑
1
11
6↓
2
2
3
↑
10
7↓
2
3↑
2
↑
1
16 ↑
0
6↑
1
↑
7
10 ↑
2
3↑
2
↑
0
17 ↑
1
5↑
1
7
10 ↑
1
2
4
↓
12
5↓
5
0↓
2
11
6↓
2
2
3
↓
17
0↓
5
0↓
2
2
15 ↑
0
3
4
↑
1
16 ↑
0
6↑
1
↑
4
13 ↑
1
5↑
1
↑
5
12 ↑
3
4↑
0
↑
2
15 ↑
0
6↑
1
15
2↓
1
1
5
110
162
26
53
33
176
334
38
99
73

Table 8: Results of Human Evaluation on Set1 (1-14) and Set2 (15-30)
5.3 Results: Post-editing Time (PET) and Keystrokes (KS)
As we can see in Table 8, improvements were obtained for both sets. ↑ demonstrates cases in which PP
performed better than ED and ↓ shows where ED performed better than PP. Entries in bold for PET, KS
and SE2 indicate where the results are statistically significant 4 .
4
p<0.05, one tailed Welch’s t-test for PET and KS, χ2 test for SE2. Because of the small sample size for SE3, no significance
test was performed on individual segment basis.
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For Set1, translators made 356.20 keystrokes and 532.60 keystrokes when editing PP and ED matches,
respectively. Translators took 466.44 seconds for PP as opposed to 520.02 seconds for ED matches. This
means that by using PP matches, translators edit 33.12% less (49.52% more using ED), which saves
10.3% time .
For Set2, translators made 468.59 keystrokes and 570.6 keystrokes when editing PP and ED matches
respectively. Translators took 603.17 seconds for PP as opposed to 657.75 seconds for ED matches. This
means that by using PP matches, translators edit 17.87% less (21.76% more using ED), which saves
8.29% time.
In total, combining both the sets, translators made 824.79 keystrokes and 1103.2 keystrokes when
editing PP and ED matches, respectively. Translators took 1069.61 seconds for PP as opposed to 1177.77
seconds for ED matches. Therefore, by using PP matches, translators edit 25.23% less, which saves time
by 9.18%. In other words, ED matches require 33.75% more keystrokes and 10.11% more time. We
observe that the percentage improvement obtained by keystroke analysis is smaller compared to the
improvement obtained by post-editing time. One of the reasons for this is that the translator spends a fair
amount of time reading a segment before starting editing.
5.4 Results: Using post-edited references
We also calculated the human-targeted translation error rate (HTER) (Snover et al., 2006) and humantargeted METEOR (HMETEOR) (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014). HTER and HMETEOR was
calculated between ED and PP matches presented for post-editing and references generated by editing
the corresponding ED and PP match. Table 9 lists H TER 5 and H METEOR 5, which use five corresponding
ED or PP references only and H TER 10 and H METEOR 10, which use all ten references generated using
ED and PP.
Table 9 shows improvements in both the H TER 5 and H METEOR 5 scores. For Set-1, H METEOR 5
improved from 59.82 to 81.44 and H TER 5 improved from 39.72 to 17.635 . For Set-2, H METEOR 5
improved from 69.81 to 80.60 and H TER 5 improved from 27.81 to 18.71. We also observe that while
ED scores of Set1 and Set2 differ substantially (59.82 vs 69.81 and 39.72 vs 27.81), PP scores are
nearly the same (81.44 vs 80.60 and 17.63 vs 18.71). This suggests that paraphrasing not only brings
improvement but may also improve consistency.

H METEOR 5
H TER 5
H METEOR 10
H TER 10

Set-1
ED
PP
59.82 81.44
39.72 17.63
59.82 81.44
36.93 18.46

Set-2
ED
PP
69.81 80.60
27.81 18.71
69.81 80.61
27.26 18.40

Table 9: Results using human targeted references
5.5 Results: Subjective evaluations
The subjective evaluations also show significant improvements.
In subjective evaluation with two options (SE2) as given in Table 8, from a total of 510 (30×17) replies
for 30 segments from both sets by 17 translators, 334 replies tagged ‘PP is better’ and 176 replies tagged
‘ED is better’ 6 .
In subjective evaluation with three options (SE3), from a total of 210 (30×7) replies for 30 segments
from both sets by 7 translators, 99 replies tagged ‘PP is better’, 73 replies tagged ‘both are equal’ and 38
replies tagged ‘ED is better’ 7 .
5

For HMETEOR, higher is better and for HTER lower is better
statistically significant, χ2 test, p < 0.001
7
statistically significant, χ2 test, p < 0.001
6
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5.6 Results: Segment wise analysis
A segment wise analysis of 30 segments from both sets shows that 21 segments extracted using PP
were found to be better according to PET evaluation and 20 segments using PP were found to be better
according to KS evaluation. In subjective evaluations, 20 segments extracted using PP were found to be
better according to SE2 evaluation whereas 27 segments extracted using PP were found to be better or
equally good according to SE3 evaluation (15 segments were found to be better and 12 segments were
found to be equally good).
We have also observed that not all evaluations correlate with each other on segment-by-segment basis.
‘!, ‘+ and ‘* next to each segment number in Table 8 indicate conflicting evaluations: ‘!’ denotes that
PET and SE2 contradict each other, ‘+’ denotes that KS and SE2 contradict each other and ‘*’ denotes
that PET and KS contradict each other. In twelve segments where KS evaluation or PET evaluation show
PP as statistically significant better, except for two cases all the evaluations also shows them better.8
For Seg #13 SE3 shows ‘Both are equal’ and for Seg #26, PET is better for ED, however for these two
sentences also all the other evaluations show PP as better.
In three segments (Seg #’s 21, 23, 27) KS evaluation or PET evaluation show ED as statistically
significant better, but none of the segments are tagged better by all the evaluations. In Seg #21 all the
evaluations with the exception of PET show PP as better. In Seg #23, SE3 shows ‘both are equal’. Seg
#23 is given as follows:
Input: The next item is the Commission declaration on Belarus .
ED: The next item is the Commission Statement on AIDS .//Als nächster Punkt folgt die Erklärung
der Kommission zu AIDS.
PP: The next item is the Commission statement on Haiti .//Nach der Tagesordnung folgt die
Erklärung der Kommission zu Haiti.
In Seg #23, apart from “AIDS” and “Haiti” the source side does not differ but the German side differs.
The reason for PP match retrieval was that “statement on” in lower case was paraphrased as “declaration
on” while in the other segment “Statement” was capitalised and hence was not paraphrased. If we look
at the German side of both ED and PP, “Nach der Tagesordnung” requires a broader context to accept it
as a translation of “The next item” whereas “Als nächster Punkt” does not require much context.
In Seg #27, we observe contradictions between post-editing evaluations and subjective evaluations.
Seg #27 is given below (EDPE and PPPE are post-edited translations of ED and PP match respectively):
Input: That would be an incredibly important signal for the whole region .
ED: That could be an important signal for the future .//Dies könnte ein wichtiges Signal für die
Zukunft sein.
PP: That really would be extremely important for the whole region .//Und das wäre wirklich für die
ganze Region extrem wichtig.
EDPE: Dies könnte ein unglaublich wichtiges Signal für die gesamte Region sein.
PPPE: Das wäre ein unglaublich wichtiges Signal für die ganze Region.
In subjective evaluations, translators tagged PP as better than ED. But, post-editing suggests that it takes
more time and keystrokes to post-edit the PP compare to ED.
There is one segment, Seg #22, on which all the evaluations show that ED is better. Seg #22 is given
below:
Input: I would just like to comment on one point.
8

In this section all evaluations refer to all four evaluations viz PET, KS, SE2 and SE3.
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ED: I would just like to emphasise one point.//Ich möchte nur eine Sache betonen.
PP: I would just like to concentrate on one issue.//Ich möchte mich nur auf einen Punkt
konzentrieren.
In segment 22, the ED match is clearly closer to the input than the PP match. Paraphrasing “on one
point” as “on one issue” does not improve the result. Also, “konzentrieren” being a long word takes
more time and keystrokes in post-editing.

6 Conclusion
We conclude that paraphrasing significantly improves retrieval. We observe more than 30% and 43%
improvement for the threshold intervals [85, 100) and [70, 85), respectively and more than 23%
improvement over 70 or 75 cutoff threshold. The quality of the retrieved segment is also significantly
better, which is evident from all our human translation evaluations. On average on both sets used for
evaluation, compared to paraphrasing simple edit distance takes 33.75% more keystrokes and 10.11%
more time when evaluating the segments who changed their top rank and come up in the threshold
intervals because of paraphrasing.
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Abstract
This paper reports the innovations made to terminology extraction and ontology induction
under the EXPERT project. We proposed (i) a novel approach to terminology extraction using
pre-trained language model and a pointwise mutual information based criteria and (ii) a new
unsupervised ontological induction approach using vector-space word embeddings of a noncontent word vector. Our preliminary experiments have shown promising results of the new
approaches and we discuss the ongoing work during the last phase of the EXPERT endeavours in
applying the new term extraction and ontology induction methods to improve translation quality.

1

Introduction

This paper reports the innovations made to terminology extraction and ontology induction under the
EXPERT project. We present (i) a novel LM-PMI term extraction algorithm using a pre-trained language
model (LM) which produces a list of term candidates ranked by their cumulative Pointwise Mutual
Information (PMI) and (ii) an unsupervised ontology induction system using neural network word
embeddings of a non-content word vector.
The rest of the article will split into three parts, (i) describing the LM-PMI terminology extraction
algorithm, (ii) the vector-space ontology induction system and (iii) concludes the paper by describing
ongoing work to apply the novel innovations to improve translation quality.

2

Terminology Extraction

A term is the designation of a defined concept in a special language by a linguistic expression; a term
may consist of one or more words. A terminology refers to the set of terms representing the system
of concepts of a particular subject field (ISO 1087). The International Organization of Standardization
(ISO) history of terminology traces back to Wüster (1969) seminal article on Die vier Dimensionen der
Terminologiearbeit1 which the ISO Technical Committee 37 (ISO/TC 37) builds upon in providing the
common standards related to terminology work.
A later formulation states that a term is any conventional symbol representing a concept defined in
a subject field; a terminology is the aggregate of terms, which represent the system of concepts of an
individual subject field (Flber, 1984). The core characteristic of a term is defined as termhood, i.e. the
degree to which a linguistic unit is related to a domain-specific context (Kageura and Umino, 1996). In
the case of multi-token terms, additional substantiation is necessary to check its unithood, i.e. the degree
of strength or stability of syntagmatic combinations and collocations (Kageura and Umino, 1996).
Single token terms can be perceived as a specialized vocabulary that is used specifically in a domain.
The surface word representing the single token term is often polysemous and the usage of the term within
a specialized domain may narrow down the set of possible senses or single out a disambiguated sense of
the word.
For example, the term “classifier” can refer to (i) a morpheme used to indicate the semantic class
to which the counted item belongs or (ii) a pre-trained model to identify/distinguish different classes
1

The Four Dimensions of Terminological Work
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within a dataset. The first definition is mainly used within linguistic research, the second within the
machine learning domain. However, when “classifier” is used in computational linguistics, its usage is
ambiguous. The latter definition of “classifier” tends to be used more often than the former.
In English, terms are more often multi-word expressions (MWE), primarily nominal phrases, made
up of a head noun and its complement adjective(s), prepositional clause(s), or compounding noun(s).
Commonly, a complex term can be analysed in terms of a head with one or more modifiers (Hippisley et
al., 2005).
2.1

Rule-based Term Extraction

The linguistic properties of a term can be characterized by its syntactic context, previous approaches to
term extraction use these linguistics properties in form of Part-Of-Speech (POS) patterns. For example,
Justeson and Katz (1995) and Daille (2000) used the following POS patterns to extract nominal phrasal
terms:
EN: ((Adj|(Noun)+|((Adj|Noun)*(NounPrep)?)(Adj|Noun)*)Nounhead
FR: Nounhead (Adj|(Prep(Det)?)?Noun |Vinf )
In the case of English, the compulsory head noun is in the final position preceded by its modifiers
whereas in French, it is in the first position followed by its modifiers. Tan et al. (2015c) observe
that the multi-word nature of Romance languages produces more terminological phrases whereas for
Germanic languages, the compounding nature of nouns derives more single token lexicalized terms. For
example, an equivalent POS pattern for German would have to be replaced by a combination of POS and
morphemic pattern:
DE: ((AC|NC)+|((AC|NC)*(Noun|Prep)?)(AC|NC)*)Nounhead
Similar to the (Adj|Noun) pattern in English, the German ((AC|NC) pattern is a combination
of adjective/noun with occasional connective morpheme where an connective morpheme might be
necessary to join the adjacent adjectives/nouns. For example, in the German compound noun
“Mausefalle” (Mousetrap), the “Falle” (trap) is head noun in the final position and the word “Maus”
(mouse) attaches to the head noun with the “-e-” connective morpheme between the nouns.
2.2

Statistical Term Extraction

The basis of all statistical properties in multi-word term extraction relies on the frequency of a token
or an n-gram in a corpus. Frequency counts are combined to compute co-occurrence measures
(aka. word/lexical association measures) that quantify the probabilistic occurrence of a word with its
neighbouring words. Co-occurrence measures are used to estimate the propensity for words occurring
together. Psycholinguistic evidences show that word association norms can be measured as a subjects
responses to words when preceded by associated words (Palermo and Jenkins, 1964) and humans respond
quicker in the case of highly associated words within the same domain (Church and Hanks, 1990).
Common co-occurrence measures, e.g. Dice coefficient, Mutual Information (MI), Pointwise Mutual
Information (PMI), Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) and Phi-square (φ2 ) rely on three types of frequency
information; (i) the frequency of a word occurring in the corpus, (ii) the joint frequency of a word
occurring with another word, (iii) the total number of words in the corpus (Tan et al., 2015c).
2.3

C-Value

Frantzi et al. (2000) introduced a method to use both linguistic and statistical information using the Cvalue. They start with a set of POS patterns and a stop word list to pre-filter possible n-grams before they
calculate the n-grams termhood using the C-value metric and the concept of nested terms. Nested terms
refer to those terms that appear within other longer terms and may or may not appear by themselves in
the corpus, e.g. floating point is a nested term because it is also found in floating point arithmetic.
For non-nested terms, the C-value accounts for the length of the term candidate and its frequency. For
nested terms, the C-value subtracts the average number of times the term is nested in other term n-grams.
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Thus if floating point occurs as a nested term candidate as often or more than it does as an independent
term, then it will have low C-value.
2.4

Language Model - Pointwise Mutual Information (LM-PMI) Value

The calculations for frequencies described in the statistical term extraction is based on raw counts of a
word or term. Instead of using raw counts, we propose the usage of pre-trained n-gram language models.
N-gram language models have developed and applied to other NLP applications such as speech
processing and machine translation. The major advantage of using a language model is the possibility
of accounting for unknown words using interpolation and smoothing techniques (Chen and Goodman,
1996). By using a language model, we avoid the need to optimize n-gram counting when implementing
the term extraction algorithm, especially when very fast implementations of language models already
exists (Heafield, 2011).
The Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) of any term can be calculated with a backoff trigram
language model, formally we describe it as such: let LM-PMI(t) be the pointwise mutual information
(PMI) score based on language model termhood probability of a term t occurring. Let i be a possible
n-gram in a term such that i ∈ t and t = <i1 , ... in >, where n is the total no. of possible n-grams,
excluding unigrams, in t. Let u be any unknown word not seen in the corpus, represented by <unk>.

The brevity normalization (1/n) does not favour a longer term compared to the C-value. When an
unknown word exists in the term, it uses the backoff probability with the contextual probability of an
unknown word occurring in the i1 and i2 context.
2.5

Evaluation

We evaluate our novel approach on the food domain corpus (WikiFood) that was built for an ontology
induction task at SemEval-2015. The corpus contains 869 food terms and the relevant Wikipedia articles
that contain these terms. Of those terms 752 terms are multi-words and from the 752 multi-words, we
extracted 42,851 sentences (1,207,677 tokens) that contains the multi-word terms. We expect only 1
correct term to be extracted per sentence.
To access the probabilities for calculating LM-PMI, we trained a 5-gram language model on the corpus
and we evaluate the LM-PMI accuracy against the traditional C-value score in extracting terms from the
corpus.
We extract the top five term candidates each using LM-PMI and C-value to match against the 1 correct
term per sentence. We evaluate the metrics by calculating the accuracy of the top ranked term candidates
for each sentence and matching them against the correct term for that sentence. Since the experimental
task is structured more like an information retrieval task of candidate ranking, we use the mean reciprocal
rank (MRR) to evaluate the ranking efficiency of the term extraction metrics. The mean reciprocal rank
is calculated by averaging the ranks of the retrieved candidates against all possible candidates.
LM-PMI
C-Value

Accuracy (Top1)
28.29
23.26

Accuracy (Top5)
45.18
32.26

MRR
1.632
2.263

Table 1: Accuracy and Mean Reciprocal Rank for Term Extracted from the WikiFood Corpus
Table 1 presents the results of the experiment on term extraction for the WikiFood Corpus. The LMPMI value clearly scores better in terms of accuracy to rank the correct term candidate in the top position
with a mean rank of 1.63 and an accuracy of 28.29 compared to the C-values mean rank of 2.26 and an
accuracy of 23.26.
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3

Ontology Induction

Manually created ontologies such as CYC (Lenat, 1995) and WordNet (Miller, 1995)) are resource and
time intensive and they also suffer from coverage sparsity. This motivated to move towards unsupervised
approaches for ontology induction and knowledge extraction (Lin and Pantel, 2001; Snow et al., 2006;
Velardi et al., 2013). Ontological induction approaches can be broadly categorized as (i) pattern/rule
based, (ii) clustering based, (iii) graph based and (iv) vector space approaches.
3.1

Rule-based, Clustering and Graph-based Approaches

The first notable rule-based ontology learning approach exploits lexico-syntactic patterns that explicitly
links a hypernym to its hyponym, e.g. “X and other Ys” and “Ys such as X”. These patterns are either
manually constructed (Berland and Charniak, 1999; Kozareva et al., 2008) or automatically bootstrapped
(Girju, 2003). They rely on surface-level patterns produce many false positive terms due to parsing error
and polysemy.
Clustering based approaches are usually used to discover hypernymy and synonym relations. For
example, Lin (1998) clustered similar words based on binary comparisons of the amount of information
needed to differentiate the distributional commonality between two words.
Different from most hypernymy clustering-based induction methods focus on a bottom-up approach,
(Caraballo, 2001; Lin, 1998), Pantel and Ravichandran (2004) introduced a top-down approach,
assigning the hypernyms to clusters using co-occurrence statistics and then pruning the cluster by
recalculating the pairwise similarity between every hyponym pair within the cluster.
Contrary to the hierarchical top-up/bottom-down approach to ontological induction, graph-based
algorithms produce an open-ended network graph by connecting terms through directed relations. In
this regard, a tree-like structure is not guaranteed unless acyclicity is assured during the graph building
process.
3.2

Vector Space Approaches

Although vector space models have been used widely in other NLP tasks, ontology/taxonomy inducing
using vector space models has not been popular. It is only since the recent advancement in neural nets
and word embeddings that vector space models are gaining ground for ontology induction and relation
extraction (Saxe et al., 2013; Khashabi, 2013).
In a vector space approaches, lexical semantic knowledge can be thought of as a two-dimensional
euclidean space where each word is represented as a point and semantic association is indicated by word
proximity. The vector space representation for each word is constructed from the distribution of words
across context, such that words with similar meaning are found close to each other in the space (Mitchell
and Lapata, 2010; Tan, 2013). Fu et al. (2014) proposed a vector space approach to hypernym-hyponym
identification using word embeddings that trains a feature function that converts a hyponym vector to its
hypernym. However, their approach requires an existing hypernym-hyponym pairs for training before
discovering new pairs.
3.2.1

Supervised Vector-Space Approach: Projecting a Hyponym to its Hypernym with
Transition Matrix
Fu et al. (2014) discovered that hypernym-hyponyms pairs have similar semantic properties as the
linguistics regularities discussed in Mikolov et al. (2013b). For instance: v(shrimp)-v(prawn)
≈ v(fish)-v(goldfish). Intuitively, the assumption is that all words can be projected to their
hypernyms based on a transition matrix. That is, given a word x and its hypernym y, a transition matrix
Φ exists such that y = Φx, e.g. v(goldfish) = Φ×v(fish).
Fu et al. proposed two projection approaches to identify hypernym-hyponym pairs, (i) uniform linear
projection where Φ is the same for all words and Φ is learnt by minimizing the mean squared error of
kΦx-yk across all word-pairs (i.e. a domain independent Φ) and (ii) piecewise linear projection that
learns a separate projection for different word clusters (i.e. a domain dependent Φ, where a taxonomy’s
domain is bounded by its terms’ cluster(s)). In both projections, hypernym-hyponym pairs are required
to train the transition matrix Φ.
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3.2.2

Unsupervised Vector-Space Approach: Inducing a Hypernym with is-a Vector

Instead of learning a supervised transition matrix Φ, we propose a simpler unsupervised approach where
we learn a vector for the phrase “is-a”. We single-tokenize the adjacent “is” and “a” tokens and learn the
word embeddings with is-a forming part of the vocabulary in the input matrix (Tan et al., 2015a).
Effectively, we hypothesize that Φ can be replaced by the “is-a” vector. To achieve the piecewise
projection effects of Φ, we trained a different deep neural net model for each TaxEval domain
and assume that the “is-a” scales automatically across domains. For instance, the multiplication
of the v(tiramisu) and the v(is-af ood ) vectors yields a proxy vector and we consider the
top ten word vectors that are most similar to this proxy vector as the possible hypernyms, i.e.
v(tiramisu)×v(is-af ood ) ≈ v(cake).
3.3

Evaluation

To evaluate the efficiency of our novel ontology induction approach, we use the SemEval-2015
Taxonomy Extraction Evaluation (TaxEval) task data that addresses taxonomy learning without the term
discovery step, i.e. the terms for which to create the taxonomy are given (Bordea et al., 2015). The focus
of the task is on the hypernym-hyponym relations, similar to Fountain and Lapata (2012).
In the TaxEval task, taxonomies are evaluated through comparison with gold standard taxonomies.
There is no training corpus provided by the organisers of the task and the participating systems are
to generate hyper-hyponyms pairs using a list of terms from four different domains, viz. chemicals,
equipment, food and science.
The gold standards used in evaluation are the ChEBI ontology for the chemical domain (Degtyarenko
et al., 2008), the Material Handling Equipment taxonomy2 for the equipment domain, the Google product
taxonomy3 for the food domain and the Taxonomy of Fields and their Different Sub-fields4 for the science
domain. In addition, all four domains are also evaluated against the sub-hierarchies from the WordNet
ontology that subsumes the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (Pease et al., 2002).
3.3.1

Evaluation Metrics

For the TaxEval task, the multi-faceted evaluation scheme presented in Navigli (2013) was adopted
to compare the overall structure of the taxonomy against a gold standard, with an approach used
for comparing hierarchical clusters. The multi-faceted evaluation scheme evaluates (i) the structural
measures of the induced taxonomy (left columns of Table 1), (ii) the comparison against gold standard
taxonomy (right columns of Table 1 and leftmost column of Table 2) and (iii) manual evaluation of novel
edges precision (last row of Table 2).
Regarding the two types of automatic evaluation measures, the structural measures provides a gauge of
the system’s coverage and the ontology structural integrity, i.e. “tree-likeness” of the ontology produced
by the hypernym-hyponym pairs, and the comparison against the gold standards gives an objective
measure of the “human-likeness” of the system in producing a taxonomy that is similar to the manuallycrafted taxonomy.
3.4

Experimental Setup

There is no specified training corpus released for the SemEval-2015 TaxEval task. To produce a domain
specific corpus for each of the given domains in the task, we used the Wikipedia dump and preprocessed it
using WikiExtractor5 and then extracted documents that contain the terms for each domain individually.
We trained a skip-gram model phrasal word2vec neural net (Mikolov et al., 2013a) using the gensim
toolkit (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010). The neural nets were trained for 100 epochs with a window size of 5
for all words in the corpus.
2

http://www.ise.ncsu.edu/kay/mhetax/index.htm
http://www.google.com/basepages/producttype/taxonomy.en-US.txt
4
http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/Resdoc/PGA 044522
5
We use the same Wikipedia dump to text extraction process from the SeedLing - Human Language Project (Emerson et al.,
2014).
3
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3.5

Results
Chemical
Equipment
Food
Science
WN Chemical
WN Equipment
WN Food
WN Science

|V|
13785
337
1118
355
1173
354
1200
307

|E|
30392
548
2692
952
3107
547
3465
892

#c.c
302
28
23
14
31
43
23
8

cycles
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

#VC
13784
336
948
354
1172
353
1199
306

%VC
0.7838
0.549
0.6092
0.7831
0.8675
0.7431
0.8068
0.7132

#EC
2427
227
428
173
532
149
549
156

%EC
0.0977
0.3691
0.2696
0.3720
0.3835
0.3072
0.3581
0.3537

:NE
1.1268
0.5219
1.4265
1.6752
1.8566
0.8206
1.9021
1.6689

Table 2: Structural Measures and Comparison against Gold Standards for USAAR-WLV. The labels
of the columns refer to no. of distinct vertices and edges in induced taxonomy (|V| and |E|), no. of
connected components (#c.c), whether the taxonomy is a Directed Acyclic Graph (cycles), vertex and
edge coverage, i.e. proportion of gold standard vertices and edges covered by system (%VC and %EC),
no. of vertices and edges in common with gold standard (#VC and #EC) and ratio of novel edges (:NE).
Table 2 presents the evaluation scores for our system (USAAR-WLV) in the TaxEval task, the %VC
and %EC scores summarize the performance of the system in replicating the gold standard taxonomies.
In terms of vertex coverage, our system performs best in the chemical and WordNet chemical domain.
Regarding edge coverage, our system achieves highest coverage for the science domain and WordNet
chemical domain. Having high edge and vertex coverage significantly lowers false positive rate when
evaluating hypernym-hyponyms pairs with precision, recall and F-score.
We also note that the Wikipedia corpus extracted that we used to induce the vectors lacks coverage
for the food domain. In the other domains, we discovered all terms in the wikipedia corpus plus the
domains’ root hypernym (i.e. |V| = #VC + 1).

Figure 1: Generalized Cumulative F&M Scores across Domains for Various Cut Levels
Figure 1 shows that our generalized cumulative F&M scores are only valid for a maximum cut-level
of 2 for Science, WordNet Chemical and WordNet Science domain, after which the F&M scores falls
to 0. In all other domains the F&M scores remains negligibly close to 0 at all cut-levels. While our
system’s F&M measure is low, it is only representative of the clusters we have induced as compared to
the gold standard. To improve our F&M measure, we could reduce the number of redundant novel edges
by pruning our system outputs and achieve comparable results to the other teams given our relatively
precision of novel edges.
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Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.

F&M
Precision
Recall
F-Score
Precision of NE

INRIASAC
0.3270
0.1721
0.4279
0.2427
0.4800

LT3
0.4130
0.3612
0.6307
0.3886
0.5960

NTNU
0.0580
0.1754
0.2756
0.2075
0.3530

QASSIT
0.3880
0.1563
0.1588
0.1575
0.2470

TALN-UPF
0.2630
0.0720
0.1165
0.0798
0.1020

USAAR-WLV
0.0770
0.2014
0.3139
0.2377
0.4200

Table 3: Averaged F&M Measure, Precision, Recall, F-score for All Systems Outputs when Compared
to Gold Standard and Manually Evaluated Average Precision of Novel Edges.
Table 3 presents the comparative results between the participating teams in the TaxEval task averaged
over all domains. We performed reasonable well as compared to the other systems in all measures,
ranking third in among the competitors behind INRIASAC and LT3. The INRIASAC system induced
the hyper-hyponym pairs by using frequency-based co-occurrence statistics and substring heuristics
(Grefenstette, 2015) while the LT3 induction system uses a combination of rule-based lexical-syntactic
patterns and morphological analysis, in addition, the LT3 system incorporated hypernym relations from
existing structured lexical resources (Lefever, 2015).
Although the QASSIT system ranked fifth in the task due to the low precision, recall and f-scores, it
achieved the highest F&M scores because the system’s approach is grounded on graph related theories.
The QASSIT system uses a pretopological approach to to model subsumption relations and transforms
a list of terms into a structured term space by combining different discriminant criteria (Cleuziou et al.,
2015). The pretopology theory generalizes topology and graph theories (Brissaud, 1975; Biggs et al.,
1976) and it’s commonly used in lexical taxonomy researches to model complex propagation phenomena
using a pseudo-closure operator.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel Language Model - Pointwise Mutual Information (LM-PMI)
method for term extraction using a pre-computed language model and pointwise mutual information
between the nested term candidates and a novel method for a vector-space approach to using the ’is-a’
vector.
Our preliminary experiments using the LM-PMI term extractor have shown promising results as
compared to the terms extracted using the commonly used C-value. The use of a pre-built language
model efficiently calculates the logarithmic probabilities of term candidates and allows the assignment
of probability to an unknown word, which was previously not possible.
Our unsupervised approach to ontology induction have simplified a previously complex supervised
process of inducing a hypernym-hyponym pairs from a neural net by using a non-content phrase vector.
Our system achieved modest results when compared against other state-of-art ontology induction system.
Given the simple approach to hypernym-hyponym relations, it is possible that future research can apply
the same method to other non-content phrase vectors to induce other relations between entities.

5

Ongoing Work

The terminology and ontology research under the EXPERT project thus far has created innovative
technologies for term extraction and ontology induction and in both aspects have shown competitive
or better performance as compared to state-of-art approaches. The last phase of the project is to apply
the new innovations to improve translation quality.
We identify two uses of terminology within the typical translation workflow; (i) as additional domainspecific lexical knowledge for machine translation and (ii) providing domain-specific knowledge in form
of a term-bank for human translators/post-editors. To validate the improvement of machine translation
quality, we intend to use automatically extracted terms from training corpus to over-weigh the probability
mass of the phrases in machine translation by adding extra instances of the terms to the monolingual
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language model or bilingually extending the parallel data before the translation model training as
implemented in (Tan and Pal, 2014) or (Lefever et al., 2009).
To contribute towards better human translations, we will be extracting terms and automatically
classifying/clustering the terms into several technical domains such that they are freely available for
human translators in the standard TBX format6 .
As for the application of ontology to improve translation quality, we propose the use of ontologized
parallel data instead of surface strings when training a machine translation model. By ontologizing the
data, we refer to annotated parallel text that contains unique ontological identification labels that can
either be used (i) to resolve lexical ambiguities by making the translation model vocabulary more sparse
by replacing surface strings with ontological terms or (ii) as additional annotation factors in factored
model machine translation models.
An automatically induced ontology can also be used as an additional factor in machine translation
evaluation and quality estimation. It is possible that a hyponym could be translated as a hypernym in their
target language and automatically identifying hyper-hyponym pairs across the source and hypothesis
translation could improve the semantic similarity component of machine translation evaluation and
quality estimation, e.g. Béchara et al. (2015);Arora et al. (2015); Tan et al. (2015b) and Scarton and
Specia (2014).
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Abstract
The modelling of natural language tasks using data-driven methods is often hindered by the
problem of insufficient naturally occurring examples of certain linguistic constructs. The task
we address in this paper – quality estimation (QE) of machine translation – suffers from lack of
negative examples at training time, i.e., examples of low quality translation. This is particularly
true for state of the art translation systems built for closely related languages. We propose various
ways to artificially generate examples of translations containing errors and evaluate the influence
of these examples on the performance of QE models both at sentence and word levels.

1

Introduction

The task of classifying texts as “correct” or “incorrect” often faces the problem of unbalanced training
sets: examples of the “incorrect” class can be very limited or even absent. In many cases, naturally
occurring instances of these examples are rare (e.g. incoherent sentences, errors in human texts). In
others, the labelling of data is a non-trivial task which requires expert knowledge.
Consider the task of quality estimation (QE) of machine translation (MT) systems output. When
performing binary classification of automatically translated sentences one should provide examples of
both bad and good quality sentences. Good quality sentences can be taken from any parallel corpus
of human translations, whereas there are very few corpora of sentences annotated as having low quality.
These corpora need to be created by human translators, who post-edit automatic translations, mark errors
in translations, or rate translations for quality. This process is slow and expensive. It is therefore desirable
to devise automatic procedures to generate negative training data for QE model learning.
Previous work has followed the hypothesis that machine translations can be assumed to have low
quality (Gamon et al., 2005). However, this is not the case nowadays: many translations can be
considered flawless. Particularly for word-level QE, it is unrealistic to presume that every single word
in the MT output is incorrect. Another possibility is to use automatic quality evaluation metrics based
on reference translations to provide a quality score for MT data. Metrics such as BLEU (Papineni et
al., 2002), TER (Snover et al., 2006) and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) can be used to compare
the automatic and reference translations. However, these scores can be very unreliable, especially for
word-level QE, as every word that differs in form or position would be annotated as bad, although it can
be acceptable.
Previous efforts have been made for negative data generation, including random generation of
sentences from word distributions and the use of translations in low-ranked positions in n-best lists
produced by statistical MT (SMT) systems as the examples of low quality sentences. These methods
are however unsuitable for QE at the word level, as they provide no information about the quality of
individual words in a sentence.
In this paper we adopt a different strategy: we insert errors in otherwise correct sentences. This
provides control over the proportion of errors in the negative data, as well as knowledge about the
quality of individual words in the generated sentences. The goals of the research presented here are
to understand the influence of artificially generated data (by various methods and in various quantities)
on the performance of QE models at both sentence and word levels, and ultimately improve upon baseline
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models by extending the training data with suitable artificially created examples. In Section 2 we further
review existing strategies for artificial data generation. We explain our generation strategies in Section
3. In Section 4 we describe our experiment and their results.

2

Previous work

Many text generation tasks evaluate a generated utterance with a probability distribution computed on a
set of well-formed texts: the more similar to the training data, the better. However, some tasks need to
explicitly define which outputs are good and which are bad and these tasks usually lack the examples of
erroneous sentences or texts.
2.1

Discriminative language modelling

One example of task that requires low quality examples is discriminative language modelling (DLM), i.e.,
the classification of sentences as ”good” or ”bad”. It was first introduced in a monolingual context within
automatic speech recognition (Collins et al., 2005), and later applied to MT. While in speech recognition
negative examples can be created from system outputs that differ from the reference (Bhanuprasad and
Svenson, 2008), in MT there are multiple correct outputs, so negative examples need to be defined more
carefully.
In Okanohara (2007) bad sentences used as negative training instances are drawn from the distribution
P (wi |wi−N +1 , ..., wi−1 ): first the start symbol < s > is generated, then the next words are taken based
on the word probability given the already generated words.
Other approaches to discriminative LMs use the n-best list of the MT system as training data (Li and
Khudanpur, 2008). The translation variant which is closest to the oracle (e.g. has the highest BLEU
score) is used as a positive example, while the variant with high system score and low BLEU score is
used as a negative example. Such dataset allows the classifier to reduce the differences between the
model score and the actual quality score of a sentence.
Li et al. (2010) simulate the generation of an n-best list using translation tables from SMT systems.
By taking entries from the translation table with the same source side they create a set of alternative
translations for a given target phrase. For each sentence, these are combined, generating a confusion set
for this sentence.
2.2

Quality estimation for MT

QE can be modelled as a classification task where the goal is to distinguish good from bad translations,
or to provide a quality score to each translation. Therefore, examples of bad sentences or words produced
by the MT system are needed. To the best of our knowledge, the only previous work on adding errors to
well-formed sentences is that by Raybaud et al. (2011).
In (Raybaud et al., 2011), the training data for the negative data generation process consists of a set
of MT hypotheses manually post-edited by a translator. Hypotheses are aligned with the corresponding
post-editions using the TERp tool (Snover et al., 2008). The alignment identifies the edit operations
performed on the hypothesis in order to convert it to the post-edited version: leave word as is (no error),
delete word, insert new word, substitute word with another word. Two models of generation of error
strings from a well-formed sentence are proposed. Both are based on the observed frequency of errors
in the post-edited corpus and do not account for any relationships between the errors and the actual
words. The bigram error model draws errors from the bigram probabilities P (Ci |Ci−1 ) where Ci is
an error class. The cluster error model generates clusters of errors based on the distribution of lengths
of erroneous word sequences in the training data. Substituting words are chosen from a probability
distribution defined as the product of these words’ probabilities in the IBM-1 model and a 5-gram LM.
A model trained only on artificial data performs slightly better than one trained on a small manually
annotated corpus.
2.3

Human error correction

Another task that can benefit from artificially generated examples is language learner error correction.
The input for this task is text that potentially contains errors. The goal is to find these errors, similarly to
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QE at the word level, and additionally correct them. While the text is written by humans, it is assumed
that these are non-native speakers, who possibly translate the text from their native language. The
difference is that in this task the source text is a hidden variable, whereas in MT it is observed.
The strategy of adding errors to correct sentences has also been used for this task. Human errors
are more intuitive to simulate as language learners explicitly attempt to use natural language grammars.
Therefore, rule-based systems can be used to model some grammar errors, particularly those affecting
closed class words, e.g. determiner errors (Izumi et al., 2003) or countability errors (Brockett et al.,
2006).
More recent statistical methods use the distributions of errors in corpora and small seed sets of errors.
They often also concentrate on a single error type, usually with closed class words such as articles
and prepositions (Rozovskaya and Roth, 2010). Felice and Yuan (2014) go beyond closed class words
to evaluate how errors of different types are influenced by various linguistic parameters: text domain,
learner’s first language, POS tags and semantic classes of erroneous words. The approach led to the
generation of high-quality artificial data for human error correction. However, it could not be used for
MT error identification, as MT errors are different from human errors and usually cannot be assigned to
a single type.

3

Generation of artificial data

The easiest choice for artificial data generation is to create a sentence by taking all or some of its words
from a probability distribution of words in some monolingual corpus. The probability can be defined
for unigrams only or conditioned on the previous words (as it was done for discriminative LMs). This
however is a target language-only method that does not suit the QE task as the “quality” of a target word
or sentence is dependent on the source sentence, and disregarding it will certainly lead to generation of
spurious data.
Random target sentences based on a given source sentence could be generated with bilingual LMs.
However another limitation of this approach is the assumption that all words in such sentences are wrong,
which makes the data useless for word-level QE.
Alternatively, the artificial sentences can be generated using MT systems for back-translation. The
target sentences are first fed to a target–source MT system, and then its output is passed to a source–
target system. Back-translations are more similar to the original sentence than to an arbitrary human
reference. However, according to our experiments, if both systems are statistical the back-translation is
too similar to the original sentence, and the majority of their differences are interchangeable paraphrases.
Rule-based systems could be more effective, but the number of rule-based systems freely available would
limit the work to a small number of language pairs.
3.1

A two-stage error generation method

Figure 1: Example of the two-stage artificial data generation process
As previously discussed, existing methods that artificially generate entire sentences have drawbacks
that make them difficult or impossible to use for QE. Therefore, following Raybaud et al. (2011) and
previous work on human error correction, our approach is to inject errors into otherwise correct texts.
This process consists of two stages:
• labelling of a sentence with error tags,
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• insertion of the errors into that sentence.

The first stage assigns an error tag to every word in a sentence. The output of this stage is the initial
sentence where every word is assigned a tag denoting a type of error that needs to be incurred on this
word. We use five tags corresponding to edit operations in the TERp tool: no error (OK), substitution (S),
deletion (D), insertion (I) and shift (H). During the second stage the words in the sentence are changed
according to their tag: substituted, deleted, shifted, or left in place if word has the tag OK. Figure 1 gives
an example of the complete generation process.
3.1.1 Error tagging of sentences
We generate errors based on a corpus of post-edited machine translations. We align translations and posteditions using the TERp tool (exact matching) and extract counts on the number of shifts, substitutions,
insertions and deletions. TERp does not always capture the true errors, in particular, it fails to identify
phrase substitutions (e.g. was → has been). However, since editors are usually asked to minimise the
number of edits, translations and post-editions are often close enough and the TERp alignment provide
a good proxy to the true error distribution.
The TERp alignments can be used to collect the statistics on errors alone or to combine the frequency
of errors with the words they are incurred on. We suggest three methods of generation of an error string
for a sentence:
• bigramEG: the bigram error generation that uses a bigram error model regardless of the actual
words (Raybaud et al., 2011).
• wordprobEG: the conditional probability of an error given a word.
• crfEG: the combination of the bigram error model and error probability conditioned on a word.
This generation method can be modelled with Hidden Markov Model (HMM) or conditional random
fields (CRF).
The first model has the advantage of keeping the distribution of errors as in the training data, because
the probability distributions used depend only on the frequency of errors themselves. The second model
is more informed about which words commonly cause errors. Our implementation of the third method
uses CRFs to train an error model. We use all unigrams, bigrams and trigrams that include the target
word as features for training. This method is expected to produce more plausible error tags, but it can
have the issue that the vocabulary we want to tag is not fully covered by the training data, so some words
in the sentences to tag will be unknown to the trained model. If an unknown word needs to be tagged,
it will more often be tagged with the most frequent tag, which is “Good” in our case. In order to avoid
this problem we replace rare words in the training set with a default string or with the word class, i.e. the
word’s POS tag. We also consider the scenario where the POS tags are used as additional features.
The training data needed for this stage of data generation is a corpus of well-formed target-language
sentences where each word is tagged with a tag corresponding to an error which is likely to be made
in this word during machine translation (we use the same five error tags: ‘OK’ for correct word, ‘I’ for
insertion of word, ‘D’ for deletion of word, ‘S’ for substituting the word with another (incorrect) word,
and ‘H’ for shifting word to another position). This corpus is achieved from a collection of automatic
translations with post-editions. We align automatic translations with their post-editions with TERp tool,
and see all the differences between them, and the type of these differences (inserted word, changed word,
etc.). We take the post-editions with corresponding error tags as the training data for error generators.
3.1.2 Insertion of errors
We consider errors of four types: insertion, deletion, substitution and shift. Shift errors require
the distribution of shift distances which are computed based on the TERp-aligned training corpus.
Substitutions and insertions need the new words to be drawn from some list of words with a probability
distribution assigned to it, so that every word occurs with some probabilities and probabilities of all
words from the list sum to 1.
We suggest three methods for the generation of these lists and distributions:
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• unigramWI: common list for all the words. The word list is a vocabulary of some large
monolingual corpus, the probabilities are frequencies of words in this corpus.
• paraphraseWI: separate list for every word (including a special list for out-of-vocabulary words).
Every word is assigned a list of possible paraphrases. The paraphrases for a word are defined as
follows. First all possible sources of a target word are extracted from an SMT system’s lexical
translation table. Then the reverse lexical translation table is used to extract all target words that can
be translations of these sources (see table 1). The probabilities of the paraphrases are computed as
P (w0 ) = P (s|w) × P (w0 |s), where w is the considered word, and w0 are words from its paraphrase
list. The distribution P (w0 ) should be normalised so that it sums to 1. That gives us a confusion set
for each target word.

source
source
source
source
source
source
source
source
source

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

source
source
source
source
source
source
source
source
source

target
target
target
target
target
target
target
target
target

→
→
→
→
→
→

Paraphrases

target
target
target
target
target
target
target
target
target

list

• lexprobWI: separate list for every source word, which contains the possible translations of the
word. This method is similar to the previous one (see table 2): the lexical translation table is
searched for the word pairs where the source side matches the word under consideration, all target
sides of the found pairs are added to the translation list.

target
target
target
target
target
target
target
target
target

→
→
→
→
→

Translations

source
source
source
source
source
source
source
source
source

list

Table 1: Generation of a paraphrase list for paraphraseWI. Same colours denote same words.

Table 2: Generation of a translations list for lexprobWI. Same colours denote same words.
The lexprobWI is different from other word inserters: it does not fit into the data generation scenario
described above. While unigramWI and paraphraseWI perform changes to the sentence in the target
language, the lexprobWI needs a source sentence. However, the word inserters take their input from the
error generators which assign error tags to words of a valid sentence. Therefore, in order to be compatible
with lexprobWI, error generators need to assign errors to source sentences.
We trained another set of error generators which tags source sentences with errors. That required
a different training set: instead of target sentences with error markup we needed analogous sourcelanguage data. Similarly to the training data preparation procedure described in 3.1.1, we align automatic
translations with post-editions using TERp to achieve the error markup. After that, we align the posteditions with the corresponding source sentences using one of the alignment tools used in MT systems,
e.g. GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003), and map the error markup to the source side. Thus, we get a source
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corpus where each word is tagged with an error which can be made by an MT system while translating
this word into the target language.

4

Experiments

We conducted a set of experiments to evaluate the performance of artificially generated data on different
tasks of QE at the sentence and word levels.
4.1

Tools and datasets

The tools and resources required for our experiments are: a QE toolkit to build QE models, the training
data for them, the data to extract statistics for the generation of additional examples.
For the sentence-level QE we used the Q U E ST toolkit (Specia et al., 2013). It trains QE models using
sklearn1 versions of Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier (for ternary classification task, Section
4.4) and SVM regression (for HTER prediction, Section 4.5). The word-level version of Q U E ST2 was
used for word-level feature extraction. Word-level classifiers were trained with CRFSuite3 . The CRF
error models were trained with CRF++4 . POS tagging was performed with TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994).
Sentence-level QuEst uses 17 baseline features5 for all tasks. Word-level QuEst reimplements the set of
30 baseline features described in (Luong et al., 2014). The QE models were built and tested based on the
data provided for the WMT14 English–Spanish QE shared task (Section 4.3).
The statistics on error distributions were computed using the English–Spanish part of training data
for WMT13 shared task on QE6 . The statistics on the distributions of words, alignments and lexical
probabilities were extracted from the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005). We trained the alignment model
with FastAlign (Dyer et al., 2013) and extracted the lexical probability tables for words using scripts for
phrase table building in Moses (Koehn et al., 2007). For all the methods, errors were injected into the
News Commentary corpus7 .
4.2

Generated data

Combining three methods of errors generation and two methods of errors insertion into sentences resulted
in a total of six artificial datasets. Here we perform some analysis on the generated data.
The datasets differ in the percentage of errors injected into the sentences (see table 3). The main
differences are between the type of error generator used and the language of dataset where the errors
were injected.
The datasets where errors were injected into source sentences have significantly lower percentage of
errors. This is explained by the fact that the number of error tags is reduced twice by the cross-lingual
alignment procedure. First original error tags from the corpus of post-editions are mapped to the source
side. Since the alignment procedure does not necessarily produce alignments for every word, some error
tags are lost. Then, after assigning tags to source sentences, the lexprobWI maps them back to target
sentences losing some tags again. This drawback led to low number of errors in the artificial datasets,
especially those that used CRF-based error generators.
BigramEG datasets have 23% of edits for the target sentences and 12% for the source sentences,
which matches the distribution of errors on the real data. WordprobEG datasets contain fewer errors
for the target sentences and more errors for the source sentences. This discrepancy The crfEG models
contain the lowest number of errors when applying them to both source and target sentences. As it was
expected, data sparsity makes the CRF model tag the majority of the words with the most frequent tag
(“Good”). Replacing rare words with a default word token or with a POS tag did not improve these
statistics.
1

http://scikit-learn.org/
http://github.com/ghpaetzold/quest
3
http://www.chokkan.org/software/crfsuite/
4
https://code.google.com/p/crfpp/
5
http://www.quest.dcs.shef.ac.uk/quest_files/features_blackbox_baseline_17
6
http://www.quest.dcs.shef.ac.uk/wmt13_qe.html
7
http://statmt.org/wmt14/training-parallel-nc-v9.tgz
2
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Word inserters

Target language
Source language
(UnigramWI & ParaphraseWI) (LexprobWI)

Error generators
BigramEG
WordprobEG
crfEG

23%
17%
5%

12%
15%
0.7%

Table 3: Percentage of errors in the artificial datasets
Word inserters
UnigramWI LexprobWI ParaphraseWI
Error generators
BigramEG
699.9
285.45
888.64
WordprobEG
538.84
357.6
673.61
crfEG + default word 165.36
137.57
172.97
crfEG + POS tag
161.59
139.72
167.23
Table 4: Perplexities of the artificial datasets
We computed the perplexity of all datasets with respect to an LM trained on the Spanish part of the
Europarl corpus (see Table 4). The figures match the error percentages in the data — the lower the
number of errors, the more is kept from the original sentence, and thus the more natural it looks (lower
perplexity). Note that sentences where errors were inserted from a general distribution (unigramWI)
have lower perplexity than those generated using using paraphrases. This can be because the unigramWI
model tends to choose high-frequency words with lower perplexity, while the constructed paraphrases
contain more noise and rare words.
4.3

Experimental setup

We evaluated the performance of the artificially generated data in three tasks: the ternary classification
of sentences as “good”, “almost good” or “bad”, the prediction of HTER (Snover et al., 2009) score
for a sentence, and the classification of words in a sentence as “good” or “bad” (tasks 1.1, 1.2 and 2 of
WMT14 QE shared task8 , respectively).
The goal of the experiments was to check whether it is possible to improve upon the baseline results
by adding artificially generated examples to the training sets. The baseline models for all tasks were
trained on the data provided for the corresponding shared tasks for the English–Spanish language pair.
All models were tested on the official test sets provided for the corresponding shared tasks.
Since we know how many errors were injected into the sentences, we know the TER scores for
our artificial data. The discrete labels for the ternary classification task are defined as follows: “bad”
sentences have four or more non-adjacent errors (two adjacent erroneous words are considered one error),
“almost good” sentences contain one erroneous phrase (possibly of several words), and “good” sentences
are error-free. For the sentence ternary classification task we added only ”bad” artificially generated
sentences to the training sets, for the rest of the tasks we used all the generated sentences.
The new training examples were added to the baseline datasets. We ran a number of experiments
gradually increasing the number of artificially generated sentences used. At every run, the new data was
chosen randomly in order to reduce the influence of outliers. In order to make the results more stable,
we ran each experiment 10 times and averaged the evaluation scores.
4.4

Sentence-level ternary QE task

The original dataset for this task contains 949 “good”, 2010 “almost good”, and 857 “bad” sentences,
whereas the test set has 600 entries: 131 “good”, 333 “almost good”, 136 “bad”. The results were
evaluated using F1-score.
8

http://statmt.org/wmt14/quality-estimation-task.html
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The addition of new “bad” sentences leads to an improvement in quality, regardless of the sentence
generation method used. Models trained on datasets generated by different strategies display the same
trend: adding up to 400 sentences results in a considerable increase in quality, while further addition of
data only slightly improves quality.
The best-performing error generator is crfEG, however, bigramEG performs very closely. Figure 2
shows the results of the experiments – here for clarity we included only the results for datasets generated
with the unigramWI. The best F1-score of 0.49 is achieved by a model trained on the data generated
with the crf error generator, which is an absolute improvement of 1.9% over the baseline.

Figure 2: Ternary classification: performance of different error generators (left) and word inserters (right)
Surprisingly, the best word insertion strategy is the simplest one, namely the unigramWI, which
chooses words according to their frequency in a corpus. The two strategies based on lexical translation
probabilities perform worse. This can be explained by the fact that random selection tends to choose
frequent words more often, whereas lexical translation tables contain many low-probability translations
and even noise. Therefore, the words selected from them often do not suit the sentences and only hamper
the system performance. The paraphraseWI performs even worse than lexprobWI, because it takes the
data from two lexical translation tables, which increases the probability of adding noise to the data. The
comparison of word insertion strategies is plotted in the figure 2.
However, adding only negative data makes the distribution of classes in the training data less similar to
that of the test set, which might affect performance negatively. Therefore, we conducted other three sets
of experiments: we added (i) equal amount of artificial data for the “good” and “bad” classes (ii) batches
of artificial data for all classes that keep the original proportion of classes in the data (iii) artificial data
for only the “good” class. The latter setting is tested in order to check whether the classifier benefits from
negative instances, or just from having new data added to the training sets. The ”good” sentences were
taken from the corpus used for data generation, and ”almost good” sentences were naturally generated
by our generation methods.
The results are shown in Figure 3. We plot only the results for the bigramEG + unigramWI setting as
it achieved the best result in absolute values, but the trends are the same for all data generation techniques.
The best strategy was to add both “good” and “bad” sentences: it beats the models which uses only
negative examples, but after 1000 artificial sentences its performance degrades. Keeping the original
distribution of classes is not beneficial for this task: it performs worse than any other tested scenario
since it decreases the F1-score for the “good” class dramatically.
Overall, the additional negative training data improves the ternary sentence classification. The addition
of both positive and negative examples can further improve the results, while providing additional
instances of the “almost good” class did not seem to be as helpful.
Also, as it was already discussed, the datasets formed by lexprobWI have less injected errors. It means
that we need to generate more data in order to get the sufficient number of artificial negative examples.
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Figure 3: Ternary classification: artificial examples of different classes
In this experiment, we could not test the crfEG + lexprobWI combination, because the number of errors
in datasets generated in this setting was too small, and we were not able to find the sufficient number of
sentences which could be classified as “bad” (i.e. those containing 4 or more errors).
This problem also held for all datasets that used crfEG in conjunction with other word inserters:
only 3–4% of data generated with CRF-based methods suited for the task. Hence, although CRF-based
methods are slightly better for generating the negative data for this task, the fact that they insert too few
errors makes them impractical.
4.5

Sentence-level HTER QE task

The prediction of HTER can be more naturally modelled as a regression task, so it was performed using
the SVM regression. The results were evaluated in terms of Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
The addition of any type of artificial data leads to substantial improvements in quality for this task.
The initial training dataset was very small – 896 sentences (200 sentences for test), which may explain
the substantial improvements in prediction quality as new data is added.
The performance of systems depends both on error generators and word inserters used. When using
bigramEG and wordprobEG we noticed, unlike the results of ternary classification task, that the
lexprobWI is the best-performing word inserter. UnigramWI is second best, and paraphraseWI has
the lowest performance. However, this does not hold for crfEG — its combinations with all word
inserters create datasets of similar quality (see figure 4).
Therefore, the best strategy of word selection for this task is lexprobWI. We compare different error
generators in conjunction with lexprobWI in figure 5. The addition of data from datasets generated with
crfEG gives the largest drop in MAE (from 0.161 to 0.138). This result is achieved by a model that uses
750 artificial sentences. Further addition of new data harms performance. The data generated by other
error generators does not cause such a sharp improvement, however, it results in steady reduction of error
and performs better than crfEG as we add more than 1500 artificial sentences.
As it was described earlier, the crfEG and lexprobWI models generate sentences with a small number
of errors. Since the use of datasets generated with these techniques leads to the largest improvements,
we can suggest that in the HTER prediction task, using the baseline dataset only, the majority of errors
is found in sentences whose HTER score is low. However, the reason might also be that the distributions
of scores in the baseline training and test sets are different: the test set has lower average score (0.26
compared to 0.31 in the training set) and lower variance (0.03 versus 0.05 in the training set). The use of
artificial data with a small number of errors changes this distribution.
We also experimented with training a model using only artificial data. The results of models trained
on only 100 artificial sentences for each generation method were surprisingly good: their MAE ranged
from 0.149 to 0.158 (compared to the baseline result of 0.161 on the original data). However, the further
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Figure 4: HTER: performance of different word inserters with bigramEG (left) and crfEG (right)

Figure 5: HTER: best-performing datasets (different error generators + lexprobWI)
addition of new artificial sentences did not lead to improvements. Thus, despite the positive impact of
the artificial data on the results, the models cannot be further improved without real training examples.
4.6

Word-level QE task

Here we tested the impact of the artificial data on the task of classifying individual words as “good” or
“bad”. The baseline set contains 47335 words, 35% of which have the tag “bad”. The test set has 9613
words with the same label distribution.
All the datasets led to similar results. Overall, the addition of artificial data harms prediction
performance: the F1-score goes down until 1500 sentences are added, and then levels off. The
performance for all datasets is similar. However, analogously to the previous tasks, there are differences
between crfEG and the other two error generation techniques: the former leads to faster deterioration of
F1-score. No differences were observed among the word insertion techniques tested.
Figure 6 shows the average weighted F1-score and F1-scores for both classes. Since all datasets
behave similarly, we show the results for two of them that demonstrate slightly different performance:
crfEG+unigramWI is shown with solid blue lines, bigramEG+unigramWI — with dotted red lines.
The use of data generated with CRF-based methods results in slightly faster decline in performance
than the use of data generated with bigramEG or wordprobEG. One possible reason is that the CRFgenerated datasets have fewer errors, hence they have different distributions than the original tags in the
training data. Therefore, test instances are tagged as “bad” less often. That explains why the F1-score of
the “bad” class decreases, whereas the F1-score of the “good” class stays at the same.
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Figure 6: Word-level QE. Blue solid lines – results for crfEG, red dotted lines – bigramEG
To summarise our findings for word-level QE, the strategies of data generation proposed and tested
thus far do not lead to improvements. The word-level predictions are more sensitive to individual
words in training sentences, so the replacement of tokens with random words may confuse the model.
Therefore, the word-level task needs more elaborate methods for substituting words.

5

Conclusions and future work

We presented and experimented with a set of new methods of simulation of errors made by MT systems.
Sentences with artificially added errors were used as training data in models that predict the quality of
sentences or words.
The addition of artificial data can help improve the output of sentence-level QE models, with
substantial improvements in HTER score prediction and some improvements in sentences classification
into “good”, “almost good” and “bad”. However, the largest improvements are related to the fact that
the additional data changes the overall distribution of scores in the training set, making it more similar
to the test set. On the other hand, the fact that the artificial sentences did not decrease the quality in
such cases proves that it can be used to counter-balance the large number of positive examples. Unlike
sentence-level QE, the task of word-level QE did not benefit from the artificial data. That may relate to
our choice of method to replace words in artificial sentences.
One of the limitations of our current approach is that the CRF models failed to generate sentences with
the sufficient number of errors. To avoid that, the model can be enriched with new features, the training
error-labelled sentences could be filtered to include only examples with enough big number of errors,
or another sequence labelling model (e.g. HMM) might be more appropriate for the task. In our future
research we are planning to upgrade our error generation models based on sequence labelling.
Another problem is the failure of our methods to model phrase substitutions: each word is substituted
independently of others, whereas several adjacent errors have a high probability to be related. The future
work will include modelling of phrase substitutions.
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Abstract
In this paper we present a framework for document-level quality estimation. The challenges of
building such framework, focusing on ideal quality labels for this task are discussed. We also
analyse the use of popular automatic machine translation evaluation metrics to provide labels
for quality estimation at document and paragraph levels. The crucial limitations of such metrics
for this task are highlighted, mainly the fact that they disregard the discourse structure of the
texts. To better understand these limitations, we designed experiments with human annotators
and proposed a way of quantifying differences in translation quality that can only be observed
when sentences are judged in the context of entire documents or paragraphs. Our results indicate
that the use of context can lead to more informative labels for quality annotation beyond sentence
level. Finally, we propose ways to assess documents, presenting the structure of a large-scale
data annotation, using a two-step pos-editions method, in order to move towards document-level
prediction using adequate document-level labels.

1

Introduction

Evaluation metrics for Machine Translation (MT) and Automatic Summarisation (AS) tasks should be
able to measure quality with respect to different aspects (e.g. fluency and adequacy) and they should be
fast and scalable. Human evaluation seems to be the most reliable (although it might introduce biases of
reviewers). However, it is expensive and cumbersome for large datasets; it is also not practical for certain
scenarios, such as gisting in MT and summarisation of webpages.
Automatic evaluation metrics (such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin and Och,
2004)), based on human references, are widely used to evaluate MT and AS outputs. One limitation
of these metrics is that if the MT or AS system outputs a translation or summary considerably different
from the references, it does not really mean that it is a bad output. Another problem is that these metrics
cannot be used in scenarios where the output of the system is to be used directly by end-users, for
example a user reading the output of Google Translate1 for a given news text cannot count on a reference
for that translated text.
Quality estimation (QE) of machine translation (MT) (Blatz et al., 2004; Specia et al., 2009) is an area
that focuses on predicting the quality of new, unseen machine translation data without relying on human
references. This is done by training models using features extracted from source and target texts and,
when available, from the MT system, along with a quality label for each instance.
Most current work on QE is done at the sentence level. A popular application of sentence-level QE
is to support post-editing of MT (He et al., 2010). As quality labels, Likert scores have been used for
post-editing effort, as well as post-editing time and edit distance between the MT output and the final
version – HTER (Snover et al., 2006).
There are, however, scenarios where quality prediction beyond sentence level is needed, most notably
in cases when automatic translations without post-editing are required. This is the case, for example,
of quality prediction for an entire product review translation in order to decide whether or not it can be
published as is, so that customers speaking other languages can understand it.
1

https://translate.google.com/
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The quality of a document is often seen as some form of aggregation of the quality of its sentences. We
claim, however, that document-level quality assessment should consider more information than sentencelevel quality. This includes, for example, the topic and structure of the document and the relationship
between its sentences. While certain sentences are considered perfect in isolation, their combination in
context may lead to incoherent text. Conversely, while a sentence can be considered poor in isolation,
when put in context, it may benefit from information in surrounding sentences, leading to a document
that is fit for purpose.
In this work we focus on document-level QE. We present a framework for QE, called QuEst (Specia
et al., 2013; Specia et al., 2015), its extensions for document-level QE and discuss about document-level
features. Moreover, we focus on finding the ideal quality label for the task. Document-level quality
prediction is a rather understudied problem. Recent work has looked into document-level prediction
(Scarton and Specia, 2014; Soricut and Echihabi, 2010) using automatic metrics such as BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) and TER (Snover et al., 2006) as quality labels. However, their results highlighted issues
with these metrics for the task at hand: the evaluation of the scores predicted in terms of mean error was
inconclusive. In most cases, the prediction model only slightly improves over a simple baseline where
the average BLEU or TER score of the training documents is assigned to all test documents.
Other studies have considered document-level information in order to improve, analyse or
automatically evaluate MT output (not for QE purposes). Carpuat and Simard (2012) report that MT
output is overall consistent in its lexical choices, nearly as consistent as manually translated texts. Meyer
and Webber (2013) and Li et al. (2014) show that the translation of connectives differs from humans to
MT, and that the presence of explicit connectives correlates with higher HTER values. Guzmán et al.
(2014) explore rhetorical structure (RST) trees (Mann and Thompson, 1987) for automatic evaluation of
MT into English, outperforming traditional metrics at system-level evaluation.
Thus far, no previous work has investigated ways to provide a global quality score for an entire
document that takes into account document structure, without access to reference translations. Previous
work on document-level QE use automatic evaluation metrics as quality labels that do not consider
document-level structures and are developed for inter-system rather than intra-system evaluation. Also,
previous work on evalution of MT does not focus on complete evaluation at document-level.
In this paper, we show that the use of BLEU and other automatic metrics as quality labels do not help
to successfully distinguish different quality levels. We discuss the role of document-wide information for
document-level quality estimation and present one experiment with human annotators. This experiment
consists in a two-pass post-editing experiment, performed in order to measure the difference between
corrections made with and without wider contexts (the tow passes are called PE1 and PE2, repectively).2
The results of the two-stage post-editing experiment showed significant differences from the postediting of sentences without context to the second stage where sentences were further corrected in
context. This is an indication that certain translation issues can only be solved by relying on wider
contexts, which is a crucial information for document-level QE. A manual analysis was conducted to
evaluate differences between PE1 and PE2. Although several of the changes were found to be related
to style or other non-discourse related phenomena, many discourse related changes were performed that
were only possible given the wider context available.
In the remainder of this paper we first present the QuEst framework for document-level QE and related
work in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss the use of BLEU-style metrics for QE at document level.
Section 4 describes the experimental set up used in the paper. Section 5 shows the two-pass post-editing
experiment and its results. Section 6 discusses the extension of the two-stage post-edition method in a
large scale scenario, with more data and professional annotators. In this section we also discuss ways to
integrate the two-stage post-edition scores into a quality label for document-level QE. The conclusions
and future work are presented in Section 7.
2

This paper is an extension of the work reported in Scarton et al. (2015).
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2

Related work

2.1

QuEst: framework for Quality Estimation

The extension of QuEst at document level was beyond the development of features. The architecture
also needed to be changed in order to support the new level. In this section we describe the features
implemented so far and the new architecture proposed.3
Features Document-level features implemented in QuEst are the adaptation of the 17 baseline features
at sentence level 4 plus nine lexical cohesion features.
Lexical cohesion is a discourse phenomenon related to word repetitions and collocation. This
phenomenon was explored as features for Readability Assessment Graesser et al. (2004) and MT
evaluation Wong and Kit (2012). Following these work, we proposed the first set of features for QE
using lexical cohesion (hereafter, LC).
These features are based in words repetitions only. The reason for that is the aim of keeping QE
as language independent as possible. Synonyms and other kind of semantic relations require the need
of resources like WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) that are not freely available for several languages. It is
worth mentioning that there are initiatives to fill this gap by using parallel data (Owczarzak et al., 2006;
Bannard and Callison-Burch, 2005) that should be explored as future work. Besides that, the coverage
of these kind of resources vary across languages, and it could influence in the liability of the feature.
• content words repetition in source and target documents
• lemmas repetition in source and target documents
• nouns repetition in source and target documents
• ratio of content words/lemmas/nouns in source and target documents (three features)
Architecture In order to implement document-level feature extraction in QuEst, its architecture needed
to be adapted. Whilst sentence- and word-level QE in QuEst use Sentence class as their basic class,
document-level QE needs to rely on a Document class. One of our aims was also to use the already
implemented functionalities of QuEst, such as features at sentence level that could be extended to
document level. Therefore, the Document class contains a list of paragraphs, each paragraph being
an object of Paragraph class. The Paragraph class encompass a list of sentences, each sentence being
an object of Sentence class. In this scenario, a document is a set of paragraphs that is a set of sentences.
This architecture is flexible in the sense that a document can be considered a combination of paragraphs
or sentences (via class objects) or not (by concatenating all sentences together). It is also robust to
paragraph-level QE (one could only implement features for this level) and paragraph-driven features for
document-level (macro unit features, such as defining the purposes of a given paragraph: introduction,
background, conclusion, etc).
Figure 1 shows the architecture for document-level feature extraction and prediction. As mentioned
previously, additional classes for document and paragraphs were created. Different from word-level QE,
document-level QE can use the same ML pipeline as sentence-level.
Another change that needs to be made in QuEst is how it deals with input files. For word- and sentencelevel feature extraction, QuEst receives a raw file, with a sentence per line. However, since we need
to deal with documents, a more robust file structure should be supported. We, then, propose the use
of SGML files as input for document-level feature extraction. This kind of file can contain several
documents with paragraphs and sentences mark-ups. The choice of this format is also supported by the
fact that WMT shared tasks use it.
3
4

Current version of document-level QuEst: https://github.com/carolscarton/quest/
http://www.quest.dcs.shef.ac.uk/quest_files/features_blackbox_baseline_17
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Figure 1: Architecture of QuEst with document-level support. Dashed lines are for work in progress

2.2

Document-level information in MT evaluation

The research reported here is about quality estimation at document-level. Therefore, work on documentlevel features and document-level quality prediction are both relevant, as well as studies on how discourse
phenomena manifest in the output of MT systems.
Soricut and Echihabi (2010) propose document-level features to predict document-level quality
for ranking purposes, having BLEU as quality label. While promising results were reported for
ranking of translations for different source documents, the results for predicting absolute scores proved
inconclusive. For two out of four domains, the prediction model only slightly improves over a baseline
where the average BLEU score of the training documents is assigned to all test documents. In other
words, most documents have similar BLEU scores, and therefore the training mean is a hard baseline to
beat.
Scarton and Specia (2014) propose a number of discourse-informed features in order to predict BLEU
and TER at document level. They also found the use of these metrics as quality labels problematic:
the error scores of several QE models were very close to that obtained by the training mean baseline.
Even when mixing translations from different MT systems, BLEU and TER were not found to be
discriminative enough.
Scarton (2015) presents a project towards document-level QE, by using discourse features. A study
on basic discourse features (counts of pronouns, connectives and RST relations) shows high correlation
with HTER scores in some scenarios. The problem of finding ideal quality labels for documents is also
discussed in this work.
Carpuat and Simard (2012) provide a detailed evaluation of lexical consistency in translations of
documents produced by a statistical MT (SMT) system, i.e., on the consistency of words and phrases
in the translation of a given source text. SMT was found to be overall consistent in its lexical choices,
nearly as consistent as manually translated texts.
Meyer and Webber (2013) present a study on implicit discourse connectives in translation. The
phenomenon is evaluated using human references and machine translations for English-French and
English-German. They found that humans translated explicit connectives in the source (English) into
implicit connectives in the target (German and French) in 18% of the cases. MT systems translated
explicit connectives into implicit ones less often.
Li et al. (2014) study connectives in order to improve MT for Chinese-English and Arabic-English.
They show that the presence of explicit connectives correlates with high HTER for Chinese-English
only. Chinese-English also showed correlation between ambiguous connectives and higher HTER. When
comparing the presence of discourse connectives in translations and post-editions, they found that cases
of connectives only appearing in the translation or post-edition also show correlation with high HTER
scores.
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Guzmán et al. (2014) explore RST trees (Mann and Thompson, 1987) for automatic evaluation of MT
into English, with a discourse parser to annotate RST trees at sentence level in English. They compare
the discourse units of machine translations with those in the references by using tree kernels to compute
the number of common subtrees between the two trees. This metric outperformed others at system-level
evaluation.
In summary, no previous work has investigated ways to provide a global quality score for an entire
document that takes into account document structure, neither for evaluation nor for estimation purposes.

3

Automatic evaluation metrics as quality labels for document-level QE

As discussed in Section 2, although the use of BLEU-style metrics as quality scores for documentlevel QE clearly seems inadequate, previous work resorted to these automatic metrics because of the
lack of better labels. In order to better understand this problem, we conducted an experiment with
French-English translations from the LIG corpus (Potet et al., 2012). We took the first part of the corpus
containing 119 source documents on the news domain (from various WMT news test sets), their MT
by a phrase-based SMT system, a post-edited version of these translations by a human translator, and a
reference translation. We used a range of automatic metrics such as BLEU, TER, METEOR-ex (exact
match) and METEOR-st (stem match), which are based on a comparison between machine translations
and human references, and the “human-targeted” version of BLEU and TER, where machine translations
are compared against their post-editions: HBLEU and HTER. Table 1 shows the results of the average
score (AVG) for each metric considering all documents, as well as the standard deviation (STDEV).
BLEU (↑)
TER (↓)
METEOR-ex (↑)
METEOR-st (↑)
HTER (↓)
HBLEU (↑)

AVG
0.27
0.53
0.29
0.30
0.21
0.64

STDEV
0.05
0.07
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.05

Table 1: Average metric scores in the LIG corpus.
We conducted a similar analysis on the English-German (EN-DE) news test set from WMT13 (Bojar
et al., 2013), which contains 52 documents, both at document and paragraph levels. Three MT systems
were considered in this analysis: UEDIN (an SMT system), PROMT (a hybrid system) and RBMT-1
(a rule-based system). Average metric scores are shown in Table 2.

BLEU (↑)
TER (↓)
METEOR-ex (↑)
METEOR-st (↑)

UEDIN
Document
Paragraph
AVG STDEV AVG STDEV
0.2
0.048
0.2
0.16
0.62
0.063
0.63
0.24
0.37
0.056
0.37
0.16
0.39
0.058
0.39
0.16

PROMT
Document
Paragraph
AVG STDEV AVG STDEV
0.19
0.05
0.2
0.16
0.61
0.07
0.62
0.25
0.36
0.06
0.37
0.16
0.38
0.06
0.39
0.16

RBMT-1
Document
Paragraph
AVG STDEV AVG STDEV
0.15
0.04
0.16
0.14
0.66
0.06
0.67
0.23
0.32
0.05
0.33
0.15
0.34
0.05
0.35
0.15

Table 2: Average metric scores for automatic metrics in the WMT13 EN-DE corpus.
For all the metrics and corpora, the STDEV values for documents are very small (below 0.1),
indicating that all documents are considered similar in terms of quality according to these metrics (the
scores are all very close to the mean).
At paragraph level (Table 2), the scores variation increases, with BLEU showing the highest variation.
However, the very high STDEV values for BLEU (very close to the actual average score for all
documents) is most likely due to the fact that BLEU does not perform well for short segments such
as a paragraph due to the n-gram sparsity at this level, as shown in Stanojević and Sima’an (2014).
Overall, it is important to emphasise that BLEU-style metrics were created to evaluate different MT
systems based on the same input, as opposed to evaluating different outputs of a single MT system, as
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we do here. The experiments in Section 5 attempt to shed some light on alternative ways to accurately
measure document-level quality, with an emphasis on designing a label for document-level quality
prediction.

4

Experimental settings

As in Scarton et al. (2015), we consider a paragraph as a “document” in the following experiments. This
decision was made to make the annotation feasible, given the time and resources available. Although the
datasets are different for the two subtasks, they were taken from the same larger corpus and annotated by
the the same group of translators.
4.1

Methods

PE1 and PE2 (Section 5) consist in objective assessments through the post-editing of MT sentences in
two rounds: in isolation and in context. In the first round (PE1), annotators were asked to post-edit
sentences which were shown to them out of context. In the second round (PE2), they were asked to
further post-edit the same sentences now given in context and fix any other issues that could only be
solved by relying on information beyond individual sentences. For this, each annotator was given as
input the output of their PE1, i.e. the sentences they had previously post-edited themselves.
4.2

Data

The datasets were extracted from the test set of the EN-DE WMT13 MT shared task. EN-DE was chosen
given the availability of in-house annotators for this language pair. Outputs of the UEDIN SMT system
were chosen as this was the best participating system for this language pair (Bojar et al., 2013).
For PE1 and PE2, only source (English) paragraphs with 3-8 sentences were selected (filter SNUMBER) to ensure that there is enough information beyond sentence-level to be evaluated and make
the task feasible for the annotators. These paragraphs were further filtered to select those with cohesive
devices. Cohesive devices are linguistic units that play a role in establishing cohesion between clauses,
sentences or paragraphs (Halliday and Hasan, 1976). Pronouns and discourse connectives are examples
of such devices. A list of pronouns and the connectives from Pitler and Nenkova (2009) was considered
for that. Finally, paragraphs were ranked according to the number of cohesive devices they contain and
the top 200 paragraphs were selected (filter C-DEV). Table 3 shows the statistics of the initial corpus and
the resulting selection after each filter.

FULL CORPUS
S-NUMBER
C-DEV

Number of
Paragraphs
1, 215
394
200

Number of
Cohesive devices
6, 488
3, 329
2, 338

Table 3: WMT13 English source corpus.
For the PE1 experiment, the paragraphs in C-DEV were randomised. Then, sets containing seven
paragraphs each were created. For each set, the sentences of its paragraphs were also randomised in
order to prevent annotators from having access to wider context when post-editing. The guidelines made
it clear to annotators that the sentences they were given were not related, not necessarily part of the
same document, and that therefore they should not try to find any relationships among them. For PE2,
sentences were put together in their original paragraphs and presented to the annotators as a complete
paragraph.
4.3

Annotators

The annotators for both experiments are students of “Translation Studies” courses (TS) in Saarland
University, Saarbrücken, Germany. All students were familiar with concepts of MT and with postediting tools. They were divided in two sets: (i) Undergraduate students (B.A.), who are native speakers
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of German; and (ii) Master students (M.A.), the majority of whom are native speakers of German. Nonnative speakers have at least seven years of German language studies. B.A. and M.A. students have on
average 10 years of English language studies.
PE1 and PE2 were done using three CAT tools: PET (Aziz et al., 2012), Matecat (Federico et al., 2014)
and memoQ.5 These tools operate in very similar ways in terms of their post-editing functionalities, and
therefore the use of multiple tools was only meant to make the experiment more interesting for students
and did not affect the results.

5

Quality assessment as a two-stage post-editing task

Using HTER, we measured the edit distance between the post-edited versions with and without context.
The hypothesis is that differences between the two versions are likely to be corrections that could only
be performed with information beyond sentence level.
For PE1, paragraphs from C-DEV set were divided in sets of seven and the sentences were randomised
in order to prevent annotators from having access to context when post-editing. For PE2, sentences were
put together in their original paragraphs and presented to annotators in context. A total of 112 paragraphs
were evaluated in 16 different sets, but only sets where more than two annotators completed the task are
presented here (SET1, SET2, SET7, SET9, SET14 and SET15).6
5.1

Task agreement

Table 4 shows the agreement for the PE1 and PE2 tasks using Spearman’s ρ rank correlation. It was
calculated by comparing the HTER values of PE1 against MT and PE2 against PE1. “Annotators” shows
the number of annotators per set.
Annotators
PE1 x MT - HTER
PE1 x PE2 - HTER
PE1 x MT - Spearman
PE2 x PE1 - Spearman

SET1
3
0.63
0.05
0.52
0.38

SET2
3
0.57
0.07
0.50
0.39

SET5
3
0.22
0.05
0.52
−0.03

SET6
4
0.32
0.03
0.56
−0.14

SET9
4
0.28
0.10
0.37
0.25

SET10
3
0.18
0.06
0.41
0.15

SET14
3
0.30
0.09
0.71
0.14

SET15
3
0.24
0.07
0.22
0.18

SET16
3
0.18
0.05
0.46
−0.02

Table 4: HTER values for PE1 against MT and PE1 against PE2 and Spearman’s rank correlation values
for PE2 against PE1.
The HTER values of PE1 against PE2 are low, as expected, since the changes from PE1 to PE2 are
only expected to reflect discourse related issues. In other words, no major changes were expected during
the PE2 task. The correlation in HTER between PE1 and MT varies from 0.22 to 0.56, whereas the
correlation in HTER between PE1 and PE2 varies between −0.14 and 0.39. The negative figures mean
that the annotators strongly disagreed regarding the changes made from PE1 to PE2. This can be related
to stylistic choices made by annotators, although further analysis is needed to study that (see Section
5.3).
5.2

Issues beyond sentence level

The values for HTER among annotators in PE2 against PE1 were averaged in order to provide a better
visualisation of changes made in the paragraphs from PE1 to PE2. Figure 2 shows the results for
individual paragraphs in all sets. The majority of the paragraphs were edited in the second round of
post-editions. This clearly indicates that information beyond sentence-level can be helpful to further
improve the output of MT systems. Between 0 and 19% of the words have changed from PE1 to PE2 (on
average 7% of the words changed).
An example of changes from PE1 to PE2 related to discourse phenomena is shown in Table 5. In this
example, two changes are related to the use of information beyond sentence level. The first is related
to the substitution of the sentence “Das ist falsch” - literal translation of “This is wrong” - by “Das ist
5
6

https://www.memoq.com/
Sets with only two annotators are difficult to interpret.
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Figure 2: HTER between PE1 and PE2 for each of the seven paragraphs in each set.
PE1: - St. Petersburg bietet nicht viel kulturelles Angebot, Moskau hat viel mehr Kultur, es hat eine Grundlage.
Es ist schwer fr die Kunst, sich in unserem Umfeld durchzusetzen.
Wir brauchen das kulturelle Fundament, aber wir haben jetzt mehr Schriftsteller als Leser.
Das ist falsch.
In Europa gibt es viele neugierige Menschen, die auf Kunstausstellungen, Konzerte gehen.
Hier ist diese Schicht ist dünn.
PE2: - St. Petersburg bietet nicht viel kulturelles Angebot, Moskau hat viel mehr Kultur, es hat eine Grundlage.
Es ist schwer fr die Kunst, sich in unserem Umfeld durchzusetzen.
Wir brauchen das kulturelle Fundament, aber wir haben jetzt mehr Schriftsteller als Leser.
Das ist nicht gut.
In Europa gibt es viele neugierige Menschen, die auf Kunstausstellungen, Konzerte gehen.
Hier ist die Anzahl solcher Menschen gering.
SRC: - St. Petersburg is not a cultural capital, Moscow has much more culture, there is bedrock there.
It’s hard for art to grow on our rocks.
We need cultural bedrock, but we now have more writers than readers.
This is wrong.
In Europe, there are many curious people, who go to art exhibits, concerts.
Here, this layer is thin.

Table 5: Example of changes from PE1 to PE2.
nicht gut”, which fits better into the context. The other change is related to explicitation of information.
The annotator decided to change from “Hier ist diese Schicht ist dünn” - literal translation of “Here, this
layer is thin” - to “Hier ist die Anzahl solcher Menschen gering”, a translation that better fits the context
of the paragraph “Here, the number of such people is low”.
5.3

Manual analysis

In order to better understand the changes made by the annotators from PE1 to PE2 and also better
explain the negative values in Table 4, we manually inspected the post-edited data. This analysis was
done by senior translators who were not involved in the actual post-editing experiments. They counted
modifications performed and categorised them into three classes:
Discourse/context changes: changes related to discourse phenomena, which could only be made by
having the entire paragraph text.
Stylistic changes: changes related to translator’s stylistic or preferential choices. These changes can be
associated with the paragraph context, although they are not strictly necessary under our post-editing
guidelines.
Other changes: changes that could have been made without the paragraph context (PE1), but were only
performed during PE2.
The results are shown in Table 6. Low agreement in the number of changes and the type of changes
among annotators is found in most sets. Although annotators were asked not to make unnecessary
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changes (stylistic), some of them made changes of this type (especially annotators 2 and 3 from sets
5 and 6, respectively). These sets are also the ones that show negative values in Table 4. Since stylistic
changes do not follow a pattern and are related to the background and preferences of the translator, the
high number of this type of change for these sets can be the reason for the negative correlation figures.
In the case of SET6, annotator 2 also performed several changes classified as “other changes”. This may
have also led to negative correlation values. However, the reasons behind the negative values in SET16
could include other phenomena, since overall the variation in the changes performed is low. Further
analysis considering the quality of the post-edition needs to be done in order to better explain these
results.
Annotators
Discourse/context
Stylistic
Other
Total errors

1
2
2
1
5

SET1
2 3
3 1
0 1
2 4
5 6

1
0
1
0
1

SET2
2 3
6 2
0 1
2 2
8 5

1
2
3
2
7

SET5
2
1
11
2
14

3
0
0
6
6

1
2
0
0
2

SET6
2 3
2 0
3 9
6 0
11 9

4
0
3
1
4

1
1
5
2
8

SET9
2 3
7 1
10 1
0 4
17 6

4
0
3
2
5

1
4
1
1
6

SET10
2 3
0 0
2 2
0 2
2 4

SET14
1 2 3
1 0 1
6 0 0
2 0 1
9 0 2

SET15
1 2 3
2 1 2
3 3 2
1 2 1
6 6 5

SET16
1 2 3
0 1 1
2 1 3
1 1 0
3 3 4

Table 6: Manual analysis of PE1 and PE2.

6

Large-scale experiments

In previous sections we have discussed the challenge of assessing document-level quality towards quality
prediction. Although the experiment presented in Section 5 showed promising results, the data collected
is not suitable for QE approaches. Firstly, there are not enough data points to train a QE model with
high confidence in the results. Secondly, the data were annotated by students, which led to several
differences in style, since some of them neglected the guidelines. Therefore, in order to use the 2-stage
post-editing method, a large-scale data annotation is needed. Moreover, ways to combine the differences
between PE1 and PE2 into a quality score should also be explored. In this section, we focus on these
two topics, discussing which would be an ideal scenario for training document-level QE models with
document-aware quality labels.
Data points In terms of corpora, it is expected numbers around thousands data points. The WMT15
Quality Estimation shared task made available training sets with more than 10, 000 data points for
sentence-level and word-level tasks.7 For document-level, on the other hand, only 800 data points were
made available. The reason for this is that it is easier to find more data points for more fine-grained
evaluation. Moreover, assessing quality of sentences and words is a more well established task (whilst
sentence- and word-level tasks have human targeted scores, the document-level task relies on METEOR).
Therefore, there is a lack for both large number of documents to be evaluated and large-scale human
targeted document-level assessment.
Regarding the number of documents, we are aware of the difficulty in found enough parallel data with
document mark-ups that could be used for QE purposes. Since, traditionally, SMT is done at sentencelevel, there is no need for large corpora with large amount of documents (sentences could be randomly
placed and only a few documents are need to train a system - the traditional WMT translation shared task
relies on data sets with only 52 documents). However, recently, as shown in Section 2, there are more
initiatives aiming to improve and evaluate MT outputs at document level. Moreover, the new decoder
developed by Hardmeier et al. (2012) works fully at document level, Guzmán et al. (2014) assesses
documents at considering information beyond sentences and QuEst has already support for documentlevel QE. Therefore, there is a lack in the data collection for document-level system development and
evaluation. Perhaps, the use of paragraphs (as proposed in this paper) can help in temporally soften he
lack of document-level data. The drawback of using paragraphs is that they need to be filtered in order
to allow only paragraphs with more than a certain number f sentences, aiming to evaluate phenomena
similar in documents.
7

http://www.statmt.org/wmt15/quality-estimation-task.html
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We also intend to use different language pairs for large-large experiments. This would guarantee a
more fair evaluation of our method, comparing it across different languages.
Annotation guidelines The task of predicting quality is directly related to which we consider as
quality. Previous work, relied on automatic metrics as quality labels, disregarding the problems of such
metrics. Therefore, the quality prediction was already biased by the quality of the automatic metrics.
Human targeted scores are preferable because they are more reliable and they can assess phenomena that
automatic metrics (based in n-gram matches) cannot. Assessing a document as whole is not an easy task,
mainly because small problems at word and sentence levels could disturb the judgement of the document
quality. Therefore, the proposed 2-stage post-editing method is promising. However, we believe that
expert annotators (specialists in post-edition) and a better training could improve the results in terms of
annotator’s agreement and types of changes.
Evaluation Besides the traditional evaluation of inter annotator agreement, it necessary to find a way
to extrinsically evaluate the results of the two-stage post-editing. The aim of this task is to provide
information to encoding a quality estimation score at document level. Therefore, the evaluation could be
two-folded:
1. Combination of the difference between PE1 and PE2 with other scores: one idea is to combine
sentence-level HTER (obtained in PE1) with the differences between PE1 and PE2. The problem
of this combination is that it cannot be done by using ML techniques (it is not possible to learn a
function, since there is no gold standard at document level). Therefore, either we build documentlevel gold standard scores or we combine the results empirically. Another way to assess document
quality could consider a two-stage prediction. Firstly, a sentence-level QE model is built, and
the sentences are assessed. Then, these sentence predictions are combined to the PE1 and PE2
difference in order to be used as quality scores for a document-level QE model.
2. Comparison against traditional metrics: another way to evaluate the use of the PE1 and PE2
difference is to compare the STDEV of the combined scores with the automatic metrics, aiming to
evaluate whether or not the new scores can distinguish documents better than automatic metrics.
Alternative approach Considering a scenario were post-editions in contexts are already available (data
obtained from a translation provider, for example), we could consider only apply the first stage of the
post-editing method: post-edition of sentences randomly organised (without context). Then, we can
measure the difference from the post-edition previous made with the post-edition without context. The
same is valid if we find data available with sentences post-edited out-of-context (we could only apply
the second stage). However, in order to do this, the guidelines of the previous post-edition and the inter
annotator agreement of the previous task should be computed to better understand whether changes made
were stylistic or not.

7

Conclusions

This paper focused on judgements of translation quality at document level with the aim to produce labels
for QE datasets. We highlighted issues with the use of automatic evaluation metrics for the task, and
proposed and experimented with two methods for collecting labels using human annotators.
Our method for collecting labels using human annotators is based on post-editing and showed
promising results on uncovering issues that rely on wider context to be identified (and fixed). Although
some annotators did not follow the task specification and made unnecessary modifications or did not
correct relevant errors at sentence level, overall the results showed that several issues could only be solved
with paragraph-wide context. Moreover, even though stylistic changes can be considered unnecessary,
some of them could only be made based on wider context.
We will now turn to studying how to use the information reflecting differences between the two rounds
of post-editing as labels for QE at document level. One possibility is to use the HTER between the second
and first rounds directly, but this can lead to many “0” labels, i.e. no edits made. Other idea is to devise a
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function that combines the HTER without context (PE1 x MT) and the difference between PE1 and PE2.
PE2 could also be combined with other metrics (e.g. BLEU), in order to define a document-level quality
score.
Our findings reveal important discourse dependencies in translation that go beyond QE, with relevance
for MT evaluation and MT in general.
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Abstract
Research has suggested that data resources and linguistic knowledge are two important factors
that have a strong effect on translation quality. In this paper, we present two methods which
improve baseline systems by remembering training data and using dependency structures,
respectively. These two methods show a promising dependency-based system with a memory
in the future.

1

Introduction

Statistical machine translation (SMT) has been explored for decades. With a strong mathematical
foundation, SMT learns models during training and translates new sentences by making a prediction.
As well known, SMT largely relies on the data available. The more data given, the better translation
quality can SMT achieve. However, corpora compiling is usually very time-consuming. So current
research generally focuses on improving SMT by making better use of available data. In this paper, we
present two methods which follow this direction in two aspects, respectively: remembering training data
and incorporating linguistic knowledge.
Although after trained on given data SMT can be used to translate any given sentence, it is hard to
produce a correct translation for a sentence in the training data, because the prediction made by SMT is
independent of the data. Such a flaw makes SMT less trusted by translators. Therefore, researchers have
been trying to make SMT remember the training data to improve the translation quality (He et al., 2010;
Koehn and Senellart, 2010; Ma et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013). However, previous work on integrating
a memory into SMT either treats SMT as a black box or is too complex. In this paper, based on the work
of Want et al. (2013), we propose a simple and deep integration of a memory into SMT (Section 2).
Even though a memory can be used to produce high-quality and consistent translations for repetitive
materials, the prediction in SMT can cause other problems, such as words-order, agreement and case etc.
Thus, researchers have been keeping attention on using linguistic knowledge to solve them, such as using
dependency structures (Quirk et al., 2005; Xiong et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2011). Based on the model in
Xie et al.(2011), we propose a decomposition method on dependency structures to allow the model to
incorporate treelets (Quirk et al., 2005) and non-syntactic phrases (Section 3).
These two methods proposed in this paper do not contradict with each other and thus can be combined
in the future. A syntax-based model has a better reordering ability than sequence-based models, including
word-based models (Brown et al., 1993) and the phrase-based model (Koehn et al., 2003), we can
incorporate a memory into it to improve its translation quality on repetitive materials. This will lead
us to a dependency-based model with memory.

2

Remembering Training Data

Example-based machine translation and translation memory have suggested that remembering data and
finding similar sentence pairs in the data can be beneficial to translation, especially when the data is
repetitive. This motivates us to improve an SMT system by remembering its training data. We call the
data as a TM.
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2.1

Discriminative Framework with TM Features

Generally, in a state-of-the-art statistical translation framework like Moses (Koehn et al., 2007a), the
direct translation probability is assigned by a discriminative framework (Och and Ney, 2002). When
taking TM into consideration, this framework can be generalized: Equation (1):
exp{

PM

m=1 λm hm (e, f, D)}
,
P
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0 , f, D)}
λ
h
(e
exp{
0
m
m
m=1
e
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where D denotes instances (sentence pairs) from TM. Then, we obtain the rule in Equation (2):
e = argmax{P (e0 | f, D)}
e0

' argmax{P (e0 | f, Df )}
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where hm are feature functions, λm are weights.
In this paper, we change features defined in Wang et al. (2013) to TM feature functions and directly add
them into a phrase-based system. In decoding, a foreign input sentence f is segmented into a sequence of
I
I phrases f 1 , and each foreign phrase f i is translated into a target phrase ei . Thus, a TM-related feature
function can be seen as the sum of I feature functions which are based on phrase pairs, as in Equation
(3):
I
h(e, f, Df ) = h(eI1 , f 1 , Df I )
1

'

I
X
i=1

(3)
h(ei , f i , Df I )
1

where h(ei , f i , Df I ) is measured on the phrase pair (ei , f i ) and TM matches Df I .
1

2.2

1

Fuzzy Matching

In this paper, TM-related features are extracted from matches in the TM. For retrieving matches, we use
a word-based string edit distance (Koehn and Senellart, 2010) to measure the similarity between an input
sentence and a TM instance, as in Equation (4):
FMS = 1 −
2.3

edi distance(input, tm source)
max(| input |, | tm source |)

(4)

TM Features

Wang et al. (2013) propose a deep integration method by using TM information during decoding. They
extract features from the best match in the TM and use pre-trained generative models to estimate one
or more probabilities and then add them into a phrase-based system for scoring a translation. However,
their work requires a rather complex process to obtain training instances for these pre-trained models
and needs to define the generative relation between different features. In this paper, we avoid using
pre-trained models and tune feature weights to directly maximize BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002).
Given an input sentence and its best match in the TM, for each phrase pair applied to the input, we
first find its corresponding TM source phrase based on operations for calculating edit-distance. Then, we
identify one or more TM target phrases. Then we extract features for the phrase pair. These features are
summarized as follows:
• similarity between the best and the input;
• similarity between the source phrase and TM source phrase;
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• the length of the source phrase;
• an indicator of whether the source phrase is the punctuation at the end of the input or not;
• similarity between the target phrase and TM target phrases;
• matching and alignment status in context between the source phrase and the TM source phrase;
• alignment status of TM target phrases;
• an indicator of whether a TM target phrase is the longest or not;
• reordering information.
2.4

Multiple Fuzzy Matches

In this paper, besides the best match, we also find a TM instance for each source phrase. We propose a
method to find multiple matches to cover as many words in the input as possible: for each source phrase
we find a TM instance, which contains this phrase and has the highest fuzzy match score with the input.
We call such a TM instance span-match. Figure 1 shows an example of finding span-matches. When we
extract features for phrase 1, we use TM source 1 and its translation as the match. Similarly, for phrase
2, we use TM source 2; and for phrase 3, we find TM source 3 and use it for feature extraction.
Source:

1
click to select the policy that you want to delete .
2

3

TM Source 1:

click to select the policy you want to edit .

TM Source 2:

click to select the existing policy that you want have replaced .

TM Source 3:

in the policies pane , click the specific policy that you want to delete .
Figure 1: An example of finding multiple matches.

Features from span-matches are similar to those from the best match. We distinguish features from
the best match and span-matches. In addition, we also define two more features:
• Feature NO SPAN MATCH means we cannot find a span-match for the current source phrase.
• Feature IS SPAN BEST means the span match is equal (the same fuzzy match score) to the best
match.
Different to the best match which is estimated over the whole sentence and thus does not bias to any
particular source phrase, a span-match provides us information about how a specific source phrase is
used and thus may be helpful in selecting a proper target candidate. In addition, note that for a source
sentence, the number of span-matches used is flexible, so our method does not need to set a threshold
and do optimization on such a parameter.
2.5

Experiment

We conduct experiments on actual TM data as it contains repetitive sentences and is more suitable for
testing our method. Our English–Chinese dataset is a translation memory from Symantec with 80K+
training sentences pairs. Our English–French data is from the publicly available JRC-Acquis corpus 1 .
On both language pairs, development sets and test sets are randomly selected. Table 1 shows a summary
of our data.
1

http://ipsc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.php?id=198
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EN-ZH
train
dev
test

sentences
86,602
762
943

words(EN)
1,148,126
10,599
16,366

words (ZH)
1,171,313
10,791
16,375

EN-FR
train
dev
test

sentences
765,922
1,902
1,919

words(EN)
20,604,865
67,403
71,228

words (FR)
22,401,839
73,743
78,177

Table 1: A summary of English–Chinese (EN-ZH) and English–French (EN-FR) corpora
systems
Phrase-based SMT
+Wang’s model
+TM feature
+multiple fuzzy matches

EN–ZH
dev
test
52.88
44.63
54.47
45.72
54.71
45.89
55.48* 46.75*

EN–FR
dev
test
61.65
61.75
62.45
62.44
62.76
62.43
63.38* 63.10*

Table 2: BLEU [%] on English–Chinese (EN-ZH) and English–French (EN-FR) data. Bold figures mean
that the result is significantly better than the baseline phrase-based model at p ≤ 0.01 level. * indicates
that multiple fuzzy matches significantly improves the system with TM features at p ≤ 0.01 level.
We take the phrase-based model in Moses (Koehn et al., 2007b) with default settings as our baseline.
Word alignment is performed by GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) with heuristic function grow-diag-finaland. We use SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) to train a 5-gram language model on the target side of the training
data with modified Kneser-Ney discounting (Chen and Goodman, 1996). Bootstrap resampling (Koehn,
2004) is performed to compute the statistical significance with 1000 iterations. We implement Wang et
al. (2013)’s method in Moses for comparison. This method firstly needs to train three models2 with the
factored language model toolkit (Kirchhoff et al., 2007) over a feature sequence of phrase pairs.
Table 2 shows our experiment results on two language pairs. We found that our system with TM
features achieves comparable results (+0.24/+0.31 on the dev set and +0.17/-0.01 on the test set) with
Wang et al. (2013) and both systems are significantly better than the baseline. After multiple fuzzy
matches are incorporated, our system brings further significant improvement (+0.76/+0.62 on dev and
+0.86/+0.67 on test).
In addition, we are also interested in the performance of systems on different ranges based on fuzzy
match scores. The results are shown in Figure 2. It is easy to see that our system with multiple fuzzy
matches achieves the best performance over most ranges. Especially, on the English–Chinese task, when
both Wang’s model and the TM features are ineffective on the range (0.0,0.4) and [0.4,0.6), multiple
fuzzy matches improve the system to give the best translation on both language pairs. However, in the
highest range, Wang et al. (2013)’s method gives the best results. It appears that our system does not bias
to a high-scoring fuzzy match range and treat all ranges fairly.

3

Decomposing Dependency Structures

Dependency structures have been used in SMT for several years. As it has the best inter-lingual phrasal
cohesion properties (Fox, 2002), it is believed to be helpful in translation. For example, Shen et al.
2

Three probabilities in model III which brings the best performance in their paper:
p(T CM | SCM, N LN, LT C, SP L, SEP, Z)
p(LT C | CSS, SCM, N LN, SEP, Z)
p(CP M | T CM, SCM, N LN, Z)
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70
65
60

English-Chinese
Baseline
+Wang
+TM Features
+TM Features+Multi-match

60
55
50

50

BLEU [%]

BLEU [%]

55

45
40

English-French
Baseline
+Wang
+TM Features
+TM Features+Multi-match

45
40
35

35
30

30
25

(0.0,0.4)

[0.4,0.6)
[0.6,0.8)
Fuzzy Match Ranges

25 (0.0,0.3) [0.3,0.4) [0.4,0.5) [0.5,0.6) [0.6,0.7) [0.7,0.8) [0.8,0.9) [0.9,1.0)
Fuzzy Match Ranges

[0.8,1.0)

Figure 2: BLEU [%] for different fuzzy match ranges on two language pairs. The baseline is the phrasebased SMT system. The other three systems integrate different TM information into the baseline.
(2010) present a string-to-dependency model by using dependency fragments of neighboring words on
the target side, which makes it easier to integrate a dependency language model. However, such stringto-tree systems run slowly(Huang et al., 2006). Menezes and Quirk (2005) and Quirk et al. (2005)
propose a treelet (arbitrary connected sub-graph) approach and use dependency structures on the source
side. Xiong et al. (2007) extend the treelet approach to allow dependency fragments with gaps. However,
these methods need another heuristic or separate reordering model to decide the best target position of
the inserted words.
The system used in this section is based on a dependency-to-string (Dep2Str) model (Xie et al., 2011).
This model specifies reordering information in its rules and can perform a fast translation. For easily
implementing this model, we transform the input dependency tree into a corresponding constituent
tree. Then, we enrich this model via decomposing dependency structures. Table 3 shows a glossary
for examples used in this section.
Chinese
Boliweiya
Juxing
Zongtong
Yu
Guohui
Xuanju

English
Bolivia
holds
presidential
and
parliament
elections

Table 3: A Chinese-to-English glossary.
3.1

Dependency-to-String Model

In the Dep2Str model, a head-dependent (HD) fragment, which is composed of a head node and all of its
dependents, is the basic unit. Two kinds of rules are used. One is the head rule which translates a source
word. The other one is the HD rule which consists of three parts: the HD fragment s of the source side,
a target string t and a one-to-one mapping from variables in s to variables in t.
Figure 3 shows a derivation for translating a Chinese sentence into an English string in this model.
The derivation proceeds from top to bottom. Variables in the higher-level HD rules are substituted by the
translations of lower HD fragments recursively.
For easily implementing the Dep2Str model in the popular framework Moses, we transform a
dependency tree into a corresponding constituent tree, where source words are leaf nodes and all non-leaf
nodes covering a phrase are labeled with categories which are variables defined in a tree-based model.
In the Dep2Str model, each variable represents a word (for the head and leaf node) or a sequence
of continuous words (for the internal node). Thus, we use these variables to label non-leaf nodes of the
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(a)

Juxing

举行/VV
Xuanju

Boliweiya

选举/NN

玻利维亚/NN

Guohui

国会/NN
Zongtong Yu

总统/NN 与/CC
Boliweiya Juxing Xuanju
Rule: (玻利维亚) 举行 (x1:选举)

(b)

Bolivia holds x1

Xuanju

Bolivia holds

选举/NN

Guohui

国会/NN
Zongtong Yu

总统/NN 与/CC
Xuanju
Rule: (x1:NN) 选举

(c)

x1 elections

Guohui

Bolivia holds

国会/NN elections

Zongtong Yu

总统/NN 与/CC
Zongtong Yu Guohui
Rule: (总统) (与) x1:国会

(d)

presidential and x1

Guohui

Bolivia holds presidential and
Guohui
Rule: 国会

国会/NN elections
parliament

(e)
Bolivia holds presidential and parliament elections

Figure 3: An example of a derivation in Dep2Str which translates a Chinese dependency tree into an
English String. Underlined elements indicate leaf nodes.
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S
NN:R1
Xuanju

选举:R1
NN:L1
Guohui

国会:L1

NN:L1
Boliweiya

玻利维亚

VV:H0 NN:L2 CC:L1 NN:H0 NN:H0
Juxing Zongtong

Yu

Guohui

Xuanju

举行

与

国会

选举

总统

Figure 4: The corresponding constituent tree after transforming the dependency tree in Figure 3.
smart/JJ
She/PRP is/VBZ very/RB

smart/JJ

smart/JJ

+
She/PRP is/VBZ

very/RB

Figure 5: An example of decomposition on a head-dependent fragment.
produced constituent tree. Furthermore, the created nodes are constrained by the dependency information
in the HD fragment. Taking the dependency tree in Figure 3 as an example, its transformation result is
shown in Figure 4.
3.2

Decomposition of Dependency Structures

The Dep2Str model treats a whole HD fragment as the basic unit, which may result in a sparsity problem.
Thus, inspired by the treelet approach (Menezes and Quirk, 2005; Xiong et al., 2007), we define that each
HD fragment is decomposed into two smaller parts. This decomposition can be formulated as Equation
(5):
Li · · · L1 HR1 · · · Rj

= Lm · · · L1 HR1 · · · Rn

subject to

+ Li · · · Lm+1 HRn+1 · · · Rj

(5)

i ≥ 0, j ≥ 0

i ≥ m ≥ 0, j ≥ n ≥ 0

i+j >m+n>0

where H denotes the head node, Li denotes the ith left dependent and Rj denotes the jth right dependent.
Figure 5 shows an example.
We take advantage of this decomposition in two ways:
• Sub-structural Rules
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ZH–EN
train
dev
MT04
MT05

sentences
1,501,652
878
1,597
1,082

words(ZH)
38,388,118
22,655
43,719
29,880

words(EN)
44,901,788
26,905
52,705
35,326

DE–EN
train
dev
test12
test13

sentences
2,037,209
3,003
3,003
3,000

words(DE)
52,671,991
72,661
72,603
63,412

words(EN)
55,023,999
74,753
72,988
64,810

Table 4: Chinese–English (ZH–EN) and Germa–English (DE–EN) corpora.
We extract sub-structural rules by taking each possible sub-fragment as a new HD fragment, which
are used directly in the model.
• Pseudo-Forest

For an HD fragment in the input dependency tree, we can translate one of its sub-fragments first,
then obtain the whole translation by combining with translations of another sub-fragment, as shown
in Figure 6. We encode the decomposition into the input dependency tree which results in a pseudoforest. Figure 7 shows an example.
(a)

Guohui

国会/NN
Zongtong

Yu

总统/NN 与/CC
Yu Guohui

Guohui
(b)

国会/NN

Rule: (与) 国会

and parliment

Zongtong

总统

and parliament
Zongtong

Rule: (总统) x1:NN
(c)

presidential x1

presidential and parliament

Figure 6: An example of translating a large HD fragment with the help of translations of its decomposed
fragments.
3.3

Experiments

Our Chinese–English training corpus has 1.5M+ sentence pairs from the LDC data, including
LDC2002E18, LDC2003E07, LDC2003E14, LDC2004T07, the Hansards portion of LDC2004T08 and
LDC2005T06. We take NIST 2002 as the development set to tune weights, and NIST 2004 (MT04)
and NIST 2005 (MT05) as the test data to evaluate the systems. Our German–English training corpus
is from WMT 2014, including Europarl V7 and News Commentary. News-test 2011 is taken as the
development set, while News-test 2012 (test12) and News-test 2013 (test13) are our test sets. Table 4
shows a summary of our data.
In the Chinese–English translation task, the Stanford Chinese word segmenter (Chang et al., 2008) is
used to segment Chinese sentences into words. The Stanford dependency parser (Chang et al., 2009)
parses a Chinese sentence into the projective dependency tree. We tokenize German sentences with
scripts in Moses and use mate-tools3 to perform morphological analysis and parse the sentence (Bohnet,
3

http://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/
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S

VV:H0

NN:R1

VV:H0

Xuanju

选举:R1
NN:L1
NN:L1

VV:H0

Guohui

国会:L1
NN:H0
NN:L2
CC:L1 NN:H0 NN:H0
NN:L1
Boliweiya Juxing

Zongtong

Yu

Guohui

Xuanju

玻利维亚 举行

总统

与

国会

选举

Figure 7: An example of a pseudo-forest. Edges drawn in the same type of line are owned by the same
sub-tree. Solid lines are shared edges.
Systems
Moses HPB
D2S
+pseudo-forest
+sub-structural rules
+phrase
+pseudo-forest
+phrase

ZH–EN
MT04 MT05
35.56
33.99
33.93
32.56
34.28
34.10
34.78
33.63
–
–
35.46
34.13
36.76* 34.67*

DE–EN
test12 test13
20.44
22.77
20.05
22.13
19.98
21.68
20.52
22.76
20.91* 23.46*
20.25
22.24
20.75* 23.20*

Table 5: BLEU score [%] of our methods and Moses HPB on Chinese–English (ZH–EN) and German–
English (DE–EN) tasks. We use bold font to indicate that the result of our method is significantly better
than D2S at p ≤ 0.01 level, and * to indicate the result is significantly better than Moses HPB at p ≤ 0.01
level.
2010). Then the MaltParser4 converts the parse results into projective dependency trees (Nivre and
Nilsson, 2005).
Word alignment is performed by GIZA++ with the heuristic function grow-diag-final-and. We use
SRILM to train a 5-gram language model on the Xinhua portion of the English Gigaword corpus 5th
edition with modified Kneser-Ney discounting. Bootstrap resampling is performed to compute the
statistical significance with 1000 iterations.
Table 5 shows the translation results. On the Chinese–English task, we find that the decomposition
approach, including sub-structural rules and pseudo-forest, improves the baseline system D2S
significantly (absolute improvement of +1.53/+1.57). As a result, our system achieves comparable
(-0.1/+0.14) results with hierarchical phrase-based model (Chiang, 2005) in Moses. After including
phrasal rules, our system performs significantly better (absolute improvement of +1.2/+0.68) than Moses
HPB on both test sets.
On the German–English task, Table 5 shows that incorporating sub-structural rules improves the
baseline D2S system significantly (absolute improvement of +0.47/+0.63), and achieves a slightly better
4

http://www.maltparser.org/
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Systems
Moses HPB
D2S
+sub-structural rules
+phrase

# Rules
CE task DE task
388M
684M
27M
41M
116M
121M
215M
274M

Table 6: The number of rules in different systems On the Chinese–English (CE) and German–English
(DE) corpus. Note that pseudo-forest (not listed) does not influence the number of rules.
(+0.08) result on test12 than Moses HPB. However, the pseudo-forest produces a negative effect on the
baseline system (-0.07/-0.45), despite the fact that our system combining both methods together is still
better (+0.2/+0.11) than the baseline D2S. In the end, by resorting to phrasal rules, our system achieves
the best performance which is significantly better (absolute improvement of +0.47/+0.59) than Moses
HPB.
Besides long-distance reordering (Xie et al., 2011), another advantage of the Dep2Str model is its
simplicity. It can perform fast translation with fewer rules than HPB. Table 6 shows the number of rules
in each system. It is clear that all of our systems use fewer rules than HPB. However, the number of rules
is not proportional to translation quality, as shown in Table 5.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we present methods for incorporating a memory and linguistic knowledge in SMT. For
remembering training data, we present a discriminative framework which can integrate the data into SMT.
In this framework, we add more feature functions, which model relations between a source sentence and
matched instances in the memory, into a phrase-based SMT. In experiments on English–Chinese and
English–French tasks, our method performs significantly better than the baseline phrase-based system.
Furthermore, we present a method to efficiently use multiple fuzzy matches. Experiments show that this
addition significantly improves our system.
For a better use of dependency structures, we propose to decompose large structures into smaller
pieces. Based on a dependency-to-string model (Dep2Str), this decomposition enriches the model with
more rules during training and allows us to create a pseudo-forest as an input instead of a dependency
tree during decoding. Large-scale experiments on Chinese–English and German–English tasks show that
this decomposition can significantly improve the baseline Dep2Str model on both language pairs. The
code is now available on http://computing.dcu.ie/˜liangyouli/dep2str.zip.
These two methods lead us to a future promising model which integrates memory with a dependencybased model. The resulting system would have a better reordering ability provided by dependency
structures and can effectively translate repetitive materials by using the memory.
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Abstract
We propose a framework for designing and testing CAT tools, called Component-Centric Design
and Optimization, proposing a factorization of translation interfaces into components that can be
tuned and optimized individually. Current Computer-Aided Translation (CAT) interfaces lack a
principled design paradigm which provides a framework for new components to be consistently
tested, compared, and optimized based on user feedback — the proposed framework provides
a useful functional abstraction over the components that comprise a translation interface. We
also present several novel translation components which integrate existing NLP technologies
into localisation workflows. Our new components include prototypes leveraging linked data
resources, and services inspired by SMT systems which are guided by user input.

1

Introduction

The purpose of a translation interface is to facilitate the mapping of sequences in a source language
into sequences in a target language. The ways in which the source to target mapping can occur, and
the optimal means for humans to interact with and modify translation data models are open research
topics. In this work, we consider translation within the context of Human-Computer Interaction. This
approach focuses upon the design of tools with translators integrated as critical components of the system
(O’Brien, 2012) — the goal of the interface is to provide the translator with interactions which facilitate
the mapping of source language sequences into target language sequences.
The ability to view a source segment and to compose and persist (save) a corresponding target segment
are the baseline functionalities required for a translation interface. Most existing CAT tools provide a
set of standard interactions, such as editing of target segments, confirming segments, and searching a
glossary, within a segment-oriented view. The additional features provided by a CAT tool are either
focused upon providing translators with metadata to facilitate the translation process, or upon assisting
users in other stages of the localisation workflow, such as document conversion, handling markup and
tags, or terminology extraction.
For the purpose of this paper, we define Translation Resources as functions which transform text
sequences in one language to text sequences in another language. Translation Resources are the
primary class of data services used by translation interfaces (see below). Machine Translation (MT)
and Translation Memory (TM) technologies are examples of Translation Resources that are commonly
integrated into localisation processes. All modern CAT tools provide users with graphical interfaces to
MT and TM resources. These resources may be remote services accessed by web APIs, or they may be
integrated into the translation interface, with all data storage and computation performed locally. The
target representation resulting from applying a Translation Resource to a source segment may be directly
utilized as a translation if it is deemed to be of sufficient quality, or it may be further transformed by a
human expert with knowledge of both the source and the target languages, or by a monolingual domain
expert, which is referred to as post-editing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the Component-Centric view
of translation interfaces. Section 3 introduces HandyCAT, our implementation of a modular CAT
tool. Section 4 discusses localisation standards, and introduces our novel components for linked
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data integration and source language preauthoring. Section 5 presents a user study of autocomplete
components for English-Spanish translation. Section 6 presents conclusions, and describes our plans for
future work.

2

A Component-Centric View of CAT Interfaces

The purpose of any component within a CAT tool is to facilitate modification of the state of the translation
data model. The translation data model is hierarchical, object-oriented view of the translation data,
which can be serialized into XML, JSON, or another structured representation. Translation interfaces
maintain a mutable internal representation of the data as the user translates, which can be mapped into a
standard format such as XLIFF once the translation job is finished. User modification of the data model
is accomplished via interactions such as text input or selection from a list of translation options.
The impact of a component integrated into a CAT tool or a localization pipeline must be empirically
measurable with respect to a convincing metric. In the case of CAT tools, the most common and obvious
metric is translation speed, but even this is not trivial to measure, because of differences in translation
difficulty between each segment, and because of individual differences between translators.
In the context of Computer Aided Translation, we experiment with several different editing scenarios:
(1) Translation from scratch, where translators are expected to compose the full target segment, with
or without aid from additional components such as autocompletion engines, translation memories and
glossaries, (2) post-editing, where translators are expected to alter the output of a machine translation
system until it is perceived to be human-quality text, and (3) source side pre-authoring, where a translator
or monolingual content creator composes source text using a constrained language, with the intent to
produce better-quality machine translations in the target language. For each of these editing scenarios,
we design specialized components designed to make tedious or time-consuming parts of the translation
task more efficient.
We define a Component as a means of transforming and/or rendering some data to the end user,
optionally with interactive capabilities which allow users to modify the underlying data model. We
factor translation interfaces into two primary component types: Data Services which are services that
transform input data into another representation, and Interaction Elements, which provide the means for
users to view and possibly modify parts of the data model. A component may be composed of other sub
components, and typically consists of both Interaction Elements and Data Services.
An example of a data service is an SMT component which takes a source sentence and outputs one or
more target hypotheses; an example of an interaction component is a text editing area designed to aid the
user in post-editing an SMT hypothesis.
Because this work is primarily focused upon enhanced tooling for CAT workflows, we further
decompose the interaction component types into display components and input components. A display
component’s only job is to render data to the user (a one way interaction), whereas an input component
both renders data, and allows the user to change the underlying datamodel via one or more interactions.
A complete translation interface is composed of data services and interaction components, with
the minimal orchestration layer between components. This abstract, component-oriented view of the
interface allows dynamic configuration based on user needs, and enables each component to be analyzed
and enhanced individually, simplifying some of the daunting complexity of the interface.
2.1

A Formalization Of Component-Centric Optimization

An Interface is a set of (E+, D*) tuples, where:
E = Interaction Element
D = Data Service
+ = one or more
* = zero or more
Interaction Elements and Data Services are parametrized by vectors of scalar values such that the
complete configuration of the interface consists of the set of parameter vectors which specify all of
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the components in the interface. Figure 1 shows an example object tree for the area of the translation
interface which provides interaction at the segment level of the data model.

Figure 1: A component factorization for the segment area of a CAT interface
Component-oriented design allows a principled approach to CAT tool development. Instead of viewing
an interface as a static tool, we view the CAT tool as a composition of nested components, which are
mostly standalone. The only job of the container elements is to act as ’glue’ between components, and
to render the area depending on the display capabilities of the user’s device.
The Component-oriented view allows each element or collection of elements to be optimized
separately, drastically lowering the complexity of the optimization process.
2.2

Translation Resources

Data services that can map from source to target segments are Translation Resources, regardless of the
method of mapping they employ, whether it involves decoding (searching) to find an optimal target
sequence with respect to some scoring function, such as in a log-linear discriminative framework for
SMT (Koehn, 2010), or matching based upon string distance, such as edit distance (Navarro, 1999), as
used in translation memory and concordance components.
Although SMT and TM are the translation resources in widespread use today, in fact translation
resources are on a continnuum of matching functions which span the range from exact matches to pure
generation via real-valued distributed representations (Cho et al., 2014).
In general, translation technologies can be combined in an internal, or an external manner. Internal
combination means that technologies are integrated within a single module, for example as components
of a log-linear model which scores hypotheses in an SMT decoder (Koehn, 2010). External combination
allows the constituent modules to remain distinct, but adds a layer which coordinates the technologies,
producing integrated output for downstream use. The optimal means of coordination and integration
depends upon the downstream usecase of the translations produced by the component.
In practice, most translation resources have a dynamic component which tries to account for unseen
tokens or sub-sequences in the source sequence, in order to expand the coverage of the sequences in the
dataset. Even the fuzzy matching logic used by a Translation Memory is a means of increasing the recall
of the component at the expense of precision. The implicit hypothesis motivating translation resources
which support partial matching is that post-editing a small portion of a target translation candidate will be
easier than translating the source segment from scratch. However, the ideal threshold for fuzzy matching
depends on many factors, and is generally manually tuned to the usecase.
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Figure 2: The Translation Resource continuum —x-axis is the output generation method, y-axis is output
length
We propose a simple visualization of Translation Resources in a two-dimensional space, where one
axis measures the degree of string matching vs. generation via statistical models, and the other axis
measures the length of the generated sequence, from single words to complete sequences. Figure 2 maps
some common Translation Resources into this space.
2.3

Integrating Translation Technologies

The services that are composed into translation resources can be integrated within a single framework,
which orchestrates all components, or each component can be implemented as a standalone service. The
service-oriented view has many advantages over a single monolithic system, especially as components
become more complex. The primary design consideration for integrated translation components is the
downstream use of the data. For instance, is the output of the translation system intended for use as is,
or will it be presented to translators for post-editing? Is the translation system running in batch mode,
where some delay between input and output is acceptable, or does the system need to operate in near-real
time? In the case where the system must output translations in real-time, some sacrifices in performance
may be necessary in order to obtain the desired response time.
Modern Computer Aided Translation (CAT) tools make use of many backend services, such as
translation memories, glossaries, machine translation systems, and text analytics tools. These services
may run locally, on the same system as the user interface, or they may be remote services which are
accessed via web APIs.

3

HandyCAT — A Modular CAT Tool

HandyCAT is our implementation of a flexible web based CAT tool (Lewis et al. 2014), specifically
designed with interoperability and extensibility in mind. Current CAT tools are designed as selfcontained platforms which attempt to implement all important features within a monolithic framework.
Although many existing tools provide a full suite of features which satisfy all core user needs, this
design methodology is not conducive to research into new components, because the implementation
phase requires significant modification of the platform source code.
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With HandyCAT, new graphical elements and data services can easily be added and removed from the
interface, and components can directly plug into the relevant part of the translation data model. Thus, it
is an ideal platform for developing prototypes and conducting user studies with new components.
The core functions implemented by a CAT tool include displaying the the source segment, and
allowing the user to edit a target sentence, either by typing from scratch, or by post-editing a TM
segment or an MT hypothesis. By abstracting over the common graphical affordances (Greeno, 1994)
leveraged by CAT tools, we identify a set of Functional Areas, which provide an abstract representation
of the graphical areas that render translation data to the user. Any translation interface will include areas
dedicated to these functions, but the interactions implemented by the components within the functional
areas may be drastically different from implementation to implementation.
The core set of containers common to all CAT tools with a two-dimensional graphical interface
includes the source area, the target area, and the tooling area. Note that parameters which control the
graphical rendering of the areas, i.e. their position and size on the page, are hyperparameters of the
application, and can be determined by tuning/optimization, trial and error, or constraints imposed by the
user’s device. On devices with smaller form factors, such as mobile devices, it is likely that most areas
will be hidden by default, and accessed via specific interactions, whereas devices with more display area
may display all areas simultaneously.

(a) Source Area

(b) Target Area

Figure 3: HandyCAT container areas
HandyCAT provides several predefined functional areas which have access to a specific part of the
data model or document tree. Developers can specify which parts of the datamodel their component
can access by placing it inside a container, such as the EditArea, or the TargetArea. By defining the
component at the right level in the hierarchy, developers can ensure that their components are isolated,
and that the document model is always synchronized with UI state. Figure 3 visualizes the container
hierarchy in HandyCAT.
3.1

Synchronized UI state and XLIFF datamodel

HandyCAT’s internal data model is inspired by the XLIFF 2.0 standard, and can be mapped directly to
and from XLIFF 1.2 or 2.0. Each element in the XML DOM is represented as an object — components
explicitly specify their interfaces, i.e. which types of objects they can interact with.
Tooling components also have access to interface state in addition to the document model, so they can
respond to segments being activated or deactivated, or external events.
Each component can also specify its own keyboard shortcuts and logging formats, as well as any
remote services it must access. A new translation interface can be composed of the components which
are needed for an experiment, with customizable logging.
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Component Interfaces
Document
Segment
Source
Target
Global Tooling
Segment Tooling
Table 1: Examples of component interfaces

4

Integrating NLP Technologies into CAT Workflows

4.1

Localisation and Linked Data Standards

Modern localisation workflows present significant software development challenges (Lewis et al., 2009).
Over the last decade, several standards have emerged which have the potential to make data exchange
between different stages of the localisation workflow more efficient, scalable, and reliable. These include
XLIFF 1.21 and 2.02 , the Internationalization Tagset (ITS)3 , and the NLP Interchange Format (NIF)4 .
The XLIFF 2.0 standard defines a Document Object Model (DOM) which provides an object-oriented
interface to translation documents. The HandyCAT datamodel is isomorphic to the core elements of the
XLIFF standard, and component interfaces are directly mappable to elements in the XLIFF DOM. This
design provides a clear component hierarchy, and enables a modular approach to component development
and testing.
The standardisation of localisation interchange formats is vital to enable the integration of translation
technology into complex systems. The end goal of standardization is to achieve Content Interoperability
across content producers. (Lewis et al., 2014) evaluates current and emerging standards for
interoperability, introducing a pipeline for localisation workflows with interchange between components
facilitated through localisation standards such as XLIFF 1.2 and 2.0, and the Internationalization Tagset
(ITS) version 2.0.
4.2

Using Linked Data for Dynamic Terminologies

Resources such as DBpedia and Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) are examples of open knowledge bases
which take advantage of the implicit and explicit links in Wikipedia and other resources to construct a
graph of entities with edges encoding relationships between the entities.
Linked data resources are promising ways to map terminology between languages in a consistent and
scalable manner (Hokamp, 2015). Linked Open Data (LOD) can potentially be utilized at many points
in the localization workflow. By augmenting the metadata for the source or target text in a pre- or
post-processing phase, linked data can provide metadata which facilitates human translation and quality
assessment. Where metadata can be added in a completely automatic way, the task of determining
whether or not the data is useful in the context can be pushed to the translator, who can decide where
and how to make use of the additional information. The feedback from translators can then be used to
augment the knowledge base.
We present a prototype application of linked data within a CAT component, called a Linked Dynamic
Terminology. This approach leverages statistical named entity extraction and surface form labeling across
languages to create a terminology which uses source language context to rank terms. Figure 4 shows the
stages in the dynamic terminology workflow.
The dynamic terminology component combines a LOD resource and a statistical entity linker within
a translator-in-the-loop system. Translator-in-the-loop means that the design of the system explicitly
1

http://docs.oasis-open.org/xliff/v1.2/os/xliff-core.html
http://docs.oasis-open.org/xliff/xliff-core/v2.0/os/xliff-core-v2.0-os.html
3
http://www.w3.org/TR/its20/
4
http://persistence.uni-leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/
2
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includes a human, who is finally responsible for selecting the correct translation. This setup can be
contrasted with a fully automatic design, where the target sentence would automatically be augmented
with terminology, either via a machine translation system, or via an automatic post-editing phase.
The dynamic linked terminology component is designed as a standalone module that can easily added
or removed from HandyCAT. The server components are designed as microservices which are accessed
using RESTful APIs, each fulfilling a single task in the dynamic terminology building process. The
system is designed to operate in realtime, meaning that it does not require any offline preprocessing of
the translation job.
The process of finding the target-language surface form for a source entity requires two disambiguation
steps. The first step is entity linking, where the entity extraction system attempts to link surface forms
in the source language to the specific entity they represents. See (Daiber et al., 2013) for details on
the algorithm used to determine which entity is most likely represented given a surface form and a
surrounding context.
The second step is entity labeling, where the translator selects the correct surface form for the entity in
the target language. This requires retrieving the set of target language links for each entity, and making
them available in the translation interface.

Figure 4: The dynamic linked terminology workflow
In our design, the linking system tagger detects entities in a source segment, and the LOD resource
provides candidate translations in the target language. By leveraging Wikipedias multilingual graph
through the DBPedia datasets, the system can provide suggestions for many language pairs. The
multilingual graph of entities is thus transformed into a dynamic terminology database. Figure 5 shows
a screenshot from an actual editing session using the linked terminology component.
The term dynamic in this context means that the set of suggestions for a term depend upon the context
in which it is being used. Because the disambiguation is done with respect to the source context, the
possible target forms are ranked according to their likelihood with respect to the underlying entity. A
central hypothesis of this work is that this dynamic re-ranking provides a major improvement over the
standard glossary or terminology lookup, which can only look for string matches for a particular token
or phrase, without regard to the particular sense of the term in context.
4.3

ProphetMT — Syntactic MT-driven Preauthoring

Preauthoring is an approach to content authoring which aims to produce source content that is easy
to translate into one or more target languages. We have developed ProphetMT, a monolingual authoring
tool which allows users to easily compose an in-domain sentence with the help of tree-based SMT-driven
auto-suggestions. The interface also visualizes target language sentences as they are built by the SMT
system. When the user is finished composing, the final translation(s) are generated by a tree-based SMT
sytem using the text and structural information provided by the user. With this domain-specific controlled
language, ProphetMT will produce highly reliable translations. The contributions of this work are: (1)
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Figure 5: Linked Terminology Screenshot
we develop a user friendly auto-completion based editor which guarantees the vocabulary and grammar
chosen by user are compatible with a tree-based SMT model, and (2) by applying a shift-reduce like
parsing feature, this editor allows users to write from left to right and generates the parsing results on the
fly. Therefore with this in domain composing restriction as well as the parsing result, a highly reliable
translation can be generated.
Although current machine translation methods have improved rapidly in the past decade, SMT is still
not reliable enough to be considered human-quality without significant post-editing (OBrien, 2005). The
primary reason is that natural languages are full of ambiguities.
We refer to the task of source-language composition as “Computer Aided Authoring” (CAA). This
name was chosen to reflect the association with Computer Aided Translation, in that the goal of the
interface is to guide the user in creating a source text with additional structural metadata which will
make machine translation of the text easier.
Post-editing requires bilingual experts who need much more training than monolingual writers.
Combining the composition and translation components of the content creation pipeline makes the
authoring process much more efficient and cost-effective. Therefore, computer-aided monolingual
authoring tools are a promising way to alleviate some of the unnecessary labour in post-editing.
All existing computer-aided authoring tools within a translation context employ a kind of interactive
paradigm with a controlled language (CL). Mitamura (1999) allow users to compose from scratch, and
discuss the issues in designing a CL for rule based machine translation. (Power et al., 2003) describes a
CL authoring tool for multilingual generation. (Marti et al., 2010) is a rule based rewriting tool which
does syntactic analysis. (Mirkin et al., 2013) introduces a confidence-driven rewriting tool which is
inspired by (Callison-Burch et al., 2006; Du et al., 2010) that paraphrases the OOVs or the “hard-totranslate-part” of the source side in order to improve SMT performance.
CL can be seen as a subset of natural language which is designed for writing clear technical
documentation in a particular domain (Power et al., 2003). The advantages of applying CL are
straightforward: clear and consistent composition guidelines as well as less ambiguity in translation.
However, the problems are also obvious: designing the rules usually requires human linguists, and rules
may be difficult for end-users to grasp. The sentences that can be generated are often limited in length
and complexity. Finally, the expressiveness of the writer is also greatly constrained, which may or may
not be a problem depending upon the domain.
Preauthoring can be especially useful in constrained language domains, where the usage of certain
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phrase structures or terminology in the source language will make target translations much more accurate.

Figure 6: A screenshot from the ProphetMT preauthoring interface
Figure 6 shows a screenshot from the ProphetMT interface.

5

Optimizing Autocompletion and Typeahead Components

Autocompletion has become an indispensable part of modern text processing tools, especially those
designed for use with mobile devices. Despite the ubiquity of autocompletion in content creation
workflows, there is very little research evaluating autocompletion within the context of Computer-Aided
Translation. There are two major benefits to autocompletion when compared with composition from
scratch: (1) autocompletion may help the user to find better ways to translate the source segment by
providing a variety of suggestions, and (2) autocompletion may save the user time by minimizing the
number of input operations needed to complete a translation. In the following experiments, we focus on
(2), attempting to design a system which helps users to complete a translation task more quickly.
This work presents a simple but effective approach to autocompletion or ”type-ahead” components
based on elements of a traditional statistical machine translation system.
We compare two
autocompletion engines in a user study with 16 translation students who are native Spanish speakers.
The baseline autocompleter uses prefix matching over the known vocabulary of the target language.
This mimics the autocompletion utilities typically found in smartphones or word-processing software.
The phrase table backed autocompleter leverages the SMT phrase table and a target-side language
model to provide enhanced suggestions to translators. When a translator enters a segment, the possible
completions are first retrieved from a data service which queries a Moses phrase table. As the
user translates, the system dynamically reranks the completion candidates using a language model
conditioned on the current target prefix.
When compared to autocompletion strategies using Interactive Machine Translation (Green et al.,
2014; Bender et al., 2005), this approach has the advantage that it can be implemented without deploying
a full-fledged machine translation system. Phrase table autocompletion systems are also much easier to
scale than IMT systems.
Although IMT arguably provides better suggestions by directly leveraging all features implemented
in the SMT decoder, current IMT systems are difficult to scale beyond a few users, because the
computational requirements of the decoder are very demanding. Stack based SMT decoders (cite Koehn
2009) generally have a tradeoff between computational requirements and quality, which can be controlled
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Figure 7: A target-side autocomplete component backed by a phrase table and language model.
by the hyperparameters of the system, which, for stack-based decoders include the stack size and the
maximum n-gram size of the language model.
Our system effectively uses the language model as the only feature in the decoder, and allows the
user to quickly filter the phrase options by typing the prefix of the desired word or phrase. Despite this
simplification, we observe a significant improvement in translation speed when compared to a baseline
prefix autocompletion engine.
5.1

Experiment Design

The baseline for our experiments is a monolingual autocomplete which has no knowledge of the source
segment being translated. Although this engine is naive to the source, it can arguably still make
translators substantially faster, by saving them keystrokes.
Dataset
A
B

Avg. Time
79.53
76.47

Table 2: Average sentence completion time for each dataset
Table 2 shows that the average completion times for each sentence in both datasets were quite similar.
We interpret this to mean that the difficulty of the sentences in the two datasets were comparable.
Autocomplete Type
Default
PT-backed

Avg. Time
82.75
73.25

Table 3: Average sentence completion time for each autocomplete type
We discard the worst outliers for each test segment, in order to account for possible mistakes during
the translation process, such as late confirmation of a segment.
We selected 30 sentences from the English Wikipedia, which were divided into two datasets of 15
sentences each. Because there are two possible orderings of the translation tasks, and two autocomple
utilities to test, we created eight experimental groups which account for every permutation of task
ordering and autocomplete configuration. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the eight groups.
Table 3 shows the average completion time for a segment using the two autocomplete types. The PTbacked autocomplete allows translators to complete a segment more than 9 seconds faster on average.
According to the our experimental results, translators are more than 10% faster with the enhanced
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autocomplete. This is an encouraging finding, especially given the relative simplicity of the phrase-table
and LM-backed autocompletion components.

6

Conclusions And Future Work

Our work to date has enabled us to propose a flexible and scalable design methodology for building
Computer Aided Translation tools, called Component-Centric Design and Optimization. Component
Centric Optimization is a principled method for improving user interfaces based on implicit feedback
from user interactions. By viewing CAT tools as combinations of standalone components, the problem
of optimization becomes more tractable, and components designed with this approach are automatically
reusable within other interfaces with minimal modification.
We have also implemented prototypes of novel components making use of NLP technologies to
enhance user efficiency and to improve various aspects of CAT tool usability. Several user studies
have been conducted in order to evaluate some of our new components. The enhanced autocompletion
component using an SMT phrase table and language model enabled a significant improvement in
translation speed in a realistic usage scenario.
In order for any data service to be useful in a real CAT workflow, it must be able to function in near
real-time, otherwise it will not be useful to translators, and its applications to dynamically generated
content will be very limited. Despite this critical requirement, most machine translation research
attempting to improve performance with respect to well established metrics such as BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) or METEOR (Lavie and Denkowski, 2009) is still performed in a batch-processing scenario
with predetermined test data, and state-of-the-art results can currently only be achieved with systems that
require vast computational resources.
Research systems are also typically not optimized for speed and scalability — critical requirements
for including translation technologies into user-facing systems. The integration of translation systems
into real-time frameworks is likely to require significant redesign, and implementations generally must
make tradeoffs between response time and output quality, where the optimal setting is dependent upon
the end use case. User-facing components must also be designed to be robust against unexpected formats
or data types, issues which are traditionally outside the domain of MT research.
Future work will focus upon formalizing the optimization process for CAT components, and upon
designing and testing new components for specific translation tasks. We are currently extending our
autocompletion experiments to include a state-of-the-art Interactive Machine Translation system. We
also plan to develop and test several new graphical components. Finally, we will continue to improve
ranking algorithms for providing in-context autocompletion capabilities.
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Abstract
Source-side reordering (or preordering) approaches have recently seen a surge in popularity
in machine translation research. The advantages of this approach lie in the often enormous
reductions in translation time and in empirically good results in translation quality in
various language pairs. For many language pairs, however—especially for translation into
morphologically rich languages—the assumptions of such models may be too crude. On the
other hand, the more complex models that such language pairs call for might increase the search
space to an extent that would diminish their advantages. In this paper, we examine the question
whether it is feasible to use the aforementioned purely syntactic preordering models as a means to
delimit the search space for more complex morphosyntactic models. In order to do so, we propose
a preordering model based on a popular preordering algorithm (Lerner and Petrov, 2013). This
new preordering model is able to produce both n-best preorderings as well as distributions over
possible preorderings in the form of a lattice and is therefore a good fit for use by subsequent
morphosyntactic models.

1

Introduction

In recent years, a significant amount of research in machine translation has focused on methods for
effectively restricting the prohibitively large search space of phrase-based statistical machine translation
systems. One popular method providing a crude but theoretically motivated restriction of this space is
preordering (also pre-reordering or source-reordering). In preordering, the source sentence is rearranged
to reflect the assumed word order in the target language. This provides an effective method of handling
word and phrase movements caused by long-range dependencies, which usually enlarge the search space
significantly. After preordering, decoding can be performed in fully monotone or close to monotone
fashion, making the method applicable to a wide range of translation systems, including ngram-based
translation (Marino et al., 2006) and recent approaches to neural machine translation (Bahdanau et
al., 2015, inter alia). While systems using this approach have in the past not always been able
to show improvements in translation quality over systems using more exhaustive search algorithms
or specialized reordering models, preordering provides several benefits: Apart from facilitating the
integration of additional information sources such as paraphrases, preordering approaches provide
significant improvements in runtime performance. Jehl et al. (2014), for example, report an 80-fold speed
improvement using their preordering system compared to a standard system producing translations of the
same quality.
preordering systems can be compared along several dimensions. The main distinctions are whether the
reordering rules are specified manually (Collins et al., 2005) or automatically learnt from data (Lerner
and Petrov, 2013; Khalilov and Sima’an, 2012). Furthermore, approaches differ in the types of syntactic
structures they assume. Systems may use only source or target syntax (Lerner and Petrov, 2013; Khalilov
and Sima’an, 2012), both source and target syntax or no syntax at all (e.g. DeNero and Uszkoreit (2011)).
In this paper, we focus on approaches using only source-side syntax. Following Lerner and Petrov
(2013), we use source-side dependency trees. Dependency grammar offers a flexible and lightweight syntactic framework that can cover a large number of languages and provides suitable syntactic
representations for reordering.
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The annotation conventions of the training treebank and hence the form of the dependency trees
produced by the parser play a significant role for the preordering system; hence, we will briefly describe
the treebank format in Section 4.1. In Section 2, we review related work. Section 3 introduce the model
we propose for delimiting the preordering space and the general framework, including the integration of
non-local features. Section 4 presents results of the experimental evaluation and a discussion of these
results. We conclude in Section 5.

2

Related work

Various approaches to preordering have been explored in the literature. We will give a brief overview
of work establishing the background for the presented method and then focus on approaches with and
without source syntax.
2.1 Gold experiments
In order to investigate the upper bounds of preordering in terms of quality and integration with translation
systems, several researchers have performed studies with gold reorderings. Khalilov and Sima’an (2012),
as well as Herrmann et al. (2013) compare various systems and provide oracle scores for syntax-based
preordering models. These studies show that given perfect gold reorderings estimated via automatic
alignment of the test set enables the translation systems enormous jumps in translation quality and further
provides improvements in the model size of downstream translation models. Additionally, it was found
that properties of the source syntax representation, e.g. how deeply phrase structure trees are nested, can
significantly hamper the quality of the preordering.
2.2 Preordering with source syntax
Jehl et al. (2014) learn order decisions for sibling nodes of the source-side parse tree and explore the
space of possible permutations using a depth-first branch-and-bound search. In later work, this model
is further improved by replacing the standard logistic regression with a feed-forward neural network (de
Gispert et al., 2015). This modification shows both improved empirical results and eliminates the need
for feature engineering. Similarly, Lerner and Petrov (2013) learn classifiers to permute the tree nodes
of a dependency tree. The main difference here is that the permutation of up to 6 tree nodes is predicted
directly instead of the orientation of individual node pairs. Figure 1 shows an example dependency tree
that can serve as input to the system.
...
Atr
AuxP
AuxA
Atr

AuxA

the
.

house
.

das

Haus

of.

. the
.

green
.

man
.

des grünen Mannes
GEN GEN GEN

Figure 1: Translation of English PP as genitive NP in German.
2.3 Preordering without syntax
Tromble and Eisner (2009) apply machine learning techniques to learn ITG-like orientations (straight or
inverted order) for each pair of input words in the sentence. The best reordering is then determined using
an O(n3 ) algorithm based on chart parsing.
Generally, systems not relying on syntactic information range from simple approaches such as the
application of multiple MT systems in which a MT system learns the preordering (i.e. one MT system for
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s → s′ , and one for s′ → t, Costa-jussà and Fonollosa (2006)) to more advanced systems automatically
inducing parse trees from the aligned data (DeNero and Uszkoreit, 2011).

3 Generating the preordering space
Our work is closely oriented on the work of Lerner and Petrov (2013), in which feature-rich classifiers are
trained to directly predict the word order based on the source-side dependency parse tree. This is done
by traversing the dependency tree in a top-down fashion and predicting the target order for each tree
family (a family consists of a syntactic head and its dependents/children). To address sparsity issues, two
models are introduced. For each subtree, the 1-step model directly predicts the target order of the child
nodes. Unlike other preordering models, which often restrict the space of possible permutations, e.g. by
the permutations permissible under the ITG constraints (Wu, 1997), the space of possible permutations
for each sub-tree is restricted to the k permutations most commonly observed in the data. The blowup in
permutation space with growing numbers of children is addressed by a second model, the 2-step model.
This model decreases the number of nodes involved in any single word order decision. A binary classifier
(the pivot classifier) first predicts whether a child node should occur to the left or to the right of the head
of the subtree. The order of the set of nodes to the left and to the right of the head is then directly
predicted as in the 1-step model.
3.1 Preordering beyond first-best predictions
The cascade-of-classifiers approach exhibits the problematic characteristic that classification errors
occurring near the top of the tree will propagate disproportionately to later decisions. The goal of this
work is to be able to pass the decision to a more complex morphosyntactic model. Hence, this issue will
become problematic. In order to address this problem, we extract n-best preorderings from the classifier
decisions. A distribution over the n-best preordered sentences can then be passed to the subsequent
model or directly to a machine translation decoder either as a list of options or in the form of a lattice.
Similar to the practice of n-best list extraction in MT decoders such as Moses, the preordering problem
likewise allows the extraction of n-best preordering options either with or without additional integration
of a language model.
Given a source sentence s and a corresponding dependency parse tree τ , π denotes a permutation of
the tree nodes. We define the score of a preordering s′ as follows
∏
PT (πn | s, h, τ )
(1)
P (s′ | s, τ ) =
h∈τ

where

PT (π | s, h, τ ) =P (ψ | s, h, τ ) × PL (πL | s, h, τ ) × PR (πR | s, h, τ )

(2)

For each dependency tree family, the generative story of this model is as follows: First, decide on the
positions of the child nodes relative to the head, i.e. P (ψ | s, h, τ ). Then, decide the order of the nodes
on the left, PL (πL | s, h, τ ), and on the right, PR (πR | s, h, τ ).
The following modifications to the preordering algorithm are performed: For each family with head
h in the source-side dependency tree τ , we extract the best kT local preorderings using the function
P REORDER FAMILY in Algorithm 1. Ψ(cs) is the set of possible choices when distributing nodes using
the pivot classifier. Given a set of child nodes cs, Π(cs) is the set of possible permutations for all nodes.
The best permutations for the left and right side are extracted by the following methods:
πL ← arg bestk PL (πL | s, h, τ )

(3)

πR ← arg bestk PR (πR | s, h, τ )

(4)

πL ∈Π(csL )

πR ∈Π(csR )

Note that since this model is implemented using multi-class classifiers, finding the best kO permutations
for the nodes to the left and right of the head, i.e. Equation 3 and 4, only require one multi-class
classification.
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Algorithm 1 N-best preordering of a source-tree family
function P REORDER FAMILY(h, τ )
cs ← CHILDREN(h, τ )
topk ← P RIORITY Q UEUE()
for ψ ← arg bestk P (ψ(cs) | s, h, τ ) do
ψ∈Ψ(cs)

csL ← L EFT(ψ)
csR ← R IGHT(ψ)
for πL ← arg bestk PL (πL | s, h, τ ) do
πL ∈Π(csL )

for πR ← arg bestk PR (πR | s, h, τ ) do
πR ∈Π(csR )

p ← P ERMUTATION(ψ, πL , πR )
TOPK . PUSH (P (ψ | s, h, τ ) × PL (πL | s, h, τ ) × PR (πR | s, h, τ ), p)
end for
end for
end for
return TOPK . TAKE(kT )
end function
Accordingly, Equation 5 is implemented as k-best sequence extraction from a conditional random field
classifier.
arg bestk P (ψ(cs) | s, h, τ )

(5)

ψ∈Ψ(cs)

For each of the maximally kP possible ways to distribute the child nodes when taking the pivot
decision, 2 classifications have to be performed: one for the nodes on the left and one for the nodes on the
right. The extraction of n-best preorderings therefore requires 2 × kP classifications for each source-side
tree family. The best kT local permutations for each source-tree family enable n-best extraction for the
whole tree.
3.2 Integration of non-local features
In a pilot study on English–German translation, we found the independence assumptions of the model to
be too strong. The generative process assumes that the preordering occurs only within the constituents
defined by the dependency tree. This implies that the words that have been moved to the right and left
boundaries of two consecutive tree constituents are not taken into account when making an ordering
decision. Previous work on preordering (Khalilov and Sima’an, 2012) has shown that the integration of
even a weak trigram language model estimated over the gold preorderings s′ can improve preordering
performance.
Since we use projective dependency trees, which are internally converted to a flat phrase structure
representation, the model can be expressed in the form of a weighted context-free grammar in which
labels encode the order of the constituents. One method to weaken the independence assumptions of this
grammar is the direct integration of a language model (LM). This is reminiscent of the integration of the
finite state language model with the synchronous context-free grammar used in hierarchical phrase-based
translation (Chiang, 2007).
Hence, instead of searching for
ŝ′ = arg max P (s′ | s, τ )
s′

(6)

the search will now include the ngram language model, such that:
ŝ = arg max P (s′ | s, τ )PLM (s′ )
s′
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(7)

This integration can be performed in three ways: the simplest form of integration, which is fast but
allows for significant search errors, is to generate an n-best list of preorderings using the −LM (i.e.
without the LM or other non-local features) preordering model and re-score this list using the language
model. On the other end of the spectrum, the language model can be integrated by performing a full
intersection between the preordering CFG and the finite state automaton that defines the language model
(Bar-Hillel et al., 1961). While this would allow for exact search, this method is often found to be too
slow in practice. A compromise between these two extremes is cube pruning (Chiang, 2007), in which
the inner LM cost as well as the left and right LM states are stored on each node, so that it is possible to
perform bottom-up dynamic programming to efficiently determine the total LM cost by combining the
intermediate node costs.
Keeping the properties required for performing cube pruning, we use the more general log-linear
model formulation (Och and Ney, 2002):
ŝ′ = arg max P (s′ | s, τ )λRM PLM (s)λLM ...
s′
∏
ϕi (s′ )λi
= arg max
s′

= arg max
s′

(8)
(9)

i

∑

λi log ϕi (s′ )

(10)

i

As feature functions, we initially use the node preodering score P (s′ | s, τ ), a generic ngram language
model over the gold preorderings s′ , a language model over part-of-speech tags and a class-based
language model.
On every source tree node, cube pruning is performed with a beam size of k+LM node configurations.
The best k−LM preordering labels are considered for expansion. Additionally, we prune all preordering
labels for which the language model cost is higher than the language model cost of the original source
tree order. To make individual configurations comparable, we follow Chiang (2007) in adding a heuristic
cost that approximates the cost of the first m − 1 words: log PLM (e1 ...el ) where l = min{m − 1, |e|} for
an m-gram language model. In our case, e is the vector of reordered source-side words at a specific tree
node. We add the heuristic
cost of all relevant feature functions ϕi for the set of language model feature
∑
functions ΦLM as
λi log ϕi (e1 ...el ).
i∈ΦLM

3.3 Additional features

In addition to the basic preordering model and the language model, the formulation as a log-linear model
allows the addition of arbitrary feature functions. Here, we describe the additional feature templates
added to the model.
Phrase dependency grammar features
A common conception in work within machine translation is that using trees can be problematic because
it prescribes a segmentation of a sentence that might not be optimal across languages. It has often
been shown that modeling larger units beyond constituent borders provides more beneficial results.
Gimpel and Smith (2011) introduce the notion of quasi-synchronous phrase dependency grammars.
While previous work has used the notion of phrase dependency trees, the phrases were obtained in
a monolingual manner, such as via syntactic chunking (Wu et al., 2009). Gimpel and Smith (2011)
define phrase dependency trees over the space of possible phrase segmentations of a standard phrasebased machine translation system. This choice entails that it is not possible to construct a single phrase
dependency tree during training, but it allows the definition of the set of phrase dependency trees that are
consistent with both the phrase segmentation and a lexical dependency parse tree.
The goal of phrase dependency tree features is to boost preorderings which respect segmentations
present in the alignments. Let γ be a segmentation of s into phrases such that ∀i, γi = ⟨sj ...sk ⟩ and
γ1 ...γn = s. Given s, we first produce the set Γs of possible phrase segmentations.
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Next, we introduce a feature function ϕPhDp :
ϕPhDp (s′ ) =

∑

q(γ, s′ )

(11)

γ∈Γ′s

where q(γ, s′ ) is a non-negative score for each phrase dependency tree.
{
1.0 if s′ consistent with γ
′
q(γ, s ) =
0.0 otherwise

(12)

The set of possible phrase segmentations Γs of the input sentence is determined by marking all possible
sequences of tokens up to the maximum phrase length. A sequence is marked if it is known to be the
source side of a high confidence phrase translation. This initial segmentation is performed over sequences
of tokens where each token is replaced by its word class if it has occurred less than 1000 times in the
training data. Using word classes reduces the sparsity in this processing step and is reminiscent of the
alignment template approach of Och and Ney (2004).
Unlexicalized preordering model
Since the lexicalized preordering model might run into sparsity issues, we add as a further feature
function a weaker model PW (π | h, cs). In this model, cs is the set of children represented by their
dependency label and whether they are leaves or subtrees and h is the head represented by its part-ofspeech tag. This means, the target order is directly predicted based on the source-side dependency labels
and the head. The model is estimated via maximum likelihood estimation from the oracle preorderings
restricted by the source-side dependency parse tree (oracle tree reorderings) over the whole training
corpus.

4 Experiments
We perform various experiments to evaluate the ideas presented in the previous section. We will first
describe selected details of the implementation of the preordering system and the experimental setup and
then provide experimental results and evaluation.
4.1 Implementation and experimental setup
In this section, we give a concise overview of the details of our implementation and the translation setup.
Further, we highlight some assumptions and decisions that were necessary for the system training.
Source-side syntax
For source-side reordering to work reliably, the dependency representation must fulfill certain
requirements: it should be as flat as possible and whenever reasonable, content-bearing elements should
be treated as the head. For example, auxiliary verbs should always modify the finite verb and prepositions
should be dependents of the head of a noun phrase. We use a customized version of the treebank
collection and treebank transformation tool HamleDT (Zeman et al., 2012) for this purpose.
Model training
For training the model, we mostly follow the process from Lerner and Petrov (2013). Training instances
are extracted from the automatically aligned training data based on a small set of manually defined rules.
To ensure high quality training data, only subtrees that are fully connected by high confidence alignments
are considered.
The preordering classifiers are trained on the intersection of high-confidence word alignments and the
first-best output of the TurboParser dependency parser (Martins et al., 2009). The alignments are created
using the Berkeley aligner1 with the hard intersection option. The hard intersection option ensures that
only high confidence alignment links are produced. While this will lead to a reduction in the number of
alignment links, it creates more reliable training data for the preordering model. The dependency parser
is trained to produce pseudo-projective dependency trees (Nivre and Nilsson, 2005).2
1
2

https://code.google.com/p/berkeleyaligner/
Projectivization was performed using MaltParser version 1.8; http://www.maltparser.org/.
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Language models and tuning
During system development, the preordering quality is estimated using Kendall’s τ on heldout data.
Appropriate values for k+LM and k−LM were determined using grid search. We found that beam sizes
above k+LM = 15 and k−LM = 5 did not provide any additional improvement in first-best preordering
quality.
The set of weights λ for the combination of the preordering model and the language models in the
log-linear model are optimized for a selected target metric on heldout data. The straight-forward choice
for this metric is Kendall’s τ , which indicates the similarity of the the word order of both sides. Kendall’s
τ is defined as follows (Birch et al., 2010).
∑n ∑n

i=1
j=1 zij
dτ (π, σ) = 1 −
Z
{
1 if π(i) < π(j) and σ(i) > σ(j)
where zij =
0 otherwise

Z=

(n2 − n)
2

(13)
(14)
(15)

The metric indicates the ratio of pairwise order differences between two permutations.
An alternative to the ordering measure is the simulation of a full machine translation system, as first
proposed by Tromble and Eisner (2009). To ensure that the changes in word order do not affect this
mock translation system and to limit its complexity, the system is limited to phrases of length 1.
Tuning is performed using the tuning as ranking (PRO) framework (Hopkins and May, 2011). At
tuning time, k−LM and k+LM are set to 15 and 100 respectively. PRO requires the unweighted values
of all feature functions; hence, during tuning time only, we remember the unweighted feature values on
each node and sum over intermediate values to arrive at the overall scores. Training instances for ranking
are sampled from the best 100 preorderings for each sentence in the tuning set. We perform 6 iterations
and interpolate the weights of each iteration with the previous weights by the recommended factor of
Ψ = 0.1.
We also performed experiments with re-ranking the n-best list of the −LM model using the language
model. However, as expected, this did not provide better results than the more direct +LM integration
and we therefore do not report on these results here.
Translation setup
For evaluating the model in a full translation setup, we follow the standard approach to source-side
reordering. Given the source side s and the target side t of the parallel training corpus, we first perform
word alignment using MGIZA++ (Gao and Vogel, 2008). We perform 6 iterations of IBM model 1
training followed by 6 iterations of HMM word alignment and 3 iterations each of IBM model 3 and 4.
After initial training, the preordering model is applied to s, obtaining the preordered corpus ŝ′ .
Since the word order differences between ŝ′ and t should be less acute, less computationally expensive
word alignment tools are sufficient to re-align the corpus. We align ŝ′ and t using fast align,3 an
efficient reparameterization of IBM model 2 (Dyer et al., 2013). Improvements in word order can lead
to improvements in alignments and hence the training and word alignment process can be performed
repeatedly. (Lerner and Petrov, 2013) report no significant improvements after the initial re-alignment.
Accordingly, we do not iterate the training process either. The underlying translation system is Moses
(Koehn et al., 2007) using the standard feature setup and using only the distortion-based reordering
model. Tuning is performed using MERT (Och, 2003). The system is trained on the full parallel sections
of the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005) and tuned and tested on WMT 2009 and WMT 2010 newstest
respectively. The language model is a 5-gram ngram model trained on the target side of Europarl and the
news commentary corpus.4
3
4

https://github.com/clab/fast_align
Cf. http://www.statmt.org/wmt13/translation-task.html
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4.2 Effectiveness of non-local features
While our preliminary results showed that the integration of a language model might be helpful, we now
consider this question in more detail. To test whether a language model is beneficial to the reordering
model, we compare two versions of the same system: first-best −LM is the reordering system without
a language model and first-best +LM is the same system with the language model integrated via cube
pruning. While Kendall’s τ gives an impression of the overall word order quality, the BLEU metric
gives an indication of the the quality of reorderings within the more restricted space of the length of the
ngrams used in the metric. The second row of results show how the quality increases when moving from
first-best to n-best results.
Model

Kendall’s τ

First-best −LM
First-best +LM (cube)

92.16
92.27

+LM (cube, oracle 5)
+LM (cube, oracle 10)

93.33
93.72

BLEU (ŝ′ → s′ )
68.1
68.7
–
–

Table 1: LM integration tested on first-best prediction (en–de).
The results show that the integration of the language model does help the system in the quality of
the reorderings. We expected the language model to provide benefits mostly on the borders between
tree nodes. The BLEU score indicates an improvement in the ordering of short word sequences, which
indicates the presence of this benefit. Next, we examine the quality of the space of preordering provided
by the model.
4.3 Quality of the preorderings
Our goal in this work has been to use a syntactic preordering model to delimit the search space for a
more complex subsequent model. Hence, in order to examine the model presented in Section 3, we aim
to determine the quality of the n-best predictions the model makes.
We perform the following experiment for the language pair English–German: Using the preordering
system, we produce the 10 best preorderings for each sentence in the test set. We then translate each of the
preorderings using a standard phrase-based machine translation system trained on the corpus produced
by the first-best preordering system. After translation using a phrase-based system, one translation is
selected by an oracle. Table 2 shows results for the oracle criteria (select best translation by sentencelevel BLEU score) and for no preordering (baseline). Both systems use a distortion limit of 7 and only
the standard distance-based reordering model.

Baseline
Oracle (k = 10)

Distortion

BLEU

MTR

TER

7

15.2
17.26

35.4
37.97

66.6
62.64

Table 2: Estimation of the quality of the k best preorderings.
4.4 Discussion
We are interested in several aspects of the output space provided by this system. The first question
of interest is whether there are enough good candidates in the space delimited by the preordering
system. This question has been answered by the experiments performed in the previous section, which
indicate that even within the first 10 best preorderings, enough good instances are contained to enable
a significant improvement in translation quality. Since our translation experiments were performed
using only automatic evaluation metrics, it is difficult to point out the exact source of the potential
improvements we have observed. To examine the gains in more detail and to determine how much the
fluency of the output increased, we intend to perform manual evaluation in future work.
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The second question of interest is whether the size of the preordering space is manageable for the
subsequent model. Since the previous experiments showed that even with only 10 preorderings, a
significant improvement can be observed, it is clear that this very small space can be used by a subsequent
model. In addition to this, the output in the form of a lattice will allow for using more options and efficient
processing using dynamic programming algorithms.

5

Conclusion

Source-side reordering provides a significant potential for translation quality and performance
improvement in machine translation, which was shown in previous studies and is further supported
by the method’s recent surge in popularity. It is therefore an attractive model to extend beyond pure
reordering patterns. Most of the benefits of source-side reordering are due to having the ability to
model much larger reordering spaces in a more reliable manner than it would be possible within the
underlying machine translation system. We propose that this benefit may equally be exploited for other
morphosyntactic phenomena such as long-distance agreement. Such phenomena are especially prevalent
when translating into morphologically rich languages. These languages continue to pose a multitude of
challenges. We aim to address some of these issues with a morphosyntactic adaptation model. As a first
step, this paper has explored how a preordering model can be utilized to produce a space of sensible
word order predictions, which can in turn be passed to a subsequent model. We have presented a novel
preordering model for this purpose and have evaluated its outputs with oracle translation experiments
using a common system setup. The results presented here show that a preordering system optimized for
producing n-best predictions can provide a valuable output space for further processing.
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Abstract
This paper is fully taken from (Cuong and Sima’an, 2015), which appears at NAACL-HLT 2015.
Word alignment currently constitutes the basis for phrase extraction and reordering in phrase-based
systems, and its statistics provide lexical parameters used for smoothing the phrase pair estimates. For
over two decades since IBM models (Brown et al., 1993) and the HMM alignment model (Vogel et
al., 1996), word alignment remains an active research line, e.g., see recent work (Simion et al., 2013;
Tamura et al., 2014; Chang et al., 2014).
During the past years we witnessed an increasing need to collect and use large heterogeneous parallel
corpora from different domains and sources, e.g., News, Wikipedia, Parliament Proceedings. It is
tacitly assumed that assembling a larger corpus should improve a phrase-based system coverage and
performance. Recent work (Sennrich et al., 2013; Carpuat et al., 2014; Cuong and Sima’an, 2014b;
Kirchhoff and Bilmes, 2014; Cuong and Sima’an, 2014a) shows that this is not necessarily true as phrase
translations as well as (bi- and monolingual) word co-occurrence statistics could differ across domains.
This suggests that the word alignment quality obtained from IBM and HMM alignment models might
also be affected in heterogeneous corpora.
Intuitively, in heterogeneous data certain words are present across many domains, whereas others
are more specific to few domains. This suggests that the translation probabilities for words will be as
fractioned as the diversity of its translations across the domains. Furthermore, because the IBM and
HMM alignment models use context-insensitive conditional probabilities, in heterogeneous corpora the
estimates of these probabilities will be aggregated over different domains. Both issues could lead to
suboptimal word alignment quality.
Surprisingly, the insensitivity of the existing IBM and HMM alignment models to domain differences
has not received much attention thus far (see the study of Bach et al. (2008) and Gao et al. (2011) for
reference in the literature). We conjecture that this is because it is not fully clear how to define what
constitutes a (sub)-domain. In this paper we propose to exploit the contrast between the alignment
statistics in a handful of seed samples from different domains in order to induce domain-conditioned
probabilities for each sentence pair in the heterogeneous corpus. Crucially, some sentence pairs will
be more similar to a seed domain than others, whereas some sentence pairs might be dissimilar to all
seed domains. The number and choice of seed domains depends largely on the available resources but
intuitively these seed domains are chosen to be relevant to parts of the heterogeneous corpus. A small
number of such seeds can be expected to notably improve word alignment accuracy. In fact, a single seed
sample already allows us to exploit the contrast between two parts in the corpus: similar or dissimilar to
the seed data.
Considering the small seed samples as partial supervision, in this paper we explore the question:
how to obtain better word alignment in a heterogeneous, mix-of-domains corpus? We present a novel
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latent domain HMM alignment model, which aims to tighten the probability estimates of the generative
alignment process of a sentence pair, and of the probability estimates of the sentence pair itself for a
specific domain. We also present an accompanying training regime guided by partial supervision using
the seed samples, exploiting the contrast between the domain-conditioned alignment statistics in these
samples. This way we aim for an alignment model that is more domain-sensitive than the original HMM
alignment model. Once the domain-conditioned statistics are induced, we discuss how to combine them
together to express the probability of a sentence pair as a mixture over specific domains.
Finally, we report experimental results over heterogeneous corpora of 1M, 2M and 4M sentence
pairs, where we are provided domain information for different samples of 10%, 5% and 2.5% of
the heterogeneous data respectively. A large number of experiments are reported, showing that the
latent domain HMM model produces notable improvements in word alignment accuracy over the
original HMM alignment model. Furthermore, the translation accuracy of the resulting SMT systems is
significantly improved across four different translation tasks.

1

HMM Alignment Model

In this section, we briefly review the HMM alignment model (Vogel et al., 1996). The generative story
of the model is shown in Figure 1. The latent states take values from the target language words and
generate source language words.
fj−1

fj

fj+1

Observed layer
(source words)

aj−1

aj

aj+1

Latent alignment
layer (target words)

Figure 1: HMM alignment model with observed and latent alignment layers.
Formally, we use e = (e1 , . . . , eI ) to denote the target sentence with length I and f = (f1 , . . . , fJ ) to
denote the source sentence with length J. For an alignment a = (a1 , . . . , aJ ) of a sentence pair he, fi,
the model factors P (f, a| e) into the word translation and transition probabilities:
P (f, a| e) =

YJ

j=1

P (fj | eaj )P (aj | aj−1 ).

(1)

Here, P (fj | eaj ) represents the word translation probabilities and P (aj | aj−1 )1 represents the transition
probabilities between positions. Note that P (aj | aj−1 ) depends only on the distance (aj − aj−1 ). Note
also that the first-order dependency model is an extension of the uniform dependency model and zeroorder dependency model of IBM models 1 and 2, respectively.
In this work, we model explicitly distances in the range ±5. Note that null-links are also explicitly
added in our implementation, following Och and Ney (2003) and Graca et al. (2010).
Once the HMM alignment model is trained, the most probable alignment, â for each sentence pair
can be computed by: â = argmaxa P (f, a| e). Here, the search problem can be solved by the Viterbi
algorithm.

2

Latent Domain HMM Alignment Model

Because the heterogeneous data contains a mix of diverse domains, the induced statistics derived from
word alignment models reflect translation preferences aggregated over these domains. In this sense, they
can be considered domain-confused statistics (Cuong and Sima’an, 2014a). This work thus focuses on
more representative statistics: the domain-conditioned word alignment statistics, i.e., the statistics with
respect to each of the diverse domains.
1

The “full” formula for transition probabilities would be P (aj | aj−1 , I). For convenience, we ignore I in our presentation.
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fj−1

fj

fj+1

Observed layer
(source words)

aj−1

aj

aj+1

Latent alignment
layer (target words)

Latent domain layer

D

Figure 2: Latent domain HMM alignment model. An additional latent layer representing domains has
been conditioned on by both the rest two layers.
By introducing a latent variable D representing domains of the heterogeneous data, we aim to learn
the D-conditioned word alignment model P (f, a| e, D).2 Relying on the HMM alignment model,
our latent domain HMM alignment model factors P (f, a| e, D) into the domain-conditioned word
translation and transition probabilities:
YJ
P (fj |eaj , D)P (aj |aj−1 , D).
(2)
P (f, a|e, D) =
j=1

The generative story of the model is shown in Figure 2. Note how domain-conditioned alignment
statistics, P (·| ·, D) contain their former domain-confused alignment statistics, P (·| ·) as special case
P (fj |eaj , D) ∝ P (fj |eaj )P (D|fj , eaj ),

P (aj |aj−1 , D) ∝ P (aj |aj−1 )P (D|aj , aj−1 ).

(3)
(4)

With an additional latent domain layer, it becomes crucial to train the model in an efficient way. As
suggested by Eq. 3 and 4, we could simplify training by breaking up the estimation process into two
steps. That is, we train alignment parameters, P (·| ·) or domain parameters, P (D| ·, ·) first, hold them
fixed before training the other kind of the parameters.3 Instead, in this work we design an algorithm that
trains both of them simultaneously via training domain-conditioned parameters P (·| , ·, D) directly.
2.1

Training

Basically, our model can be viewed as having a set, Θ of N subsets of domain-conditioned parameters,
ΘD for N different domains, i.e., Θ = {ΘD1 , . . . , ΘDN }. In this work, to simplify the learning
problem we assume that the domains are very different from each other. If this assumption does not
hold, the learning problem would shift from single-label learning to multiple-label learning. We leave
this extension for future work.
OurP
training procedure
P P seeks the parameters Θ that maximize the log-likelihood, L of the data:
L =
hf, ei log
D
a PΘD (f, e, D, a). There, however, does not exist a closed-form solution
for maximizing L, and EM comes as an alternative solution to fit the model. EM maximizes L via
block-coordinate ascent on a “free energy” lower bound F(q, Θ) (Neal and Hinton, 1999), using an
P
P P
P
(a, D, f, e)
auxiliary distribution q over both the latent variables: F(q, Θ) = hf, ei D a q log ΘD q
.
∗ that maximizes
In the E-step of the EM algorithm, we fix Θ and aim to find the distribution
q
P
F(q, Θ) over the heterogeneous data. Simple mathematics lead to F(q, Θ) = hf, ei log PΘ (f, e) −
KL[q || PΘD (a, D| f, e)], where KL[· || ·] is the Kullback-Leiber divergence between two distributions.
The distribution q ∗ can be thus derived as
PΘ (f, a| e, D)
PΘD (D| f, e).
q∗ = P D
a PΘD (f, a| e, D)

P (f, a| e)P (D| f, a, e)
Note that P (f, a| e, D) contains their former P (f, a| e) as special case, i.e., P (f, a| e, D) = P P
.
f
a P (f, a| e)P (D| f, a, e)
3
This training scheme is in fact applied in the work of Cuong and Sima’an (2014a), however, for a different purpose.
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E-step ∀D ∈ {D1 , . . . , DN } do

c(D; f, e) = P (c) (D| f, e)

c(f | e; f, e, D) = P (c) (D| f, e)
c(i| i0 ; f, e, D) = P (c) (D| f, e)

X

a

X

a

P (c) (a| f, e, D)
P (c) (a| f, e, D)

XJ

j=1

XJ

j=1

δ(f, fj )

XI

i=0

δ(e, ei )

δ(aj , i)δ(aj−1 , i0 )

M-step ∀DP
∈ {D1 , . . . , DN } do
P
P
0
hf,ei c(i|i ; f, e, D)
hf,ei c(D; f, e)
hf,ei c(f |e; f, e, D)
(+)
P
P
P (+) (i|i0 , D) = P P
P
(D)
=
P (+) (f |e, D) = P P
0
f
hf,ei c(f |e; f, e, D)
i
hf,ei c(i|i ; f, e, D)
D
hf,ei c(D; f, e)

Figure 3: Pseudocode for the training algorithm for the latent domain HMM alignment model. Note that
notation P (c) denotes current iteration estimates, and P (+) denotes the re-estimates.
Here, PΘD (D| f, e) aims to exploit the contrast between the domain-sensitive alignment statistics.
Assigning higher probability to one domain forces lower
P probability assignment to other domains.
Note that PΘD (f, a| e, D) is given in Eq. 2 and a PΘD (f, a| e, D) can be computed efficiently
using dynamic programming.4 Meanwhile, PΘD (D| f, e) can be derived by Bayes’ rule, i.e.,
PΘD (D| f, e) ∝ PΘD (f, e| D)PΘD (D).

P
Here, the estimation of the domain prior parameters is easy, PΘD (D) ∝ hf, ei PΘD (D| f, e). The
estimation of PΘD (f, e| D) raises a task of defining a generative process for every sentence pair in the
heterogeneous data with respect to a specific domain. Following (Cuong and Sima’an, 2014b), we factor
it into two kinds of models
 in a symmetrized strategy: PΘD (f, e| D) ∝ PΘD (e| D)PΘD (f| e, D) +
PΘD (f| D)PΘD (e| f, D) .
Basically, PΘD (·| ·, D) can be thought of as the domain-conditioned translation models, aiming to
model how well a target/source sentence is generated over a source/target sentence with respect to a
domain.5 Meanwhile, PΘD (·| D) can be thought of as the domain-conditioned language models (LMs),
aiming to model how fluent a source/target sentence with respect to a domain. For simplicity, once the
domain-conditioned LMs are trained, they will stay fixed during training, i.e., LM probabilities are not
parameters in our model.
In the M-step of the EM algorithm, we fix the derived q ∗ and aim to find the parameter set Θ∗ that
maximizes F(q, Θ) over the data. This can be (easily) done by using q ∗ to softly fill in the values of a
and D to estimate model parameters.
Pseudocode
In summary, the model has three kinds of parameters - word translation, word transition, and domain
prior parameters. We now summarize the training via presenting the pseudocode.
First, we present expected count notations with respect to domains for the parameters. We use
c(f | e; f, e, D) to denote the expected counts that word e aligns to word f . We use c(i| i0 ; f, e, D)
to denote the expected counts that two certain consecutive source words j and j − 1 align to two target
words i and i0 respectively, i.e., j aligns to i and j − 1 aligns to i0 . Finally, we also use c(D; f, e) to
denote the expected count of domain priors. Note that all the expected counts are in the translation (f| e).
Figure 3 represents the pseudocode.

3

Learning with Partial Supervision

We now discuss remaining issues on how to guide the learning with partial supervision, i.e., how to use
the given domain information of seed samples to guide the learning.
Number of Domains The values of D ∈ [1..(N +1)] depends on the N available seed samples plus the
4

5

Its time complexity is O(JP
× I 2 ) for each sentence pair hf, ei with their length J and I respectively.
Note that PΘD (·| ·, D) = a PΘD (·, a| ·, D) and it can be thus computed efficiently using dynamic programming.
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so-called “out-domain,” i.e., the part of the heterogeneous data that is dissimilar to all of the N sample
domains.
Parameter Initialization We first discuss how to initialize the domain prior parameters. If a sentence
pair hf, ei belongs to a sample with a pre-specified domain Di , we initialize P (Di | f, e) close to 1, and,
P (Di0 | f, e) close to 0 for other domains i0 , i0 6= i. Furthermore, we uniformly create the domain prior
parameters for the rest of sentence pairs.
Uniform initialization for the domain-conditioned alignment parameters is also a reasonable option.
Nevertheless, a more effective way is to make use of the domain-specific seed samples and the pool of
the rest sentence pairs in the heterogeneous data.6 That is, we train the model on each of the samples,
assigning the derived probabilities as the initialization for their corresponding domain-conditioned
alignment parameters. In our implementation, one EM iteration is usually dedicated for this. It should
be noted that we ignore the domain prior parameters in the model during the period.
Parameter Constraints During training, it would be also necessary to keep the domain prior parameters
fixed for all sentence pairs that belong to seed samples. This can be thought of as the constraints derived
from the partial knowledge, guiding the learning to a desirable parameter space.
Domain-conditioned LMs training We now discuss how to train the domain-conditioned LMs with
partial supervision. It would be reasonable to use the domain-specific seed samples to train their
exemplifying domain-conditioned LMs, and the pool of the rest sentence pairs to train the out-domain
LMs. Nevertheless, the out-domain LMs trained on such a big corpus could dominate the other domainconditioned LMs. Following Cuong and Sima’an (2014b), we rather create a “pseudo” out-domain
sample to train the out-domain LMs, i.e., the creation is via an inspired burn-in period. In brief, an EM
iteration is dedicated just to compute P (DOU T | f, e) for all sentences, ranking them and select a small
subset with highest score as the (on the fly) pseudo out-domain sample.
Note that our partial learning framework is very simple. There are various advanced learning
frameworks that are also applicable with the partial supervision, e.g., Posterior Regularization (Ganchev
et al., 2010). This leaves much space for future work.

4

Domain-conditioned Decoding

At test time, assigning each sentence pair to a single most likely domain (hard decision) is likely to
result in sub-optimal performance.7 Instead we average over domains (soft decision) while predicting
the translation. Formally for each sentence pair, he, fi, we can find their best Viterbi alignment, â as
follows:
X
â = argmaxa
P (f, a|e, D)P (e|D)P (D).
D

Here, we derive the last equation by applying Bayes’ rule to P (D| e), i.e., P (D| e) ∝ P (e| D)P (D).
Interestingly, our Viterbi decoding
P now relies on a mix of domain-conditioned statistics for each sentence
pair. The computing of term D (a) for all possible alignments, a, however, is intractable, making the
search problem difficult. Inspired by Liang et al. (2006), we opt instead for a heuristic objective function
as follows8 :
Y
â = argmax
P (f, a| e, D)P (e| D)P (D) .
(5)
D
a
Q
P
Here, note that p is a lower bound for
p, when 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, according to Jensen’s inequality. With
Eq. 5, it is straightforward to design a dynamic programming algorithm to decode, e.g., the Viterbi
6
During the initialization, we assume that the pool of the rest sentence pairs in the heterogeneous data is the exemplifying
sample of the out-domain.
7
Later experiments on word alignment will confirm this.
8
Alternative solutions could be Lagrangian relaxation-based decoder (DeNero and Macherey, 2011; Chang et al., 2014).
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algorithm. In practice, we observe that the approximation yields good results. Later experiments on
word alignment will present this in detail.

5

Experimental Setup
Model
Model 4 (ref.)
Baseline
Latent

Model 4 (ref.)
Baseline
Latent

Model 4 (ref.)
Baseline
Latent

Domain Prior

Prec.↑
1 Million
71.56
66.95
Pharmacy
67.85
Legal
67.57
Hardware
69.41
Legal + Hardware + Pharmacy 69.64
2 Million
74.13
68.34
Pharmacy
68.85
Legal
69.98
Hardware
69.45
Legal + Hardware + Pharmacy 71.51
4 Million
75.53
69.37
Pharmacy
69.69
Legal
70.51
Hardware
71.75
Legal + Hardware + Pharmacy 72.16

∆

Rec.↑

∆

AER↓

∆

+0.90
+0.62
+2.46
+2.69

64.59
61.29
61.72
62.29
63.58
63.30

+0.43
+1.00
+2.29
+2.01

32.10
36.00
35.36
35.17
33.63
33.68

-0.64
-0.83
-2.37
-2.32

+0.51
+1.64
+1.11
+3.17

65.30
61.58
62.58
64.01
63.23
63.87

+1.00
+2.43
+1.65
+2.29

30.56
35.22
34.43
33.13
33.81
32.53

-0.79
-2.09
-1.41
-2.69

+0.32
+1.14
+2.38
+2.79

65.95
64.30
62.80
63.94
64.44
64.30

-1.50
-0.36
+0.14
±0.0

29.58
33.26
33.94
32.93
32.10
31.99

+0.68
-0.33
-1.16
-1.27

Table 1: Alignment accuracy over heterogeneous corpora.
In the following experiments, we use three heterogeneous English-Spanish corpora consisting of 1M ,
2M and 4M sentence pairs respectively. These corpora combine two parts. The first part respectively
0.7M , 1.7M and 3.7M is collected from multiple domains and resources including EuroParl (Koehn,
2005), Common Crawl, United Nation, News Commentary. The second part consists of three domainexemplifying samples consisting of roughly 100K sentence pairs for each one (total 300K). Each of
these three samples (manually collected by a commercial partner) exemplifies a specific domain related
to Legal, Hardware and Pharmacy.
Outlook In Section 6 we examine the word alignment yielded by the HMM alignment model and our
latent domain HMM alignment model. In Section 7 we proceed further to examine the translation
produced by derived SMT systems.

6

Word Alignment Experiment

For alignment accuracy evaluation, we use a data set of 100 sentence pairs with their “golden” alignment
from Graca et al. (2008). Here, the golden alignment consists of sure links (S) and possible links (P )
for each sentence pair. Counting the set of generating alignment links (A), we report the word alignment
|
|A∩S|
|A∩P |+|A∩S|
accuracy by precision ( |A∩P
) (Och and
|P | ), recall ( |S| ), alignment error rate (AER) (1 −
|A|+|S|
9
Ney, 2003).
For all experiments, we use the same training configuration for both the baseline/the latent domain
alignment model: 5 iterations for IBM model 1/the latent domain model; 3 iterations for HMM
alignment model/the latent domain model. For evaluation, we first align the sentence pairs in both
directions and then symmetrize them using the grow-diag-final heuristic (Koehn et al., 2003).
For reference we also report the performance of a considerably more expressive Model 4, capable of
capturing more structure, but at the expense of intractable inference. Using MGIZA++ (Gao and Vogel,
9

Note that better results correspond to larger Precision, Recall and to smaller AER.
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2008), we run 5 iterations for training Model 1, 3 iterations for training the HMM alignment model,
Model 3 and Model 4.
6.1

Learning with Single Domain

We first examine the binary case, where we are given domain information in advance for each kind
of samples only, e.g., Legal, or Pharmacy, or Hardware. For the different sizes of the heterogeneous
data (1M , 2M and 4M ) the seed sample size is thus 10%, 5% and 2.5% respectively. Note that in
such cases, training the latent domain alignment model induces two domain-conditioned statistics: indomain vs. out-domain (D1 and D2 respectively). Once the model is trained, we combine the induced
domain-conditioned statistics together (Eq. 5) and examine the produced word alignment output.
Table 1 presents the results. Most importantly, it shows that as long as providing domain information
for reasonably large enough data, learning the latent domain alignment model notably improves the
word alignment accuracy. For instance, given in advance the domain information for a sample of 10%,
and 5% of the heterogeneous corpora, our model consistently improves the word alignment accuracy
in all cases. Meanwhile, given in advance the domain information for a relatively small sample of
2.5% of the heterogeneous data, the results are mixed. We obtain a good performance/slightly better
performance/worse performance with the case of Hardware/Legal/Pharmacy respectively.
What do domain-conditioned statistics look like?
To have an idea what the induced statistics look like, we investigate their conditional entropy. Here, we
present the conditional entropy for the domain-confused/-conditioned word translation statistics induced
from the HMM alignment model/its latent domain model. Note that similar results are observed for
transition tables.
Model
Baseline

Prior
Hardware

Latent

Legal
Pharmacy

Statistics
Domain-confused
D1 -conditioned
D2 -conditioned
D1 -conditioned
D2 -conditioned
D1 -conditioned
D2 -conditioned

H(F| E)
1348.53
1124.43
1354.58
1104.58
1385.35
1115.52
1342.54

Table 2: Conditional entropy of the statistics.
Formally, for a translation table, hF, Ei, its
P entropy, H(F | E) can be estimated from its
Pconditional
possible word pairs, he, f i: H(F | E) = − e P (e) f P (f | e) log P (f | e). Table 2 reveals that the
induced D1 -conditioned statistics need much less bits to represent than the induced domain-confused
statistics, e.g., 1124.43, 1104.58, 1115.52 vs. 1348.53. This implies the induced D1 -conditioned
statistics are much more predictable compared to the domain-confused statistics. Meanwhile, the
induced D2 -conditioned statistics are similar to the domain-confused statistics in terms of the conditional
entropy, e.g., 1354.58, 1385.35, 1342.54 vs. 1348.53.
6.2

Learning with Multiple Domains

It would be more interesting to learn the latent domain alignment model for multiple domains, rather
than learning with each of them separately. In detail, using all the seed samples from different domains,
we aim to learn four different domain-conditioned statistics simultaneously. Under this setting, we
obtain good results, as described in Table 1. For the two cases with the training corpora of 2M and 4M
sentence pairs respectively, learning with the combining domain prior knowledge produces the best word
alignment accuracy compared to the rest. In the last case with the training corpus of 1M sentence pairs,
learning with the combining domain prior knowledge produces compatible with the case of Hardware,
i.e., the best binary domain case.
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Table 1 also reveals that the performance of our model approaches Model 4, even though Model 4 is
much more complex and computationally expensive.
Domain-conditioned statistics combination
We also investigate the relation between the number of domain-conditioned statistics “involved” in the
Viterbi decoding (Eq. 5) and the word alignment accuracy. Table 3 presents the results in case of using
only the induced D1 -/, D2 -/, D3 -/, D4 -conditioned statistics separately, and also using their different
combinations. Interestingly, we observe that using more domain-conditioned statistics for decoding
incrementally improves the word alignment accuracy over the heterogeneous data. While the domainconditioned statistics are very different in their characteristics from each other, the results reveal how
they are complementary to the others, conveying a mix of domains for each sentence pair.
Decoding’s Statistics
Hard Decision (ref.)
D1 (Pharmacy)
D2 (Legal)
D3 (Hardware)
D4 (OUT)
D1 + D2
D1 + D2 + D3
D1 + D2 + D3 + D4

Prec.↑
68.49
64.78
66.54
66.98
68.46
66.80
68.54
69.64

Rec.↑
62.80
59.86
61.15
61.36
63.01
61.72
62.80
63.30

AER↓
34.48
37.78
36.27
35.95
34.38
35.84
34.46
33.68

Table 3: Domain-conditioned statistics combination for Viterbi decoding. The reported results are for
the heterogeneous corpus of 1M sentence pairs. Similar results are observed for other training data.
Finally, it is also tempting to make a comparison between the hard vs. soft domain assignment in
Viterbi decoding. Here, for hard domain decision we simply do decoding with the following objective
function: â = argmaxa P (f, a| e, D̂), where D̂ = argmaxD P (D| e). Table 3 presents the results.
It reveals that a soft domain assignment on the domain of sentence pairs results in a better alignment
accuracy than a hard domain assignment.10

7

Translation Experiment

In this section, we investigate the contribution of our model in terms of the translation accuracy. Here, we
run experiments on the heterogeneous corpora of 1M, 2M, and 4M sentence pairs, testing the translation
accuracy over four different domain-specific test sets related to News, Pharmacy, Legal, and Hardware.
We use a standard state-of-the-art phrase-based system as the baseline. Our dense features include
MOSES (Koehn et al., 2007) baseline features, plus hierarchical lexicalized reordering model features
(Galley and Manning, 2008), and the word-level feature derived from IBM model 1 score, c.f., (Och et
al., 2004).11 The interpolated 5-grams LMs with Kneser-Ney are trained on a very large monolingual
corpus of 2B words. We tune the systems using k-best batch MIRA (Cherry and Foster, 2012). Finally,
we use MOSES (Koehn et al., 2007) as decoder.
Our system has exactly the same setting with the baseline, except: (1) To learn the translation, we
use the alignment result derived from our latent domain HMM alignment model, rather than the HMM
alignment model; and (2) We replace the word-level feature with our four domain-conditioned wordlevel features derived from the latent domain IBM model 1. Here, note that our latent model is learned
with the supervision from the combining domain knowledge of all three domain-specific seed samples.
10

Note that similar results are also observed for training, in which a soft domain assignment using soft EM produces better
alignment accuracy than a hard domain assignment using hard EM. (See (Gao et al., 2011) for reference to hard domain
assignment to training data.) This is perhaps due to the characteristics of the data we use. For instance, News sentence pairs
are useful for translating Legal, Financial or EuroParl to varying degrees.
11
For every phrase pair hf˜, ẽi with their length of mf˜ and lẽ respectively, the lexical feature estimates a probability in Model
Qmf˜ Plẽ
1 style between their word pairs hfj , ei i (i.e. P (f˜| ẽ) = 
P (fj |ei )). Note that adding word-level features from
lẽ

j=1

i=1

both translation sides does not help much, as observed by (Och et al., 2004). We thus add only an one from a translation side.
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Data
1M
2M
4M

1M
2M
4M

1M
2M
4M

1M
2M
4M

System
Model 4 (ref.)
Baseline
Our System
Baseline
Our System
Baseline
Our System
Model 4 (ref.)
Baseline
Our System
Baseline
Our System
Baseline
Our System
Model 4 (ref.)
Baseline
Our System
Baseline
Our System
Baseline
Our System
Model 4 (ref.)
Baseline
Our System
Baseline
Our System
Baseline
Our System

BLEU↑ METEOR↑
News test
23.6
30.8
23.2
30.6
23.5/+0.3 30.8/+0.2
25.9
32.4
26.3/+0.4 32.6/+0.2
26.8
33.0
27.0/+0.2 33.1/+0.1
Pharmacy
54.7
43.8
53.9
43.4
54.4/+0.5 43.8/+0.4
54.5
43.7
55.3/+0.8 44.3/+0.6
54.8
43.9
55.0/+0.2 44.0/+0.1
Legal
56.6
44.7
56.0
44.2
57.2/+1.2 44.4/+0.2
55.8
43.9
58.3/+2.5 44.7/+0.8
55.9
43.9
57.3/+1.4 44.4/+0.5
Hardware
75.4
53.6
74.9
53.1
76.8/+1.9 53.9/+0.8
75.7
53.5
77.4/+1.7 54.3/+0.8
77.1
54.2
77.9/+0.8 54.5/+0.3

TER↓
58.3
58.9
58.7/-0.2
56.1
55.6/-0.5
55.0
54.7/-0.3
33.4
34.6
34.0/-0.6
34.4
33.5/-0.9
33.8
33.7/-0.1
34.1
35.0
34.0/-1.0
35.4
33.4/-2.0
34.3
33.4/-0.9
17.7
19.0
17.3/-1.7
18.6
17.0/-1.6
17.3
16.7/-0.6

Table 4: Metric scores for the systems, which are averages over multiple runs. Bold results indicate that
the comparison is significant over the baseline.
For the News translation task, we tune systems on the News-test 2008 of 2, 051 sentence pairs and test
them on the News-test 2013 of 3, 000 sentence pairs from the WMT 2013 shared task (Bojar et al., 2013).
For the Pharmacy, Legal, and Hardware translation tasks, we tune systems on three domain-specific dev
sets of 1, 000 sentence pairs and test them on three domain-specific test sets of 1, 016, 1, 326 and 1, 721
sentence pairs. We report three metrics - BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), METEOR (Denkowski and
Lavie, 2011) and TER (Snover et al., 2006), with statistical significance at 95% confidence interval
under paired bootstrap re-sampling.12 For every system reported, we run the optimizer three times,
before running MultEval (Clark et al., 2011) for resampling and significance testing.
Data
1M
2M
4M

BLEU↑
+1.0
+1.4
+0.7

METEOR↑
+0.4
+0.6
+0.3

TER↓
-0.9
-1.3
-0.5

Table 5: Averaged improvements across the tasks.
Results are in Table 4, showing significant improvements across four different test sets over different
heterogeneous corpora sizes. Table 5 gives a summary of the improvements. On average, over
heterogeneous corpora of 1M, 2M and 4M sentence pairs, our system outperforms the baseline by 1.0
BLEU, 1.4 BLEU and 0.7 BLEU, respectively. Finally, we observe that our system produces comparably
12

Note that better results correspond to larger BLEU, METEOR and to smaller TER.
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good performance to the MGIZA++-based system. When 1M data is considered, on three of four tasks,
our system produces at least compatible translation accuracy to the corresponding MGIZA++-based
system.
Further analysis reveals that the improvement is due to not only the reduction in alignment error rate,
but also the use of the domain-sensitive lexical features. Moreover, the domain-sensitive lexical features
is particularly useful when the domain of the test data matches with the domain of seed samplers. This
is also widely observed in the literature, e.g., see (Eidelman et al., 2012; Hasler et al., 2014; Hu et al.,
2014).

8

Related Work and Conclusion

In terms of domain-conditioned statistics for word alignment, a distantly related research line (Tam et
al., 2007; Zhao and Xing, 2008) focuses on using document topics to improve the word alignment. In
terms of learning word alignment with partial supervision, another distantly related research line focuses
on semi-supervised training with partial manual alignments (Fraser and Marcu, 2006; Gao and Vogel,
2010; Gao et al., 2010). Finally, recent work also focuses on data selection (Kirchhoff and Bilmes, 2014;
Cuong and Sima’an, 2014b), mixture models (Carpuat et al., 2014), instance weighting (Foster et al.,
2010) and latent variable models (Cuong and Sima’an, 2014a) over heterogeneous corpora.
One main contribution of this work is the novelty of exploring the quality of word alignment in
heterogeneous corpora. This, surprisingly, has not received much attention thus far (see the study of
Bach et al. (2008) and Gao et al. (2011) for reference in the literature). Another major contribution
of this work is a learning framework for latent domain word alignment with partial supervision using
seed domains. We present its benefits for improving not only the word alignment accuracy, but also the
translation accuracy resulting SMT systems produce. We hope this study sparks a new research direction
for using domain samples, which is cheap to gather, but has not been exploited before.
One obvious direction for future work might be to integrate the model into fertility-based alignment
models (Brown et al., 1993), as well as other recently advanced alignment frameworks, e.g., (Simion et
al., 2013; Tamura et al., 2014; Chang et al., 2014). Another interesting direction might be to integrate
our model into advanced mixing multiple translation models, improving SMT systems trained on the
heterogeneous data (Razmara et al., 2012; Sennrich et al., 2013; Carpuat et al., 2014). Finally, an open
question is whether it is possible to learn the latent domain alignment model in a fully unsupervised
style. This challenge deserves more attention in future work.
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Abstract
Comparative assessment of machine translation tools often relies on automatic metrics to evaluate
systems. However, most automatic metrics still fail to correlate to human judgement. In an
attempt to focus further on the adequacy and informativeness of translations, we integrate features
of semantic similarity into the evaluation process. By using methods previously employed in
semantic textual similarity (STS) tasks, we use semantically similar sentences and their quality
scores in order to estimate the quality of machine translated sentences. Our results show that
this method can improve the prediction of machine translation quality for semantically similar
sentences.

1

Introduction

Since the introduction of statistical machine translation (SMT) in 1990 (Brown et al., 1990), data-driven
research, in particular phrase based statistical machine translation (PB-SMT), has become the most
dominant strand of research in machine translation (MT). Statistical machine translation systems rely
on statistical models trained on existing parallel corpora and work best when significant amounts of
training data (i.e. parallel bilingual corpora) are available for the language pair. While statistical systems
can produce somewhat erratic results, they tend to be more robust than their rule-based predecessors (?).
In the context of these advances in machine translation tools, comparative assessment of the various
outputs is a challenging yet important part of the process. Developers have turned to a variety
of techniques to assess the quality of machine translation output. Today, human evaluation is still
considered the best and most reliable judgement in machine translation evaluation. However, this
method is inefficient, especially when large corpora are involved. Automatic evaluation metrics have
been developed to evaluate MT output quality, but these rely on reference translations and focus mainly
on syntactic and surface similarities, rather than semantic accuracy. Furthermore, quality estimation and
machine learning techniques have become the focus of MT output evaluation, as they can be used to
measure different aspects of correctness. One aspect of correctness that has not been subject of enough
research is the notion of semantic correctness. While several tools that measure monolingual similarity
have been developed, the extent to which such tools can help in machine translation evaluation across
languages has not been fully researched.
This paper addresses the use of semantic correctness in evaluation by integrating semantic textual
similarity measures into the evaluation process, without relying on a reference translation. The rest of
this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 takes a look at a few previous attempts to integrate semantic
similarity into evaluation. Section 3 details the data and tools used during the course of this research.
Section 4 describes our approach and details a series of experiments on different datasets that investigates
the effective use of semantic information as a tool for evaluation. Section 5 presents the conclusions we
draw from the results of our experiments.

2

Related Work

Developers rely on a variety of techniques to assess the quality of machine translation output. While
human evaluation is still the best and most reliable assessment measure, it is also costly and time-
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consuming as it requires hours of long manual assessment, often by highly trained translators. This
renders it inefficient in the context of larger corpora. Automatic evaluation metrics have been developed
to estimate the quality of MT output. Automatic evaluation metrics compare MT output to a reference
translation, which is a translation provided by a human and considered to be a “gold standard” translation.
The assumption is that the score returned would mimic human judgement, as the closer the output is to
the human “gold standard”, the higher its quality. B LEU (Papineni et al., 2002) is a popular and widely
used automatic metric that relies on n-gram overlapping to approximate human judgements. B LEU
matches n-grams between the MT output and the reference translation, using n-gram precision with
a brevity penalty as the score. Criticisms of B LEU and n-gram matching metrics in general are addressed
by Callison-Burch et. al. (2008), who show that B LEU fails to correlate to (and even contradicts)
human judgement. B LEU is very sensitive to small changes in the output, and fails to capture linguistic
variations, especially in the case where only one reference translation is being used. Furthermore, metrics
such as B LEU are specifically designed for corpus-level assessment, and do not fare well when evaluating
quality on a sentence-level. Additionally, these metrics face serious limitations in that they rely heavily
on reference translations, limiting their flexibility. If an automatic translation fails to match a given
reference translation, it will be penalised by the metric even if it is a fully fluent and adequate translation.
While multiple references mitigate this problem somewhat, it is highly impractical to cover every single
possible translation for a given input. Furthermore, not all resources will have access to a reference
translation.
To date, relatively few attempts have been made to use semantic information for MT evaluation.
Gimènez and Màrquez (2007) propose metrics which take linguistic features at more abstract levels
into account. They show that metrics based on deeper linguistic information make up for the shortcomings of automatic evaluation metrics and produce more reliable system rankings that better correlate
with human judgement. Their metric is based on shallow semantic structures such as word forms, part
of speech tags, dependency relationships, syntactic phrases semantic roles and named entities. They call
these structures linguistic elements (LE), and posit that a sentence can be seen as a bag of linguistic
elements. Their system outperforms metrics based on lexical matching alone. However, they find that
semantic oriented metrics are more stable at system level rather than at sentence level.
More recently, Lo and Wu (2011) argue that reference-based metrics such as BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002) do not adequately capture semantic correctness between the machine translation output and the
reference translation. They define a good translation as as one that preserves the central information,
rather than focusing on fluency. They present their alternative, MEANT, a semi-automatic metric that
assesses translations by matching semantic role fillers. MEANT, however, is semi-automatic, as it relies
on human judgement to determine the correctness of these semantic role-fillers. However, it is more
efficient and less labour-intensive than pure manual evaluation.
Castillo and Estrella (2012) follow in this line of research, claiming that the output of machine
translation systems will correlate more strongly with human translations if they have a higher semantic
textual similarity score with the reference translation. Using a machine learning approach based on
8 sentence-level semantic features, they determine a semantic similarity score between each output
segment and its corresponding reference translation. They report competitive scores at system-level.
While these metrics show some level of success, they still rely on the existence of a reference
translation to which to compare the output.
The restrictions and short-comings of the reference-based translation metrics have led into further
investigation of the evaluation problem. Reference-free evaluation has stepped in to address the problems
introduced by the need for a reference translation. Early work in quality estimation built on the
concept of confidence estimation used in speech recognition. These systems usually relied on systemdependent features, and focused on measuring how confident a given system is rather than how correct
the translation is. Later experiments in quality estimation used only system-independent features based
on the source sentence and target translation (Specia et al., 2009b). They train an SVM regression model
based on 74 shallow features, and report significant gains in accuracy over MT evaluation metrics. At
first, these approaches to quality estimation focused mainly on shallow features. Such features include
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n-gram counts, the average length of tokens, punctuation statistics, sentence length. Later systems
incorporate linguistic features such as part of speech tags, syntactic information and word alignment
information.
The main advantage of using quality estimation is that it requires no reference translation to predict
quality. Furthermore, the term ”quality” itself is flexible, and can change to reflect specific applications,
from quality assurance, estimating post-editing effort and ranking translations. Specia et al. (2009a)
define quality in terms of post-editing efficiency, using quality estimation to filter out sentences that
would require too much time to post-edit. Similarity, He et al (2010) use quality estimation to predict
human post-editing effort and recommend the SMT outputs to a translation memory user based on
estimated post-editing effort. However, Specia, Raj and Turchi (2010) use quality estimation to rank
translations from different systems and highlight inadequate segments.
We propose a method to evaluate semantic similarity in machine translation output where a reference
translation is not available, using machine learning techniques similar to those used in quality estimation.
As semantic textual similarity tools are widely monolingual, it is not possibly to compare the output
directly to the source. Like Castillo and Estrella (2012), we use semantic textual similarity techniques in
order to determine whether or not the machine translation output preserves the meaning of the original
sentence. However, in contrast to their method, we do not rely on a reference translation.

3

Data and Tools

The experiments we propose require sentences with a certain degree of semantic similarity, and a way to
measure this similarity. We also require machine translated output to evaluate, preferably with a certain
measure of quality (a gold standard or a reference translation) to which we can compare our system.
We use a number of open source tools and freely available corpora to design and test our experiments.
However, as these tools do not always fulfil our purpose, we use a number of tools and datasets of our
own design as well. This section outlines both the data and tools used in our research.
3.1

Parallel Corpora

We used a variety of pre-existing freely-available corpora to train and test our systems, in addition to a
dataset of our own design. This section sheds some light on these datasets.
3.1.1

The SICK Dataset

SICK (Sentences Involving Compositional Knowledge) is a dataset specifically for compositional
distributional semantics. It includes a large number of English sentence pairs that are rich in lexical,
syntactic and semantic phenomena. The SICK dataset is generated from existing datasets based
on images and video descriptions, and each sentence pair annotated for relatedness (similarity) and
entailment by means of crowd-sourcing techniques (Marelli et al., 2014b). The similarity score is a
continuous score between 1 and 5, further defined in Table 1. For our purpose, we extract 5,000 sentence
pairs to use in our experiments.

0
1
2
3
4
5

Table 1: Semantic Textual Similarity scale used by SemEval
The two sentences are on different topics
The two sentences are not equivalent, but are on the same topic
The two sentences are not equivalent, but share some details
The two sentences are roughly equivalent, but some important information
differs/is missing
The two sentences are mostly equivalent, but some unimportant detail
differs/missing
The two sentences are completely equivalent, as they mean the same thing
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3.1.2

DGT-TM Corpora

We use the DGT Translation Memory corpus for our second set of experiments. The DGT-TM is a corpus
of aligned sentences in 22 different languages created from the European Union’s legislative documents
(Acquis Communautaire) (Steinberger et al., 2006). We use the DGT-TM corpora to extract 500 input
sentences and retrieve the most similar sentences using the SemEval similarity metric we developed. We
extract the proposed French translations in the same way. Our resulting dataset consists of 2500 sentence
pairs, their machine translations and their reference translations.
3.1.3

Similarity in Machine Translation Output Dataset

The datasets above face some limitations which prevent our system achieving its full potential. Either
these datasets are not designed for similarity (DGT-TM), or they lack a reference translation or another
reliable quality rating (SICK).
The limitations of the datasets above lead us to design a new dataset. This dataset consists of a pair
of English sentences of variable level of medium to high semantic similarity, and their French machine
translations. These sentences are extracted from the FLICKR images dataset used for previous SemEval
STS tasks. Each pair has a similarity rating between 4-5, and a French translation created by SMT (using
a Moses phrase-based model), with variable levels of translation quality. The quality of the machine
translated output is varied by using a more random selection across the n-best list of translations. This
ensures that not all translations are of the same quality, as measuring the effect of translation quality on
the semantic similarity is an interesting part of our research.
Example 1:
En1 A group of kids is playing in a yard and an old man is standing in the background
En2 A group of boys in a yard is playing and a man is standing in the background
F r1 Un groupe d’enfants joue dans une cour et un vieil homme est debout dans l’arrière-plan
F r2 Un groupe de garçons dans une cour joue et un homme est debout dans l’arrière-plan
Our main objective is to build a dataset where the translations (F r1 and F r2 ), are assigned a quality
rating and a semantic similarity score.
For this purpose we require two types of human annotations:
1 A quality score for each translation, between 1 and 4, assigned through manual evaluation by a
professional translator.
2 A similarity rating for the French sentences produced by the machine translation, achieved through
crowd-sourcing.
While this dataset is currently in development, we have already produced a sample set of 1000
sentences to run preliminary experiments on.
3.2

Automatic Evaluation Metric - BLEU

In spite of recent criticisms against it, BLEU remains a widely used metric, especially in evaluating the
output of statistical machine translation. We therefore opt to use BLEU as a way to evaluate our system’s
performance in experiments a human evaluation is not available. As BLEU works best at a document
level, we use a sentence level version of BLEU (S-BLEU (Lin and Och, 2004)) to score sentences in
cases where no manually annotated score is available. The main difference between BLEU and S-BLEU
is that S-BLEU will positively score segments that do not have a higher n-gram matching, unless there is
no unigram match.
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3.3

MiniExperts Semantic Textual Similarity Tool

SemEval’s shared tasks have been particularly interested in semantic similarity, working to fine-tune and
perfect these similarity measures, and explore the nature of meaning in language. SemEval2014’s Task
1 involves computing how similar two English sentences (Subtask 1a) and whether or not one sentence
entails the other (Subtask 2b) (Marelli et al., 2014a). We developed our own Semantic Similarity tool for
the SemEval workshop held in 2014 (later expanding on it for the 2015 workshop).
In both workshops we employ a Machine Learning (ML) method which exploits available NLP
technology, adding features inspired by deep semantics (such as parsing and paraphrasing) with
distributional Similarity Measures, Conceptual Similarity Measures, Semantic Similarity Measures and
Corpus Pattern Analysis1 (CPA). A full description of our system and its performance can be found in
our SemEval2015 paper (Béchara et al., 2015).
3.3.1

Features

For these experiments, however, we use a minimalistic version of our tool, restricting it to the 12 most
efficient features and sacrificing a small amount of accuracy for speed.
Linguistic Features
We extract a total of 7 linguistic features which using pre-existing language processing tools. In a
general sense, these features calculate word overlap between sentences. The aim of these features is to
capture token based grammatical similarity between a pair of sentences. To that end, we look at more
than just the surface form of these sentences, and extend our features to look at the overlap of parts
of speech, lemma, dependency relations and named entities. Overlap is computed using the Jaccard
similarity, which is defined in equation 1.
Sim(s1, s2) =

|s1 ∩ s2|
|s1 ∪ s2|

(1)

where Sim(s1, s2) is the Jaccard similarity between sets of words s1 and s2.
Paraphrasing Feature
The paraphrasing feature aims to detect when a segment is a paraphrase of another segment. To that
end, it makes use of the PPDB paraphrase database (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013) to extend each sentence’s
n-grams with matching n-grams from the database. We then calculate overlap (Jaccard similarity),
between these n-grams to get a feature value.
Machine Translation Evaluation Features
In another attempt to capture similarity between two sentences, we turn to BLEU. We extract 3 features
using BLEU, based on the sentences’ surface form, lemma and parts of speech.
Corpus Pattern Analysis Features
Corpus Pattern Analysis (CPA) is a corpus-driven technique in corpus linguistics and lexicography
that associates word meaning with word use by mapping meaning onto specific syntagmatic patterns
exhibited by a verb in any type of text (Hanks, 2013). CPA aims at identifying patterns of normal
usage (norms), including literal and metaphorical uses, phrasal verbs and idioms, and exploring the
way patterns are creatively exploited (exploitations). CPA is currently being used to compile the Pattern
Dictionary of English Verbs (PDEV), an online lexical resource that currently covers nearly 1,300
English verbs.
Our final two features make use of the Pattern Dictionary of English Verbs. The first of these features
returns 1 when the verb patterns across sentences match, and 0 otherwise. The second feature returns a
probability of a PDEV pattern given a specific word. The probability itself is computed over a manually
tagged portion of the British National Corpus (BNC).
1

http://pdev.org.uk
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3.3.2

Predicting Semantic Similarity Through Machine Learning

We build a regression model which estimates a continuous semantic similarity score between 0 and 5 for
each sentence pair.
We train this system on on a combination of training and trial data provided by the 2012, 2013 and
2014 SemEval tasks. We use these datasets to form a training set of 9750 sentence pairs combining
the different domains covered by the STS task: image description (image), news headlines (headlines),
student answers paired with reference answers (answers-students), answers to questions posted in stach
exchange forums (answers-forum), English discussion forum data exhibiting committed belief (belief).
We optimise for the values of C and γ through a grid-search which uses a 5-fold cross-validation method,
and all systems use an RBF kernel.
3.3.3

Performance

Our system performed adequately, with our best run achieving a mean Pearson Correlation of 0.7216, as
scored by SemEval 2015, ranking 33rd out of 74 systems. Table 2 provides a breakdown of these results.
Table 2: Pearson Correlation - as calculated by SemEval2015
answers-forums
answers-students
belief
headlines
images
mean
rank (out of 74)

3.4

Pearson Correlation
0.6781
0.7304
0.6294
0.6912
0.8109
0.7216
33

Translation Model

As we focus on evaluating the output of statistical machine translation, we require machine translated
output to test our evaluation systems. To that end, we use a phrase based statistical machine translation
system called Moses (Koehn et al., 2007). We build 5-gram language models with Kneser-Ney smoothing
trained with SRILM, (Stolcke, 2002), the GIZA++ implementation of IBM word alignment model 4 (Och
and Ney, 2003), with refinement and phrase-extraction heuristics as described in (Koehn et al., 2003).
We used minimum error rate training (MERT) (Och, 2003) for tuning on the development set.
We trained on 500,000 unique sentences from the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005), and then tuned
(using MERT) on 1000 different unique sentences. We trained two separate models, one to translate
from English to French, and one to translate from French to English.

4

Semantic Textual Similarity as a Tool for Evaluation

The previous research outlined in Section 2 demonstrates the importance of semantic information in the
evaluation process. However, the metrics proposed so far all rely heavily on a reference translation.
As we have mentioned before, reference translations are not always available. Furthermore, producing
reference translations can be labour-intensive and impractical. Quality Estimation addresses this problem
by removing with the need for a reference translation. However, the integration of semantic textual
similarity into the quality estimation pipeline has not been addressed. The main stumbling block in this
process arises due to the monolingual nature of semantic textual similarity and the tools that measure
it. Therefore, we propose a system that compares machine translation output to a second sentence,
using monolingual STS tools to measure the semantic adequacy of the sentence in relation to the second
sentence. The main question we want to answer is whether or not this information, along with a quality
score for the second sentence, is enough to assess the translation quality of the machine translation.
The remainder of this section describes our experimental setup and methodology, along with our
results and analysis.
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4.1

Experimental Setup

Given a sentence pair AEN and BEN , with a translation AF R and BF R respectively, we set out to predict
the value of X (an evaluation score for BF R ). As we are assuming in this context that neither a quality
score nor a reference for BF R exist, we set out to estimate this value based on R (the semantic similarity
between AEN and BEN ), bA (the quality score of AF R when compared to a reference translation of
AF R ) and bB (the quality score of BF R when compared to a reference translation of AF R ). In summary:
X = f (R, bA , bB ))

(2)

This set-up is further demonstrated in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Can we predict the Translation Quality of BF R (X) as a function of R , bB and bA ?
4.2

Methodology

Each of our datasets consists of a set of English sentence pairs, AEN and BEN , and a machine translated
French sentence for each. All translations were produced using the PB-SMT system Moses, as described
in Section 3.4. We use LibSVM2 , a library for SVMs developed by Chang and Lin (2011) in order to
predict the quality of the machine translation output.
The first obstacle we face in testing our method is the collection of similar sentences against which to
compare and evaluate. During some preliminary experiments, we automatically searched large corpora
for sentences that yield high similarity scores. This method proved to be too time-consuming, as it
often required scoring thousands of sentences before finding two that were similar. We were able to
cut down this processing time by using edit distance as a first-stage filter, returning the 50 sentences
with the closest edit distance. However, we were unable to find suitable matches for most sentences.
Furthermore, the STS system we designed (See Section 3.3) returned many false-positives, leading to
noisy data and unusable results. Therefore, we opt to start from the assumption that we already have
access to semantically similar sentences. We use sentences with crowd-sourced similarity ratings in
order to produce the best possible results (or oracle score).
4.3

Results

We present three sets of experiments that show positive results. The experiments differ only slightly
depending on the data available. The experiments and the subsequent results are detailed in this section.
2

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/libsvm/
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4.3.1

SICK’s Backtranslations

For our first attempt at predicting quality through semantic similarity, we used the SICK corpus detailed
in Section 3.1. As SICK already provides us with sentence pairs of variable similarity, it cut out the need
to search extensively for similar sentences. Furthermore, the crowd-sourced similarity scores act as a
gold standard that eliminates the false positives introduced by the automatic STS tool. This dataset lacks
a reliable reference translation to compare against, however.
As we do not have a quality score for our translation, or a French reference translation for this dataset,
we opted to use a back-translation (into English) instead of a French translation for these results. A
back-translation is a translation of a translated text back into the original language. They are usually
used to compare translations with the original text for quality and accuracy, and can help to evaluate
equivalence of meaning between the source and target texts. In machine translation contexts, they can
be used to create a pseudo-source that can be compared against the original source. He et al (2010)
use this back-translation as a feature in quality estimation. They compare the back-translation to the
original source using fuzzy match scoring and use the result to estimate the quality of the translation.
The intuition here is that the closer the back translation is to the original source, the better the translation
is in the first place. Following this idea, we use the S-BLEU scores of the back-translations as stand-ins
for the machine translation quality scores. This means we translated the 5,000 sentences into French and
then translated the French output back into English, using both models described in Section 3.4. We then
compared the resulting MT output to the original English sentences to produce the sentence level BLEU
(S-BLEU) (Papineni et al., 2002) scores. We chose to use S-BLEU in these experiments, as it is a popular
metric designed for sentence-level evaluation. Despite the short-comings of using back-translations, the
advantage of using this dataset lies in the crowd-sourced similarity ratings, which provide us with a
gold standard for semantic textual similarity ratings. These ratings are unique to datasets produced by
SemEval.
We build a support vector regressor using the STS rating and the BLEU scores of both Sentence A
and Sentence B, using the original Sentence A as a reference for both sentences. We attempt to predict
the basic S-BLEU score of Sentence B (using the original Sentence B as a reference). Results on this
dataset are promising, producing a Mean Absolute Error of 0.193; better than the mean baseline (which
is calculated using the mean of the scores in the training set in all cases in the test set).
Our results are summarised in Table 3.
MAE

Mean Baseline
0.216

STS (3)
0.193

Table 3: Predicting the S-BLEU scores for SICK’s Backtranslations - Mean Absolute Error
However, the use of back-translations in lieu of actual translations is a potential problem. Backtranslations are not always a good indication of the quality of the original machine translation. Criticisms
of back-translations in machine translated output have shown that the quality of a back-translation does
not always match up with the quality of the first-tier translation (Somers, 2005). Somers (2005) shows
that a garbled sentence might be translated back to match the source, while a good translation could
become distorted during back translation. We attempt to address this short-coming in the rest of this
section by turning to different corpora and even designing our own.
4.3.2

DGT-TM

We apply the same technique we used on the SICK corpus in order to predict the quality of the
semantically similar sentences extracted from the DGT-TM. We randomly select 500 sentences for
testing and use the remainder 2000 to train our model.
We compare our results to both the QuEst baseline (17 baseline features offered as a baseline for
QuEst) (Specia et al., 2013) and the mean baseline (using the mean rating as a projected score for every
sentence). The lowest error rate is observed for the system that combined our STS-based features with
QuEst’s baseline features (Combined (20)). Even the 3 STS features on their own outperformed QuEst’s
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baseline features for this particular dataset. These results show that despite the short-comings of the
STS-tool, our method can prove useful in a context where semantically similar sentences are accessible.
Table 4 lays out these results.
MAE

Mean Baseline
0.16

QuEst Baseline (17)
0.12

STS (3)
0.108

Combined (20)
0.09

Table 4: Predicting the S-BLEU scores for DGT-TM - Mean Absolute Error
4.3.3

Similarity in Machine Translation Output Dataset

While BLEU is widely used to evaluate MT systems today, it still has severe short-comings when it comes
to correlating with human judgement. This sheds some doubt on the previous experiments, which rely
heavily on sentence-level (S-BLEU) scores to evaluate our system. Therefore, we chose to use human
judgements to evaluate against. We run preliminary experiments mirroring those run on the DGT-TM
corpus on the new dataset that we designed. We use 200 randomly chosen sentences as a test set, and
use the remaining 800 sentences to train our machine learning system. As the quality scores for the
dataset we designed are discrete (1-5) as opposed to the continuous S-BLEU scores used in previous
experiments, we use a SVM classifier rather than a regressor. Our results show that the addition of the
STS-related features can improve our predictions marginally over those of QuEst’s baseline features.
However, further investigation with the full dataset would be required before any concrete conclusions
can be drawn.
Accuracy

QuEst Baseline
40%

Baseline + STS
45%

Table 5: Classification Accuracy for New Dataset
While these results are promising, an 800 sentence training set is severely limiting, and we cannot
forge concrete conclusions without further investigation.

5

Conclusions

This paper presents our investigation into the use of semantic textual similarity in reference-free machine
translation evaluation. We present a series of experiments using different corpora and even design our
own dataset specifically for this task. We designed a machine learning system using SVM to predict the
quality of a machine translated sentence based on its source similarity to another sentence’s source, and
the other sentence’s MT quality. Preliminary experiments faced obstacles in identifying semantically
similar sentences to use for evaluation. However, when we used datasets specifically designed for
similarity, we were able to achieve positive results, improving on QuEst’s baseline in a quality estimation
context by integrating semantic textual similarity as a feature.
Our results are optimistic, despite the use of S-Bleu to evaluate our system. Criticisms of B LEU
and n-gram matching metrics in general are addressed by Callison-burch et al. (2008), who show that
B LEU fails to correlate to (and even contradicts) human judgement. More importantly, BLEU itself
does not measure meaning preservation. Therefore, to evaluate our system more thoroughly, we would
need to expand the dataset described in Section 3, which relies on human judgements for evaluation.
Furthermore, our features rely on the existence of semantically similar sentences against which we can
compare our translations. These sentences are not always readily available, and searching large corpora
for similar sentences can be computationally costly and time-consuming. However, this approach can be
quite useful in settings where we wish to evaluate sentences within a very specific domain, where highly
similar documents and sentences are available.
In the future, we plan a more thorough investigation of the results and an analysis of our system once
the dataset we are building is complete. Furthermore, we plan to look at semantic similarity between
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a pair of machine translated sentences and determine how well semantic similarity is preserved after
machine translation. We plan to investigate ways to predict the similarity of the machine translated
sentences based on the similarity of the source sentences, and the quality of the MT output.
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